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Chapter 136

FARM CRISIS

The Farm Crisis spoken of in 1980 is now here. It is far more important than the Establishment Media has revealed. If this turns out to be the case, each one of us will be affected before this thing is put to rest.

Arthur Kirk Killed

On 23 October 1984 Arthur Kirk was killed on his own property by a SWAT team from the Nebraska State Patrol.

This killing followed an attempt by the Northwest National Bank of Grand Island to serve a complaint. The complaint contended that Kirk was in default in repayment of a loan.

As long as Arthur Kirk’s friends stayed with him he was safe. From information available there was no effort made to contact Kirk for talk or negotiation. When his friends left to
tend to their farm chores, the farm was sealed off. His wife was taken into custody and not allowed to phone him. A Nebraska State Patrol SWAT team crept in close to his house under the cover of darkness.

Arthur Kirk appeared in his doorway outlined in the light from his living room. He was shot and received two non-fatal wounds. According to reports, he was allowed to bleed to death.

**Nebraska Farmers Remember**

To those not involved this Nebraska killing was just an isolated event - but not to the Nebraska farmers. Nebraska farmers consider the SWAT team to be an agent of the bank’s stockholders.

During the long winter nights they sit beside their fires and talk. They talk of the things that happened to their fathers and their grandfathers before them. They talk of how it’s happening again - just as before. The Kirk killing was a "John Brown killing". There was a reason for it.

**The Story Of The Kansas-Nebraska Farmers**

There are workworn Kansas and Nebraska farmers who have blood as blue as that of the Queen of England.

In fact, there are more than a few to whom the queen could claim kin. In spite of their mortgages and worry lined faces, they are not just "poor farmers". Their forefathers were the warrior "old nobility" of Britain who came to this country in the 1600’s to escape the executioner’s ax. Before that they were Crusaders and Vikings. Penniless, they took up small farms in Virginia and New England.
In the 1770s, usury banking became established in New England. It was clearly a violation of the Law,¹ but was tolerated by the ministers of the Anglican Church because the King, the head of the Anglican Church, had been bought by the usurers with low interest loans. "The borrower is servant to the lender".

In the 1770s, usury banking became established in New England

The years rolled by:


1785 - Agricultural Depression. Massachusetts banks foreclose farms.

1786 - Shay's Rebellion. Capt. Daniel Shay led farmers to break up court hearings demanding a stop to farm foreclosures. The rebellion was put down and foreclosed farmers fled to the western Virginia counties of Ohio and Michigan. Christian ministers sided with the usury banks and offer farmers no help or guidance.

1834 - 1837. Bank credit increased. Bank loans zoomed from $76 million to $120 million. Land prices soar.

1834 - The number of banks grow to 450. They make extensive loans to farmers in Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana.

1837 - Land values peak and start to fall disastrously as interest payments siphon money out of circulation. Commodity prices by 1843 decline 35%. A bill is introduced in Congress to prevent banks from issuing money.

¹ LAW - usury; Prov 28:8, De 25:35-36, Ps 16:1 &6, Ex 22:25, De 23:19
Many states repudiate debts.

The children of many New England and Virginia farmers who moved to Ohio, Michigan and Indiana go broke. Bankers imprison farmers for non-payment of debts. Many frontier preachers were corrupted\(^2\) and say and do nothing to protect their charges.

1837 May - Banks suspend specie payments. Federal Bankruptcy Law is passed. Farmers are freed from prisons. For the second time they or their children move on.

1841 - Bank Of The US fails. List of foreign stockholders made public shows that American banking had been under influence of European banking interests. American farmers had been dispossessed at the pleasure of foreigners. Detroit, Michigan defaults her bonds.

1845 - 1850. Bankrupt farmers from Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana take up farms in Kansas and Nebraska. Banks are again liberal with loans and terms. They are glad to lend $10 for $11 just as they had done to their fathers and grandfathers earlier in Ohio and Michigan, and before that in Massachusetts.

1851 - Money supply up +19%. Land values rise.

1852 - Money supply up +9%. Land values hold their own.

1853 - Money supply up +11%. Land values rise higher.

1855- Money supply drops -2%. Land values falter. Commodity prices drop slightly. Banks start foreclosing farms in Kansas and Nebraska. Farmers turn against bankers.

\(^2\) A "corrupted" minister is one who has received low interest loans from usurers to buy what he ordinarily could not afford, "The borrower is servant ..."
1856 - Farmers without slaves are told that it isn’t the usury system’s lending $10 for $11 that causes them to default, but cheap slave labor from the South.

Slave holders are told that the anti-slave people imported the slaves and sold them for a handsome profit to the South. They are the ones who want to free them without paying for them. Tensions develop.

- Eastern bankers find a terrorist, supply him with money, guns and munitions, and send him a thousand miles westward to Kansas. On the night of May 24/25th the terrorist and his gang ride to Dutch Henry’s Crossing on the Pottawatomie Creek where they take five pro-slavery family men from their homes in the dead of night. Their arms are cut off and they are gutted. John Brown and his followers were accused. The case never came to trial.

Bank foreclosures continue but were forgotten as pro and anti slavery factions borrow money to arm for protection against each other.

1858 - Oct 16. John Brown raids Harpers Ferry in Virginia, kills several people, and calls for a massive slave revolt to kill all whites as had been done earlier in Santo Domingo. Bank controlled press and corrupted ministers applaud the event. Depression and bank foreclosures set in throughout the north. The South which is largely debt free remains prosperous.

1861 - War! Commodity and land prices soar as money is borrowed into existence faster than interest payments siphon it back into banks. Prices peak in 1864.

1865 - 1870 Usury payments reduce circulating money faster than it can be borrowed into existence. Prices decline. Farms are foreclosed wholesale across the nation.
1896 - commodity prices declined 76%. Farmers, as well as the rest of the country, are destitute. Many Kansas and Nebraska families are foreclosed for the 3rd time.

1896 - 1920 War Cycle. Good times! Money rapidly borrowed into existence to buy guns. Farm and commodity values rise.

1920-1932 War spending stops. Bank usury payments siphon money out of circulation. Commodity prices peak and then drop 58%. There is no frontier left with cheap farmland for bankrupt farmers to move to. As in Rome - there are only city slums to move to. Others hang on. Many Kansas and Nebraska families lose their farms to bank foreclosures for the 4th time.


1980- Farm and commodity prices rise to fantastic heights - then drop as banks raise interest rates. Farm defaults start again. Some Kansas and Nebraska families lose their farms for the 5th time since the country has been founded. Corrupted ministers maintain silence.

-State SWAT teams and sheriffs departments representing bank stockholders begin a nationwide John Brown type reign of terror against farmers.

- July 31. Don McGrath of Emarado, ND was killed by sheriff’s deputy while attempting to protect his farm equipment. Interest rates soar. Many farmers are unable to borrow $10 and repay $11 and still make a profit.

1982 September 20. John McMillan was killed at Winder, GA by a SWAT team while defending his property.

1984 October 23. Arthur Kirk was killed on his own farm by a SWAT team from the Nebraska State Patrol.
1985 November 15. Massive farm defaults start. 125 armed farmers gather in Georgia to fight back against bank foreclosure.

For the first time in America's history un-corrupted Christian ministers stand with Americans being dispossessed by usury loans. They took the risk of SWAT team bullets and held signs calling for "Jubilee" (Lev 25:9-13) and "7 year forgiveness of debts" (Deu 15:1-3).³

1986 January 25. The farmers of Nebraska will hold a mass meeting at Kearney, Nebraska to discuss grievances. Invited are the governor, legislators, sheriffs, SWAT team members, and farmers themselves.⁴

They want to call attention to the following points:

1) That they do not approve of the unlawful and fraudulent "theft" of their property by the use of "usury". And that they do not approve of the controlled manipulation of commodity and land values.

What can be done about it:

2) The state of Nebraska can easily establish interest free and debt free banks such as those employed by their ancestors, and which are presently employed by Arab nations. These banks will allow the purchase of farms without the use of either debt, interest, or the threat of foreclosure.

---

³ Conspicuous by their absence were the well known orthodox and electronic preachers of the land. A word of betrayal from them and their paper empires could vanish through foreclosure.

⁴ The rally is to be held in Kearney, NE on January 25. Call or write Mr. Paul Maruska, RR 3, GTC #32, Kearney, NE 68847. 1-308-234-1066 for information. The editor of HR has been invited to speak.
And that further:
3) The American Farmers should be commended for not retaliating against bank stockholders for sending SWAT teams to repeatedly terrorize and kill their members.

But:
4) This situation cannot continue ... that they do not approve of SWAT team "executions" for the purpose of illegal foreclosure.

If the governor of Nebraska does not appear, the opposition in the upcoming gubernatorial election, Pastor Everett Siliven of the Faith Baptist Church, Louisville, Nebraska will.

Pastor Siliven is the one who was preaching in his pulpit when the Nebraska State Patrol crashed into his church, pulled him out of his pulpit, grabbed the rest of the congregation, threw them in jail and padlocked the church.

**Conclusion**

The actions of America’s farmers and America’s ministers are telegraphing to the world that an era may be ending, that no longer will there be "business as usual".

There may be a deeper reason for today’s fevered rush to convert IOUs into equity shares in America’s corporations. Certain of America’s businessmen may see things in the future that others do not see as yet. These frantic mergers and takeovers would make sense indeed if today’s IOUs were to become tomorrow’s "worthless paper".

---

**UNFILTERED NEWS**

_The Sydney Morning Herald_ reports that usury banks that have lent money in Saudi Arabia are facing a mountain of bad debts because of Islam’s interest free laws. Saudi courts
will not back bank demands for interest, and often offset interest already paid against the principal. To further frustrate the usury banks, orders to seize assets are practically impossible to obtain. Usury bankers moan that the political climate is not right for fundamental changes in the law to allow banks to win judgments.

This is precisely what happened in Western courts a few centuries ago. In time, usury contracts will again be struck down when juries are educated as to what the Law requires them to do.

The French International Radio reported that the Afghan Freedom Fighters control 90% of the country. The USSR has lost 50,000 troops, 7500 tanks and over 500 helicopters. The Afghan people have lost one million men, women and children.

Most of the Afghans' losses are due to lack of US aid and support. US policy is to talk and rail against communism, but in practice refuse to prevent communist takeovers. After pushing independent nations such as Cuba, Angola, and S. Vietnam into communist clutches the US government offers only token aid to surviving freedom fighters.

A pastor in Tulsa, Oklahoma is serving a 6 mo. jail sentence for "contempt of court" because his church will not accept a government license to conduct the ministries of the church. Another in Colorado Springs, Colorado was fined $1000 and sentenced to 6 months for conducting Bible studies in his home without a government license. Another in Fort Worth, Texas faces jail because he will not apply for a government license. One in Corpus Christi, Texas faces jail
for the same reason. (*Temple Times* - 2560 Sylvan Road, East Point, Georgia 30344.)

ED: One of my forefathers went to prison for conducting church in his home, but that was in the 1760s! "*Whatever has been before will be again* -".

---

**LETTERS**

SCRIPT: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: How would a government determine how much money or scrip should be in circulation for the demands of industry and trade? G.M. - Missouri

RKH: Simple. A price index. If the PI goes up - import taxes go up and government expenditures stop. If the PI goes down - import taxes go down and more scrip is put in circulation.

-----------------

COMMODITIES: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Why wouldn’t it be a good idea to use commodities for money? One bushel of wheat for one wheat dollar? G. A. - Tennessee

RKH: Good idea. Similar plans have been used in the past. Lynchburg "Tobacco Notes" for instance. One 800 lb bbl of prime dark-leaf tobacco for one note. Col. Harwood issued scrip based on a number of commodities. It would have put the usury bankers out of business. They ordered the government to stop it.

-----------------

GOLD SCRIP: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Why can’t we take gold and silver coins to a bank and get them to issue a ‘warehouse receipt’? This ‘receipt’ can then be spent anywhere. Unlike the present Federal Reserve Note this would be backed by something tangible." A. U. - Missouri

RKH: The problem with the system you envision is that if one issuer controls most of the business he will also control
the "system". A "Mr. Big" somewhere can inflate and deflate prices by controlling the issue of warehouse receipts - just as the Federal Reserve System does today.

SCRIP PAY: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I grew up during the depression. Our teachers received scrip for pay, but not until I read your "War Cycles / Peace Cycles" did I know what I was." W. I. Arkansas
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Chapter 137

NEBRASKA
FARM RALLY - I
And Interposition

I was the first speaker. I told the farmers that in my opinion what was needed was:

1) Moratorium.
2) Elect a governor.
3) Interposition.

Moratorium

Farms are being taken over by the banks every day. Sixteen thousand are expected to be taken over in the next 90 days in Nebraska alone. Land values have dropped from $2,000 an acre to $600. Some have recently gone for as low as $200.
Farm machinery sells for 5¢ - 10¢ on the dollar. Very little is bought locally. A moratorium must be invoked to stop the pillage.

**Elect A Governor**

Nebraskans must have a governor who is not a pawn of the foreclosing banks. If they organize and outwork the Media they might elect their own man. If they do there may be a glimmer of light. Otherwise - disaster.

A governor can interpose the authority of the state between the oppressed citizens and the oppressors. It has been done many times before.

**Interposing Cities**

For example. At the present time the following "Sanctuary Cities" are interposing their authority between the Federal Government and illegal aliens to make it virtually impossible for the Federal government to apprehend illegals.

They are: Berkeley, Calif.; Burlington, VT; Cambridge, Mass; Chicago, Ill; Ithaca, NY; Los Angeles, Cal.; Madison, Wis; Olympia, Wash; Sacramento, CA; St. Paul, Minn; Takoma Park, MD. and West Hollywood, Calif. New York has joined by ordering city officials not to cooperate in the apprehension of illegals.

One does not have to approve. He must merely see that Interposition works.

**Interposing States**

There are many incidents of successful Interposition. In the 1830s Congress passed tariffs directed against South Carolina which would have virtually destroyed the merchants
of that state. John C. Calhoun interposed the authority of South Carolina and refused to recognize the law. President Andy Jackson thundered, but South Carolina was prepared to fight. The taxes were reduced to virtually nothing. Interposition worked.

A key point in Interposition is the leader. He must be willing to lay down his life for his people if events so demand. If he does not have this dedication the matter is lost before it begins.

Any discussion of Interposition must include interposition’s failures.

**Virginia’s Disgrace**

In the 1950s the US government attempted to take over the school system of the State of Virginia. Judge Bill Ould of Chesterfield County said that it was unconstitutional and that the US government didn’t have the authority. He stated that Virginia must interpose her authority to protect the people or the education system would be ruined.

James Kilpatrick of the Richmond Newsleader expounded on the topic and became its most vocal champion. Congressman J. Lindsay Almond, a candidate for office, vowed that if elected governor he would never betray his mother state Virginia.

I was a young officer in the Richmond Light Infantry Blues, one of the regiments that went across the slaughter fields at Gettysburg, and the one my great great great great grandfather fought with at Yorktown during the Revolution. The Blues, one of the many regiments of the Virginia National
Guard, stood ready to be called up once more to protect our state from invasion.

Our newly elected governor never did come by to visit us. The reason soon became apparent. We stood by and the Federal marshals were allowed to walk in and take over our schools. Governor Almond went before the legislature with a few words about doing the best he could. I was one of the many who cried at the humiliation of Virginia. Governor Almond received a Federal Judgeship.

He still lives in Richmond drawing his monthly Federal paycheck.

Rhodesia’s Destruction

The same thing happened to Rhodesia. Britain attempted to turn Rhodesia over to the blacks in direct violation of the Bible law which states:

"Thou shalt ... set king over thee ... one from among thy brethren ... thou mayest not set a stranger (Heb: nokri - foreign, adulterous.) over thee, which is not thy brother." De. 17:15

Rhodesia interposed her authority and declared her independence. The USSR, China, Britain, and the US aided rebels in an attempt to bring down her government. Rhodesia raised a militia. Thousands of volunteers came from America to help. Ten years of war left Rhodesia stronger and with more trade than before.

Her leader, Ian Smith, without a referendum, met with the enemy and turned Rhodesia over to the blacks. He still has his large plantation in Rhodesia and receives favorable press in the West. Most of the other whites have been driven from their homes. Rhodesia is destroyed.
I don't know all the politicians running for Governor in Nebraska. I know Pastor Everett Sileven. He spent 5 months in jail rather than cave in to state demands to regulate his Church schools. He does understand Interposition. At the Farmers' Rally I recommended that they unite behind Sileven.5

Interposition

Section 8 of the US Constitution gives Congress the power to coin money. Congress has relinquished this power by giving it to private banks.

The 10th Amendment states that powers not given to the government belong to the states.

The US government has even borrowed money from private banks, which makes them, under the supreme law, slave to the lenders:

"The borrower is servant (slave) to the lender."

Prov. 22:7

This was not part of the contract between the states and the federal government. Since the Federal government has not exercised the power given it - this power reverts to the states who gave it in the first place.

The states have the right to issue money.

Practically

There is not a judge in the country who was put there to rule that the above argument is true. However, if a sovereign state interposes her authority and issues her own money it

5 While his opponents receive free favorable publicity Sileven has to pay for advertisements to be heard.
doesn’t make any difference what he rules. It will force the government in Washington to continue to wear its golden slave chain or cast it away by beginning to issue money.

**Implementing Interposition**

1) In 1940, Lambert Schuyler wrote his famous "Think Fast America". In it he outlined a simple plan of converting debt into equity.

If a man bought ten acres on a certain date for $1000 an acre, and $4000 of the money was his own, he would own 40%. The remaining debt of $6000 or 60% would be converted into equity. This 60% would be owned by the lender.

Any payments of principal and interest made since the purchase date would apply against the lender’s portion based on the original purchase price of $1000 an acre. The original purchase price is the key to each transaction.

In this case the bank would gain $6000 - an amount equal to the "credit" they loaned in the first place. A 100% profit is more than a fair profit on the transaction since the "credit" cost nothing.

They would not get the interest amounting to an additional $12,000. This would do the lender a service since usury is forbidden by the Christian religion. The punishment for usurers is the same given to whores and murderers. Surely no Christian would risk that for a couple of dollars.

The conversion of credit into equity would preclude foreclosure where the farmer loses everything.

---

6 Banks do not lend depositors' money. They merely lend "credit" instead. The only reason they keep depositors' money is to comply with rules set out by the nation's big banks. Again, banks do not lend depositors' money - only "credit" or bookkeeping entries. Statements to the contrary are designed to mislead and confuse.
2) The State can use its sovereign power of eminent domain to take over and regulate the "credit" resource of the state, just as they can for air, water and roads.

3) A "sovereign" state must be made to act as a sovereign. It must be willing to back its decisions with all the force at its command.

This in substance was the talk I gave at the Farmers Rally in Nebraska.  

Who Was There

Pastor Everett Sileven - candidate for Governor, Ernie Chambers - black state senator and outspoken farm supporter, Larry Humphries - present at the Georgia protest and founder of Heritage Library, depository of Sen. Joseph McCarthy’s papers, Carl Hollocheck and Earl Bailey - of the New Constitution Party, and Abe Austin - monetary reformist who next to Peter Cook is the oldest fighter for a sound monetary system in the country. Tommy Kersey - leader of the ’78 and ’79 motorcades to DC and another Georgia protester was sick and unable to attend. Jack Metcalf - state senator from Washington and fighter against the Federal Reserve - felt the heat from the same minority pressure group that is after the farmers and begged off.

---

7 The Nebraska Farm Convention was taped in its entirety by Mr. Paul Johnson, 100 Elm St., Red Oak, Iowa 51566. (712)-623-4138.
Observations On The Media

The media did an unsurpassed hatchet job on the farmers. It was something one really had to admire.

Upon landing in Omaha I was greeted with the announcement that according to the papers and TV the Farm Meeting was called off. Many of those planning to go canceled. After traveling 2000 miles I figured I might as well drive the 4 hours more to get to Kearney.

When there we found the announcement was false. The people of Kearney were looking forward to the meeting and the merchants were offering discounts to convention participants, but a pressure group called B’nai B’rith was on the radio and TV attacking the farmers meeting and demanding that Holiday Inn back out on their agreement to rent them their convention center.

The manager refused stating that nothing could be wrong with a group that had two senators and a preacher as speakers, but orders came down from headquarters and they were forced to comply. The next day’s meeting was transferred to an unheated steel barn two miles out in the country. The weather was freezing. I saw no correction of the convention cancellation by the media but was told later that a few did. All this while the farmers were being painted as "extremists".

News Interview

That night there was a news conference. Batteries of cameras taped the meeting. All the questions were leading questions. The media didn’t want to hear solutions designed to help the farmers. They wanted someone to say anything that could be twisted into another smear on the farm movement.
In this they failed, but that didn’t stop them. Their evening TV news spots showed silent pictures of panel participants making statements. The speakers’ lips moved and the reporters used their own words to describe what the speaker said. Nothing that could possibly help the Nebraska farmers was allowed to get on the air.

**Temper**

The next day at the convention I lost my temper over the treatment these people were giving the farmers. I pointed at the television cameras and told the convention to vote AGAINST those the Media was for and FOR those the Media was against. This didn’t get on the air either.

On the other hand, one has to remember if media newsmen don’t present liberal bias they lose their jobs. However, this knowledge doesn’t make them any less dangerous.

**Recommendations In Dealing With The Media**

My recommendation in dealing with the media is to give interviews only to those reporters and networks who have a "proven" record of being fair and objective and refuse all interviews that are not LIVE. Anything less is an open invitation to being vilified and slandered. For instance, Based on my talk concerning Rhodesia the newspapers stated that the speaker from Virginia was "against blacks". That was almost the total extent of the media coverage. I wasn’t talking about blacks - I was talking about Interposition. You get the picture. (During the years since this rally in 1986, I must say that I have never discovered an unbiased major media reporter. ALL have been left-wing liberals.)
The People

The opportunity was presented to talk to hundreds of farmers. Each conversation was interesting and so was the next one two feet away. What emerged in my mind was a hodge-podge. But the overall picture is crystal clear.

The Legal System

Almost all the farmers complain that lawyers won't take their cases. They say that if the lawyers do the banks won't give them business. Many present their own cases in court. When they say something wrong they get thrown out. The judges are hostile. They say its next to impossible to get a jury trial. It makes no difference what the law says - in the absence of a jury trial what the judge says is law.

Death Angel

There is fear. Not only the fear of foreclosure and being left with no job or trade with which to earn a living, but the fear of being killed if they protest too loudly. I was told the story about a Federal Marshal who has won the name "death angel". On 7 separate occasions he has been on the scene when a farmer has been killed.

TV Special

I met some of the farmers who were on the TV Special about America's farmers that stirred so much comment. They said that during the interviews the reporters were very friendly. But then they took a few sentences out of context and made them look like potential killers or fanatics. They said that they would never talk to reporters again.
Where The Action Is

This meeting was where the action was. However, there were no conservative newspaper or newsletter reporters present except yours truly. This graphically points out the inadequacy of Farmer communications. I have talked to several periodicals since then who said they wanted to be there but didn’t know about it.

None of the big name TV evangelists were present either. It was either because they had not been invited; because they too are in debt and would make poor witnesses, or, they disapproved.

Kirks Killing

I talked to the man who examined Arthur Kirk’s body and to Kirk’s wife. This was first hand information. It is hard to escape the opinion that the farmer was shot down in cold blood. More on this at a later date.

Mortgages Sold

At long last the farmers have discovered that their mortgages were sold by local banks to the big banks in Chicago and New York. This is a revelation to them. The local banks are most times only collection agencies in exchange for a piece of the action. The big banks don’t fool around.

Money Manipulation

The International Bankers met in NY and decided to stop the dollar’s rise and force it lower. Many of the farmers are acutely aware of this. This sort of action drastically affects the price of land and commodities. It was these same bankers along with Federal and state authorities and local land grant
colleges who encouraged the farmers to go into debt when land prices were $2000 and $3000 an acre. They said that if they didn’t they were through.

Farmers didn’t know they were supposed to be experts in international money manipulation. They ask why the bankers didn’t tell them that they were going to force value of the dollar, land, and commodities up when land was at $600 an acre? The farmers could have bought at $600 and sold at $2000 an acre. A big difference!

They consider themselves victims of a manipulated international monetary con game that is supported by the politicians and newspapers. ... a game which was designed to ruin them from the beginning.

**Enemies Of The Farmers**

Besides the media and the courts, the only group actively attacking the farmers is an organization called B’nai B’rith.

Their representatives were instrumental in the cancellation of the Holiday Inn meeting place in Kearney and their representatives have harassed other farm meetings.

The farmers at the convention were asking why they were being attacked by this particular group and what their stake was in all this.

This question was answered when several members of the organization were identified by as being large bank stockholders. This B’nai B’rith is now rightly or wrongly labeled as a front for the international banks. It is believed that when the farmers bankrupt they get their share. If this is so it would account for their tremendous clout with the Media.
Conclusion

There were oilmen and small businessmen present at the meeting. Each group had almost the same grievances. The number of groups with grievances is growing.

There is a growing anger in these people at what they regard as unjust treatment by the media, by the courts, and by the politicians they regard as pawns of the banks.

They have not had their day in court and no one has heard their complaints. Being forced to stand in a cold barn for six hours did nothing to soften their resentments. America has had few political explosions before because the oppressed could always take their grievances before the nation. These people are being denied this opportunity. The pressure is building.

Next year much of America’s farmland will be in the hands of Wall Street. If corporate farming in America is as successful as collective farming is in the USSR, America may soon have monumental problems with its food supply.

---

UNFILTERED NEWS

The States of Jersey and Guernsey use their own money for business in addition to British notes. They print and spend their own debt free paper money and metal coins into circulation for public works and tax it out again. This dates back to 1816 through an agreement made with the British government. While British taxes skyrocket - Jersey and Guernsey pay almost nothing. Jersey and Guernseymen maintain that "only fools borrow money from banks when states can print it free."
The allies won WW II. Germany was required to pass inheritance taxes. Friedrich Karl Flick does not have the money to pay these taxes when he dies. He has been forced to sell his company. The international 'Deutsche Bank' bought Flick Company in November for $2 billion.

In January the company was instructed by its new owner to pay millions from its retained earnings to forced laborers of WW II. This is the new form of "tribute". In this manner almost all the large German companies have been taken over and milked by the international banks. After WW I they were forced to pay billions. Since WW II they have been forced to pay tens of billions.

If tribute is needed it should be paid by the owners of the large German companies, those who financed and got rich from both wars which killed nearly 100 million people - the international banks.

''South Africa is the most Christian nation in the world,' says David W. Balsiger, who recently headed a fact-finding mission to South Africa. 'One is surprised to find prayer in school at all levels, abundant Christian broadcasting, a high level of church attendance; open exercise of religious freedom. Abortion, homosexuality, pornography are outlawed; rapists are put to death.''' Straight Talk

LETTERS

SOUTH AFRICA: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Your American rulers still don’t understand South Africa. We are Christians. The Bible teaches:

"Thou shalt reign over many nations, but they shall not reign over thee." Deu 15:4
It also teaches:

"One from among thy brethren shalt thou set king over thee: thou manyest not set a stranger (Heb: nokriy - foreign, adulterer) over thee, which is not thy brother."
De 17:15

Rhodesia forgot God and violated His Laws by allowing black strangers to rule her. She is destroyed. If we violate God's Laws as Rhodesia did we fight God and will be destroyed. If you in the US fight God you will be destroyed.
M.P. - South Africa

-------------

CANADA: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Please send me your book - 'War Cycles / Peace Cycles'. Never thought I would see the day when I was afraid to put the name of your publishing company on the envelope in case the authorities would refuse to allow this order to cross the border. The banned book list grows. M.B. - Canada

-------------
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NEBRASKA FARM RALLY - II
& Kirk’s Killing

Last month I told you I learned more about the Kirk killing.

The official story is that Kirk stormed out of his house cursing and shooting. The SWAT team shot him down in self-defense.

The unofficial story is that Kirk had been agitated and threatened. He made intemperate remarks that were recorded. These remarks became his death warrant.

The man Mrs. Kirk asked to examine her husband’s body had been a corpsman in the service. He had lots of experience with gunshot wounds.
He commented that gunshot wounds that kill bleed very little. He observed that Kirk’s body lay in the yard in a great pool of blood. It was his opinion that the only way a man could bleed that much through small bullet wounds was for him to be alive when placed on the ground. His belief is that he was shot and left to bleed to death.

Close examination revealed a gunshot wound under his right arm that penetrated only half an inch. Most modern bullets penetrate far deeper than that - unless they hit something first. The panel of the front door was missing - it had been taken by the SWAT team. The deduction was made that the bullet hit the door panel first before hitting Kirk. This would mean that Kirk was inside his own house when shot.

A great deal was made over this point. It seems that it is in violation of some Nebraska law to shoot a homeowner inside his house.

An Indian tracker, who accompanied the examining party, pointed to drag marks made by the toes of Kirk’s shoes from the front porch to the place where his body lay. There was also the print of a man’s knee in one of the flower beds on one side of the drag marks. The inference here was that one of the men who was dragging Kirk’s body stumbled.

Rifle shells were found near the body. Ordinarily this would support the statement made that Kirk had come out of the house shooting. These shells, however, were found to the left rear of the body instead of the right rear as one would expect.

A paraffin test of Kirk’s hand showed no residue of powder.

The conclusion of those in the room who had examined the scene was that the shallow bullet wound under Kirk’s right arm and the missing panel in the door pointed to Kirk having
been shot inside his own house with the bullet first passing through the door panel. The boot drag marks pointed to his having been carried outside. The large amount of blood pointed to his having been alive when deposited on the ground outside, and his having bled to death later.

The shells on the wrong side of the body smack of manufactured evidence, and the lack of powder on Kirk’s hand casts suspicion on everything else that has to do with the case.

Mrs. Kirk’s story

Mrs. Kirk told how her unarmed husband had driven his tractor unmolested over the country roads that day as was his wont. She had driven to town as usual. On her way home she saw a plane circling over the farm and shortly she ran into a roadblock and she and her daughter were taken into custody. No reason was given. She was prevented from calling home. None of her questions were answered. After several hours she was informed that her husband was dead.

Mrs. Deloris Kirk is a great little lady. You may want her to speak at a meeting and get her to tell you her story herself. She can be reached at P.O. Box 363, Cairo, Nebraska, 68824. (308) 485-4356.

Impressions

At the Kearney Farm Meeting one of the speakers asked "How many have money for seed for this season?" There were no hands raised.

Reporters

The reporters would take notes when Larry Humphrey was talking about the armed Georgia Farm Stand. When talking
about solutions such as "Land Sabbath" and "no planting" their pencils were still and they looked bored.

**Intimidation**

State troopers passed through the parking lots taking down license numbers of those present in an attempt to intimidate those meeting there.

In Marcos, Iowa, another Farmers Meeting was locked out the week before after having paid a $50 deposit for a meeting hall.

**A Preacher Testifies**

Pastor Everett Sileven told me that when he was in court the judge told him that while in his court room he was not to "speak of the Constitution, the Bible, or your rights!"

**Pastor's Association**

Before the Kearney Farm Meeting the local pastors association met to try to prevent the farm meeting from taking place.

**Those Who Showed Up**

Those who did not get the news that the meeting had been called off came on anyway. There were 450 people there instead of the expected thousands. A good showing considering. The license plates were from Nebraska, Iowa, Oklahoma, Wyoming, Georgia, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Wisconsin, etc. A good cross section.
Wayne Cryts

Wayne Cryts was there. He is the farmer who took his grain to an elevator for them to sell the day before the elevator declared bankruptcy. The courts held that such grain belongs to the creditors. Cryts got help from his friends and went and got his grain. This happened years ago and the case is still pending.

Soviet Banks In Our Midwest

There is talk that Soviets own many midwest banks. This was put down to "rumors". However, a release by the NY Times Service, in the "The News & Daily Advance", Lynchburg, Virginia, Feb. 16th reported that back in the mid 1970s the Soviet Union secretly tried to acquire three banks in northern California and an interest in a fourth. It is claimed that this plan did not violate any laws. Moscow Narodny Bank, which financed the attempt, insisted that it was strictly business.

It would be interesting to learn which of the two can dish out the harshest treatment to America’s farmers - American usury banks or Soviet usury banks.

Mr. Paul Johnson, VHS/BETA VIDEO TAPES, 100 Elm St., Red Oak, Iowa 51566 (712) 623-4138 taped the whole convention. The video tapes are $25 each.
STAR WARS NO MATCH FOR RUSSIAN RUBLE

"If Russia begins to challenge the Star Wars program by escalating its arms build-up, its arms build-up will not drive the Soviet government into any internal public debt. The Gosbank, which is the de facto government of Russia, will finance the Russian arms expansion with Russian domestic rubles. These rubles will cost the government nothing more than some ruble-printing and accounting labor ..."

"Because of the unique financing system of the Soviet government, Mr. Gorbachev was able to state: 'The budget of the (Soviet) state does not run a deficit.' (Reported on NBC News, October 1, 1985.)

"It is the Russian domestic ruble that is the greatest threat to our nation’s prestige in the world. While the prestigious star wars’ soft and hardware will be searching for the enemy missiles in the sky, the Russian domestic ruble will be financing and expanding their international trade by land and sea.

"As long as our public officials from the President down, do not recognize the parasitic forces residing in our bank money ... we will continue to be driven into ever-greater public and private indebtedness until our total economy is bankrupted. If we carry our concerns and fears far enough, we can see our bankrupt nation on the sheriff’s auction block being purchased with debt free Russian rubles.

"Already the so-called under-developed debt-ridden nations are being wooed, enticed, seduced and won over by the Russian ruble through favorable indirect barter trade. The United States Government can not match this favorable trade with bankers’ debt-generating dollars."
"It’s time that we face the fact that we in the United States do not have a U. S. Treasury or U. S. Government money system. What we have is a commercial bankers’ checkbook money system. It is run by the commercial bankers as a monopoly and governs our National Economy. ...

"The Gramm-Rudman Plan may work if imposed on a corporation but a ‘national government in wisdom’ should not be financed as are state, local governments and corporations. The Soviet government is not financed like a corporation, but is financed by an organic financing technique that should be adopted by every sovereign government that wants to survive and flourish without unemployment, debts and deficits, and wants to liberate itself out of the economic convulsions caused by the bankers, via the international currency exchange rates."\(^8\)

---

**BOTH OF S. AFRICA**

"Though Mr. Botha warns strongly: ’Don’t speak to communists and those who support violence,’ he himself is an old hand at it. ...

"The most glaring example is his Accord with communist Mozambique ... P. W. Botha’s government prefers the term ’Marxist’ which is increasingly replacing the term ’Communist.’ ...

"Mr. Botha’s inordinate equivocation in the matter of the talks with the ANC ... took us back to 1974. ... Mr. Botha, then Minister of Defense, denounced Frelimo in Mozambique

\(^8\) Peter Cook, *The Treasury Monetarist*, P. O. Box 86, Wickliffe, OH 44092. (Soviets use finance for war. What they appear to do and what they do may be at variance.)
as 'communists, murderers and rapists,' and then shortly afterwards, when 'independence' was handed on a platter to communist Frelimo in Mozambique by the Portuguese Government, warned strongly that no Portuguese or South Africans would be allowed to form up on South African soil, thereby preventing them from helping the beleaguered and defenseless Whites in Mozambique.

"After that came the forcing of the Rhodesian Government by the S. A. Government, in which Mr. Botha played a prominent part, to release detained communist ANC leaders from detention, and then to invite them to participate in a conference on the constitutional future of Rhodesia.

"Then came the disgraceful SA campaign in which Mr. Botha ... pressured Rhodesians and their government into accepting black majority rule ... by the likes of the Sitholes, Nkomoss, Mugabes and the other communist-inoculated black ANC leaders.

"This is the one and the same Mr. P. W. Botha who ... has opened wide the floodgates of black unrest and violence throughout the country, and for which our valiant but unfortunate Police and Defense Forces have to bear the full brunt. ...

"Mr. Botha’s record of collaboration ... first Mozambique, then Angola, Rhodesia, South West Africa, and now South Africa - speaks for itself."9

---

9 S.E.D. Brown, The South African Observer, November 1985, P. O. Box 2401, Pretoria, South Africa.
LETTERS

SCRIP: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I had never heard about municipalities issuing scrip in the '30s as you mentioned in your book. However, in our town the largest grocer had a packing plant. He bought cattle, hogs, eggs or most anything the farmers had to sell. When money got tight they issued their own scrip. The farmers could purchase most anything they wanted in town. They could spend it at the repair shop, barber shop, etc., because everyone knew they could buy groceries with that scrip.

I don't know but feel sure it was never used to pay taxes. Nevertheless that issue of scrip spared the people of my town hardship that they otherwise would have suffered. g. W. - Texas

-------------

MONEY: Dear Mr. Hoskins: You commented that Jack Kennedy issued treasury money. I thought Lincoln was alone with this distinction." B.P. - virginia

RKH: I have a $2 U.S. Note Series 1963. This is a U.S. money issue. It is not a Federal Reserve Note. Lincoln issued money similar to this and was shot. Kennedy did the same and he too was shot.

-------------

AMENDMENT: "Dear Richard: In one of your newsletters, you stated that the 16th Amendment was never ratified. I believe it was ratified Feb 15, 1913." H.D. - Iowa

RKH: My understanding is that the Atty Gen. of the U.S. declared the 16th Amendment ratified even though only two of the required number of states had actually done so.

-------------

COLLEGE: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: If I had not borrowed money to finance the growth of this college it would not exist
today. It's paid for. Real wisdom is knowing when to get in and out again." J.S. - Oregon

RKH: I don't make the rules. You could have bought your college through a partnership with buyback agreements. You are one of the ones who swam into the usury net, ate your fill, and swam out again. The net is still there. If it missed you, it will get your children. "All men are right in their own eyes. If all men are right in their own eyes - where lies truth? It lies with the One who makes the rules.

LAND REST: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Three years ago I planted my wheat as usual. For various reasons I did not harvest it. Never before has my land produced more than 30 bushels. After resting for one year it produced 60 bushels. Maybe my case is unusual, but I believe there is something to this 'land Sabbath' the Georgia farmers are talking about."

TAXES: "Dear Dick: Our city property tax collector says that the reason it is so easy to collect taxes is that few people own their own homes. Almost all real estate taxes in this town are paid by mortgage companies - the true owners." H. W. - Washington
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CLOSING THE CIRCLE

It is a documented fact that the Communist Revolution in Russia was financed by the New York banks.10

It is also a fact that except for the captive nations of Eastern Europe turned over to the Soviets by the US and her allies at the end of WW II, the Soviet Union has used force to invade and conquer only one free and independent country - Afghanistan.

In two more instances the USSR has used force to re-conquer breakaway countries already under her heel - and which were given to her by the US - Hungary and Czechoslovakia.

This shows amazing restraint by the nation that has somehow, without really trying, managed to pull over half the world into the maw of communism.

By way of contrast, England in the last century would have fought several wars, invaded and annexed a half dozen nations in the same time frame.

Their amazing success is not due as much to their own inept and bungling efforts as it is to the efforts of the rulers of the United States to push these same unfortunate nations into the red net.

**US Complicity**

We are logical beings. If we have facts we can reason. We can put 2 and 2 together.

It was the United States that sent Trotsky and his revolutionists to the USSR and financed them. Thus, the US was instrumental in the creation of the USSR. It was the United States that insisted that Eastern Europe be turned over to the USSR at the end of WW II.

It was the United States that cut off aid to Chiang Kai-shek and stood back and allowed the communists to conquer China. It was the US that demanded reform in Cuba which put Castro’s communists in power. It was the US that sabotaged the reconquest effort at the Bay of Pigs and allowed the Cuban anti-communists to be slaughtered.

It was the United States government that canned Gen. MacArthur when he tried to win the Korean War, and it was the US rulers who ordered the US Army to evacuate North Korea so that it could be turned over to communism. It was the US government that helped in the assassination of the ruler
of Vietnam and then turned that unfortunate nation over to communism and its subsequent bloodbath.

It is the US government that has consistently refused to help any of the resistance elements free their nations from the communists who have taken them over.

It was the US that insisted that Europeans withdraw and turn their African colonies one at a time over to communist rule. It is the US that now insists that South Korea and South Africa "reform" knowing that in those nations the only reform movement is communist.

Two More Countries Lost Last Month

The US media is now loudly rejoicing that only this last month two more nations have taken the fatal step. Baby Doc's anti-communist nation of Jamaica is being "reformed" and the anti-communist nation of the Philippines is being "reformed". This last named country is the one referred to when Mr. Reagan said in his 1984 campaign that the "alternative" to Marcos was "a large communist movement to take over the Philippines".

It is the US government that now casts its benign eye on the reds who wish to topple Pakistan and South Korea into the red net. It will be the US government that will do its all to encourage these friendly nations to also "reform" - to take the reds into their governments - or turn their governments over to them.

Taxes

At the very same time the government of the United States speaks harshly against "Soviet aggression" it is doing every-thing in its power to promote world communism. How can it
be that the native people of America can be violently anti-communist, as they are, and their government do the things that are not in the citizens’ best interests?

The answer is simply - taxes!

In America’s past, taxes were levied on foreign goods shipped into the US. There were also taxes on toll roads and bridges to make the people pay for the service they used. There was a sales tax.

The idea of a comprehensive income tax (or tribute) was considered unacceptable because the Christian religion frowns on such taxes;

"Of whom do the kings of the earth take custom or tribute? of their own children, or of strangers? Peter saith unto him, Of strangers." (Gr: allotrios - foreign, not akin.) Math. 17:25-26

To take comprehensive income taxes or "tribute" from a people was to proclaim that the people were not the children of those ruling them.

Before the present income tax came into being the US government developed the habit of borrowing money from the international bankers instead of printing and spending it into existence. This triggered the law;

The borrower is servant (slave) to the lender. Prov. 22:7

In obedience to the above law our government representatives became slaves to the international banks that insisted that an income tax law be passed. It was. This tax was soon followed by an inheritance tax.

This inheritance tax forced Americans who had accumulated any sort of sizable estate to set up "trusts" to avoid the taxes.
Bank trust departments advertised themselves as the ones best equipped to handle these "complicated" trusts.

**Trust Control**

The largest part of most sizable estates is made up of corporate stock. The beneficiaries of the trusts receive the income from these stocks. The banks receive only a small fee for the management of these trusts.

But the most unpublicized piece of information in the nation is that bank trust departments have the right to vote this stock.\(^\text{11}\)

To gain a full understanding of the power that this gives the banks it must be realized that 45% of all corporate stock is held in trust at banks. A full thirty-five percent is held in New York banks.

In most cases only 10% is necessary for voting control. 45% voting power gives a 4 times overkill and allows the international banks almost absolute power over American corporations.

It also gives them absolute power over colleges and foundations which are dependent on these corporations for contributions. This answers the question so often asked why there are no "conservatives" in either corporate leadership or in colleges. "He who pays the piper calls the tune" and the tune is socialism (as it is called in this country) or communism (as we call it in other nations.)

---

Electing Men To Government

As with all other businesses, the American media (radio, TV, newspapers, magazines, etc.) has been converted into stock companies to avoid taxes. A large part of this stock is held in trust in American banks. This stock is voted by the banks. This gives the banks control of the media without having to own a single share of stock.

The result is that the only items given exposure by the media are those things and persons approved by the banks who vote the media stock.

It is extremely important that Americans realize this. The media has the power to ignore or publicize - to build up or pull down.

A George Washington or Thomas Jefferson would go unrecognized if the media gave them no exposure. No one would ever hear of them.

On the contrary, a Benedict Arnold can be, and often is, given hours of media exposure. His name becomes a household word. He is made to appear as grand and as noble as Robert E. Lee. When he is elected to office we are given the vision of a noble patriot who makes blunders because of bad advice.

In actual fact, a scheming traitor may have been placed in an important strategic position to determine the future of our nation. Rest assured, he will do what he was put in office to do. The record of surrender, retreat, blunder, and sellouts by the government of the United States confirms this. "In government nothing happens by accident. All things are made to happen".
The Grand Plan

The world conquest by communism is developing exactly according to Lenin's plan.

What was Lenin's plan? It was to gradually take over the countries surrounding the United States. When this was done the United States would fall like overripe fruit.

Our leaders have borrowed - they are "slaves" to the lender. This gave "strangers" control of our money and banking.

These slaves further obey their masters and violate The Law by taxing their own people for these masters. This gives their masters additional control of business and media.

These masters are now in positions where they supervise the management of our media, corporations and government. They direct the US government. They instruct our government to aid the communist takeover of the "free world" and our government complies. It will soon be America's turn.

Summary

Our enemies make little mistakes all the time. In time they will make a big one. They will not do to us as they have done to the rest of the world. We have God's promise on this.

For those who have no plans, plans should be made. The survival preparations made by many ten years ago may be a good place to start. In so far as possible be prepared for eventualities that may range from famine to insurrection and overt government tyranny. Beware the cities. They are overflowing with hireling armies of our enemies. They are prone to violence and have been taught to hate us.

Each of us must live a day at a time. Put business affairs in order. Our investments must be prudent. The stock market rises - follow it. The market falls - T-bills or cash.
Remove yourselves from slavery by being debt free.

Study. Knowledge is power. The power of modern day Babylon that rules the world is frightful. The one thing greater is God's Law.

The Scriptures say that Babylon will fall and burn. It will. God speed the day!

ECONOMICS GEORGIA STYLE

I telephoned Tommy Kersey, one of the Georgia farm leaders. I asked him how the meetings went with the Governor of Georgia and with the Mayor of Atlanta when his committee asked them to set up interest free banks to help the farmers.

Tommy Kersey said that Governor Joe Frank Harris of Georgia did not offer the farmers any help at all. He did not appear to want to hear anything the farmers had to say.

Instead, he bragged that the state of Georgia was going to issue tax free bonds so that MASTOC, an international dairy corporation headquartered in Ireland, could set up 20,000 cow dairies in Georgia just as they have done in Saudi Arabia and other lands.

This was a slap in the face to the visiting farmers. At the very time American dairies are plagued with over-production, and thousands of Georgia farmers are being forced from their land because of plunging prices and overproduction, this governor is working to bring in additional foreign competition at tax-payers' expense.

It appears that the Establishment has the Governorship of Georgia in its pocket, and that the leadership of the state is headed for a confrontation with its own citizens.
After explaining the advantages of a debt free and interest free "Arab type" banking system to Andy Young, the black mayor of Atlanta, Mr. Young considered for a while and replied with a profound "We'll see". The farmers are still waiting for further action.

Tommy Kersey said that the ranks of the dispossessed are now growing weekly. He visited a friend who was an active, outgoing leader just a year ago. Since then the banks have taken his machinery. His phone has been disconnected. He has a small wood stove for heat, a few chickens, and a cow. There is no money for spring planting, no machinery to work the land, and no money for anything else. Tommy says there are thousands like this and the crowd of distressed is growing. The big increase is from people in other fields.

The last time we had government officials who refused to listen to the grievances of the citizens it caused a revolution.

JOSEPH PAUL FRANKLIN

The New York Times ran a story on February 9, 1986 which was blacked out in most of the rest of the nation.

A Joseph Paul Franklin is being held in Madison, Wisconsin "for the 1977 slaying of an interracial couple in a shopping mall parking lot ..."

"He has also been named as a suspect in the slaying of interracial couples in "Indianapolis, Oklahoma City, Cincinnati, Johnstown, Pa, Doraville, Ga. and Tomah, Wis. ..."

"District Attorney Harold Harlowe of Dane County said he had decided to prosecute Mr. Franklin ... to prevent the possibility of his ever being released ..."
"Mr. Franklin used a racial epithet in saying, 'I feel it is my duty as a servant of God ...'"

It would be interesting to learn just how many cases of interracial slayings the media is covering up. The above list may be partial. It is impressive as it is.

When I was growing up interracial marriages in the United States were so rare that they made front page headlines. It was absolutely unthinkable by most. The few who would were afraid to.

The slayers who commit these acts were feared by those who violated the taboo. They were faceless. They neither raped nor stole and they pointed to the Bible for the justification of their acts:

"And the people began to commit whoredom with the daughters of Moab ... one of the children of Israel came and brought ... a Midianitish woman ... when Phinehas ... saw it, he rose up from among the congregation and took a javelin in his hand and he went after the man of Israel into the tent, and thrust both of them through ... and the Lord spake ... saying, Phinehas, the son of Aaron the priest, hath turned my wrath away from the children of Israel ... that I consumed not the children of Israel ... Behold, I give unto him my covenant of peace ... and his seed after him, even the covenant of an everlasting priesthood; because he was zealous for his God, and made atonement for the children of Israel." Numbers 25:1-13.

There may be interracial couples who will die in the future because the media did not report that other interracial couples died yesterday. This is not responsible reporting. It is quite
unrealistic to suppose that Mr. Joseph Paul Franklin is the only one of his kind.

---

**UNFILTERED NEWS**

PRINTING SCRIP: The Argentine provinces of Salta and La Rioja are printing their own money. People can use it to shop at supermarkets, buy cars, exchange for Argentine money or for any other purpose according to the Governor of Salta, Roberto Romero. Bypassing banks and printing money directly breaks the grip of international banks. The International Monetary Fund is so concerned that it brought up the issue in recent talks with the Argentine government. From The Charlotte Observer, Nov 23, 1985.

-------------

RAPE: A Louisville, Kentucky man who raped 28 women was sentenced to 201 years. He will be eligible for parole for "good behavior" in seven.

"If a man find a ... damsel ... and the man force her (rape) ... the man only that lay with her shall die. Deut 22:25

-------------

SCHOOL CLOSED: "District Judge Paul R. Davis, Jr. has ordered the People's Baptist Church Homes for Wayward Teen-agers in Corpus Christi, Texas, to be closed by the end of 1985 unless they apply for state licensing and inspection..

"Rather than subjecting the young people to the possibility of becoming wards of the state ... Pastor Wiley Cameron moved the 140 young people to Belton, Missouri on Dec. 29, 1985 ...

The founder of the ministry, (the late Pastor Roloff) "was sentenced to jail three times, jailed twice, and fined thousands
of dollars for refusing to secure a state license and submit the daily ministry of the church to the control of the state ..." Pastor Wiley Cameron can be reached at (512) 265-9911. Reported in "Temple Times, 2560 Sylvan Road, East Point, Georgia 30344. January 12, 1986."

------------------

HOME CHURCH: "Pastor Richard Blanche of the Bible Faith Fellowship Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado has been sentenced to 6 months in jail and fined $1000.

"His crime? Conducting Bible studies and serving breakfast to friends in his home without a government license...

"After sentencing, the judge informed Pastor Blanche that he would suspend his fine and jail sentence if 'you promise me that you will stop preaching in your home ... ' Pastor Blanche refused. He can be reached at (303) -630-8091. Reported by "Temple Times, 2560 Sylvan Road, East Point, Georgia 30344. January 5, 1986." Feb 1986

------------------
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ISLAM'S HOLY WAR

Islamic Claims

The Muslims say they have a grievance against America. They say that every Arab man, woman and child that is killed is killed with American-made planes, bombs, rockets, bullets, tanks, shells, or other American-manufactured equipment of war. Without American war equipment the invasions of Egypt, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon would not have been possible.

They say that refugee camps full of Arab women and children fleeing the terror in Palestine have been savagely attacked with American-made carpet bombs, delivered by American-made planes, flown by American-trained pilots. Those who fly these planes, drive the tanks, and fire the guns, are paid with American aid. The Muslims say American intervention has cost them tens of thousands of Islamic lives.
**Muslim Requests**

Many times they have asked that when American war equipment is given to a country, and that country uses that war equipment against its neighbors, that American aid to the offending country be stopped.

America has ignored these requests. The Islamic world is unhappy with what they say is "America's irresponsibility".

**The Islamic Mind**

Islamic peoples don't look at things the way Western Christians do. They consider Muslims everywhere as belonging to one great nation - Islam.

This vast nation is broken up into smaller political subdivisions of relative unimportance. They have leaders that come and go.

The only important thing to the Moslem mind is the one vast nation of almost one billion people - ISLAM. To them, this single nation encompasses all that is important and eternal.

The rest of the world really does not exist to most Muslims. This is hard for us to imagine, but it is a fact. They know little and care less about the goings on beyond the borders of their own "Islam".

Even among the educated, their lack of knowledge of geography, nations, politics and peoples outside their lands is shocking. They really don't care!

The rest of the world assumes shape as it forcibly intrudes itself on the people of Islam with its music, dress, goods, ships, and more recently - bombs, machine guns, and napalm. The last time something attracted this much notice from them was the Crusades.
The Dual World

To Muslims the familiar world of Islam is the "zone of peace". In the "zone of peace" the laws of the Koran are respected. Everyone, even "infidels", goes his way with only the usual restrictions as laid down by their law.

Lands outside Islam are considered dark and evil. This is the "zone of war". These infidel lands are foreboding because they have not had the benefit of Islamic Law and the laws of Islam are not enforced.

The Green Flag

The Koran commands and commends the death of infidels. If the "green flag" has been raised, a "believer", when entering this "zone of war", may do whatever Allah leads him to do to its inhabitants. Historically, this has resulted in unspeakable acts of mutilation and sacrilege which Western histories relate in horrible detail. Today they attempt to enforce their will and defend their beliefs with machine guns and bombs.

In keeping with the Moslem concept of the two zones of peace and war, there are two kinds of wars.

There is the simple war between "brothers" such as is now being fought between Iraq and Iran, and between the PLO and the Jewish Israeli nation. (There are many Jews and PLO Arabs who were neighbors and friends for years in Palestine. Many still are.)

In these wars terrible things happen as in all wars, but prisoners are taken, and conventions recognized. There is always a great deal of verbal "bombast", but there are rules which are followed.

The "holy war" such as was fought with the Crusaders, and later with Russia for hundreds of years, is different. In "Holy
Wars" there are seldom "rules" or prisoners. At all times and in every encounter the participants "go for broke". Many people die in "Holy Wars". Few languish in prison camps. There are few prisoners.

**Holy War**

The "Holy War" is proclaimed by the exhibition of a green flag or a green scarf.

Westerners can sit safely at home in their easy chairs and view a mob of screaming Libyans on TV. In that mob may be two or three who have green scarfs or who wave green flags.

Observe these people carefully. They have separated themselves from their companions. Each has decided in his capacity as a follower of Islam that he will henceforth recognize the "zone of war" and will act accordingly, for the glory and protection of "Islam".

**America's Great Need**

There is a great need in the West. The Muslims have little sympathy with it. It is the need of the West's banking system to have vast quantities of money borrowed into existence to avoid another 1929, or once in a 1929 to get out again.

According to Keynesian economics there are only three ways to efficiently put money into circulation in a usury society:

1. Tax cuts.
2. Monument building. (Roads, defense, government buildings, bridges, etc.)
3. War.
Keynesian economists are agreed that the last named method is considered best. It is the most used method.

Objections to borrowing money are overcome by patriotic fervor. If properly managed a war can insure "good times" for many many years. The Vietnam War is the textbook example used to show what a properly run war can do for the economy back home.

To have the next war's opponents ready when the economic need for them arises, care is taken to condition them in advance. The following is case in point.

**America's Opponents**

On December 19, 1980, PIA came out with issue number #65 entitled "Arab Oil / South African Gold or 1929". The entire issue presented the need for a future war and showed why the United States would have to go to war with either the Arab nations and/or South Africa. As events unfold it appears that both have been chosen for reasons that were valid and obvious back in 1980.

There is really nothing personal about the choice of Arabs and South Africans as America's future opponents. It just so happens that there aren't many other worthwhile opponents left.

The Usury System's continuing need for war to force expansion of the money supply explains the continued harassment of the Arabs and South Africans.

The thing that the war planners are counting on is that neither the Arabs nor the South Africans will submit and become slaves. Therefore, it is only a matter of time before
the monetary system of the West gets the war that it so desperately needs.

**Fallout**

The international banking system is counting on America’s advanced military technology to protect it while fighting limited wars. In the Korean and Vietnam Wars there was never a chance that the opponents could strike a telling blow against America’s homeland.

These next planned wars against third rate nations are envisioned as being the same sort of long drawn out humdrum affairs. There will be the usual minor surprises planned, spiced with a few atrocities which are needed to keep public ratings up.

**Conclusion**

It is not by accident that munitions are being furnished to enemies of the Muslims.

It is not by accident that American armed forces are placed in vulnerable places, making targets easily available to "green flag" Muslims who have lost wives and children to American munitions.

It is not by accident that America’s sophisticated bombing equipment managed to hit residential areas of Arab cities killing women and children.

It is not by accident that an air strike was made against Khadafy’s home. The whole world knew that all of the Khadafy family lived there. The only accident is that only one child was killed. To the Arab world this killing symbolized America’s intent more than anything else that could have been done. This is what it was supposed to do.
America will get the war its banking system so desperately needs. Both the Arabs and the South Africans will fight.

However, matters may take a different turn for any one of the following three reasons.

1. Our government in Washington, under direction of Wall Street lenders ("The borrower is servant to the lender"), has reduced America’s industry so that at present 25% of America’s steel is being imported, 30% of its autos, 80% of its electronics, 60% of its textiles, 50% of its beef, 50% of its dairy products, etc.

   In a national emergency we may assume that America may be cut off from the rest of the world and shortages may result. These shortages will be of a critical nature that could prove fatal.

   At the present time America cannot produce a tank, warship, or plane without imported parts. These parts may not be available if the coming war does not go as planned. America may not be able to rearm herself in a crisis.

2. Add to these - "backpackable" atomic bombs (65 pounds) carried by people who have chosen to die for their cause, and things take on a different complexion.

3. There may be more than Muslims and S. Africans that America will have to fight. In addition to the billion Muslims that America’s rulers have antagonized, there is another billion Chinese who also hate us. This represents more than two thirds of the world’s population.
Add to this a USSR armed to the teeth just waiting for an opportunity, and you have all the components for a catastrophe.

The trigger to all these catastrophic possibilities could most definitely be touched off if the coming war in the Near East and South Africa is planned not to go as planned. In other words - if someone wished to ruin this nation - now would be the chance.

It may be that America's incredible string of blunders in world affairs has not been accidental at all.

It may be that the REAL REASON for these blunders has been to weaken the nation.

It may be that the REAL OBJECTIVE the International Bankers have worked for all along is to unite and lead the billions of the world in one massive tidal wave of human flesh against America - to destroy it!

The coming war with the Middle East and South Africa will certainly present that opportunity. If so:

God Bless America!

UNFILTERED NEWS

ENEMIES: According to Reuters 4/8 "The Reagan Administration said it will sell $550 million in military electronic equipment to China to help modernize that country's Air Force F-8 fighter interceptors."

"The US said last year that it was offering the Chinese an option to pay up to $98 million to buy a plant that could
produce artillery ammunition, primers, fuses, and explosives."
"China's top naval officer ... Adm Liu Huaqing visited American Navy facilities in four states." Daily News Digest, PO Box 39850, Phoenix Arizona 85069.

-----------
AIDS: Comment by David Gooding, Sr. VP of Trans-America Occidental Life. "I see it as potentially the biggest financial risk the health and life insurance business has ever faced in this country, perhaps bigger than the influenza epidemic of 1918 and 1919." Jan 20, 1986 FORTUNE.

-----------
RAPE: Former Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver "described his rape of white women as an insurrectionary act. It delighted me that I was defying and trampling upon the white man's law ... defiling his women ... I wanted to send waves of consternation through the white race." News & Daily Advance, Lynchburg, VA, April 27, 1986. p.A10.

-----------
LETTERS

DEVALUATION: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I planned to retire in Mexico and had sent my money there. Mexico devalued 50%. I lost half my money. What is to keep that from happening here? M.D. _ Pennsylvania

RKH: For practical purposes, there is only one currency in the world - the dollar. Mexico or almost anyone else can devalue any time they like and get away with it. If the US devalues, other countries can do the same the next day. We would gain little.
"The bankers, however, can manipulate the value of the dollar down. How low no one knows. This could amount to the same sort of devaluation you are speaking of.

POWER: Dear Mr. Hoskins: One of the basics of our civilization has been 'the balance of power'. Your projections do not include this. What do you see that makes you think that this safeguard has been scrapped?" B.R. - Florida

RKH: To have a "balance of power" one must have powers of fairly equal strength. This "balance" theory falls apart when it is discovered that a third "money power" actually controls both "powers" which were supposed to "balance" each other.

The master's hand has been revealed. Poll after poll has shown the wishes of the American people in regard to immigration, forced integration of schools, mandatory death penalty for rape and premeditated murder, and continued trade and build-up of communist nations. The American people may as well not have spoken.

We have watched the media of America turn violently against Nationalist China, S. Vietnam, S. Korea, S. Africa, the southern United States, Germany, the Arab Mid-East, etc. There is never two sides to any question. There is only one side - the master's side.

Regularly the media raises the same charges against communism. Obediently congress votes to borrow hundreds of billions from the international banks for a defense which becomes obsolete in 5 years, and does not include bomb shelters for its citizens or anti-missile weapons to protect it's cities.

Through it all the American government is careful not to do anything to damage the communist cause - except to beat
the communists to death with talk. They do the same to us. Talk is cheap and never hurt anyone.

World-wide currencies are manipulated up or down in orchestration - ruining some nations and benefiting others.

Nations world-wide "spontaneously" come together against enemies "dangerous to world peace" such as little Rhodesia and S. Africa. Oppressive offenders against human rights such as the Soviet Union and Red China are verbally chastised and given factories, trade agreements, and the latest electronics.

Our President meets with leaders of anti-communist resistance movements. These leaders are publicly praised and sent on their way with nothing but "talk" with which to fight the communists.

"Balance of power?" There is no balance of power. The conquest of America has been accomplished without a shot being fired! There can be no "balance of power". The East and the West serve the same master.
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CONFEDERATE SCRIP

"If I had the power I would arm ... every Negro in the South, and every devil in Hell, clothe them in the uniform of the Federal Army and turn them loose on the Rebels of the South and exterminate every man, woman and child south of Mason and Dixon's Line. I would like to see Negro troops, under the command of (U. S. General Benjamin F.) Butler, crowd every Rebel into the Gulf of Mexico and drown them ..." Rev. William G. Brownlow. Occupation Governor of Tennessee. 12

There are mountains of books, pamphlets, tracts, and newspapers full of this sort of venom. Today's history books want their readers to forget that this was standard fare for the northern readers during and after the War Between The States. This conditioning brought about a hatred of the South that people today can scarcely comprehend.

This unending hate has concealed the real issues that brought on the conflict. Only now is the cover being gradually

12 "The Black Death" (unpublished manuscript), The Southern National Party, P. O. Box 18214, Memphis, Tennessee 38181. $20 copy.
lifted to reveal the horror of this disgraceful period in America's history and the reason behind it.

After the war the rape of a white woman or the arson of a southern dwelling by blacks was a matter of complete indifference or even rejoicing by the establishment's controlled press.

Even today, more than 100 years after the war, it is only on rare occasions that Southerners are allowed to play their national anthem or display their old battle flag at public gatherings.

**Our Sin**

What did the South do that earned this hatred?

Was it slavery? No. President Lincoln owned slaves through his wife as he penned the words of the Emancipation Proclamation. When freed, formerly well cared for and well fed slaves were allowed to starve by their emancipators.

What WAS it then?

**The Scenario**

The South was threatened by war. Powerful fleets threatened her harbors and commerce. Giant invasion armies were poised on her borders.

She had no ships, no armies, no uniforms, no guns, no supplies, and no way to pay for these things that were desperately needed.

Overnight a monetary system was brought into existence. It was a "tally" system based on "scrip".

"Scrip" of any kind is never welcome beyond the borders of the issuing country. A mountain of cotton and a small
supply of Southern gold was exchanged for war material obtained from Europe.

When this trade was stopped, high interest European loans were sought. The collateral for these loans has never been revealed in print. Rumor has it that by treaty the North guaranteed existing Southern loans if England and France refrained from selling the South any more war material.

A great deal of time and money had been spent by the bankers in instigating the war against the South.\textsuperscript{13} The North immediately borrowed hundreds of millions from the international bankers to prosecute the war. The wealth of the nation started to roll into their coffers. There was joy in Babylon.

\textbf{Southern Financing}

The South’s turn came to finance her share of the war. It was then that the international bankers received a nasty shock. The South refused. They refused to borrow any more money than they could help.

Instead, the South did as they had done one hundred years earlier in the Revolution. They printed their own currency and spent it into circulation.

It didn’t cost a dime in interest and the scrip was freely accepted by everyone.

The flabbergasted bankers were left with their coffers only half full. With this "worthless paper" The Confederacy established arsenals, built shipyards, built and equipped iron clad rams and commerce raiders, cast thousands of cannon, armed

\textsuperscript{13}"War Cycles / Peace Cycles", Richard Kelly Hoskins, Virginia Publishing Company, P. O. Box 997, Lynchburg, VA 24505, $28/copy, and "The Secret Six", Otto J. Scott, Times Books, 3 Park Avenue, NY 10016. etc.
and equipped and fielded the finest armies ever seen on the North American continent. All this was done almost completely without paying interest.

The South was so successful that Mr. Lincoln paid them the highest compliment possible. He copied what they were doing. He, himself, printed millions of dollars of "greenbacks" which brought about howls of anguish and protests from Northern bankers.

SCRIP was the sin of the South. The people who excluded usury money and issued scrip once might do it again. They are a permanent danger and are treated as the permanent enemy.14

The Threat

The Confederacy could not be allowed to win her war for independence. If she did the days of the international bankers would be numbered.

In England the establishment press raised cries of consternation at the "revolutionary" monetary system practiced in America. It was proclaimed that if it were allowed to continue unchecked that in time it would make the existing monetary system obsolete in Europe.

After having made such a to-do of being willing to trade with both sides, and in spite of the people of both France and England overwhelmingly being in favor of the Southern Confederacy, the governments of England and France were

---

14 In addition to the American South, South Africa issued a form of scrip during her wars with England at the turn of the century, and during WW II Germany issued Scrip. They too have been placed "beyond the Pale".
forced to turn against the South and its "unconventional" monetary system.

The "slavery issue" was raised late in the war to give a talking point for the change of plans. But that is all it was - a talking point. The question of money was carefully ignored.

The Old Trunk

Many readers have written expressing interest in Confederate "scrip". To satisfy this interest I went to the attic and opened the old trunk. In it I found two envelopes. In the first was a thick stack of Confederate "scrip" and a few bank notes. In the second envelope were many thousands of dollars worth of war bonds made out to my great-grandfather or to his business. These old bills and bonds were left to me and my boys and their boys.

Virginia State Scrip

Modern historians refer to the "Confederacy" as a nation. They are mistaken. The Confederacy was a collection of nations, each represented by the state making up the confederacy.

Virginia, the oldest and most powerful, was threatened by invasion. She did not have time to wait. She had to protect herself. Virginia raised, equipped, fed, and fielded her own armies and built her navy long before there was a Confederate Army and Navy. Virginia printed and issued Treasury Notes to pay for these heavy expenditures.

The money envelope was confirmation of the rule that people keep the valuable and pass on the less valuable. A large part of the money was in Virginia currency.
The Virginia scrip in the envelope was made up of $1s, $5s, and $100s. Below is an example of the the $5 issue.

The engraving on all the Virginia Notes is good and done only on one side. Most were issued in early 1862 and bear the notation "Receivable in Payment of Taxes and other Public Dues". The serial number of the note above is 39334, is entered in red ink and signed in two places by two individuals.

The handwritten signatures were to protect against counterfeiting. In most cases they did. Much counterfeit money of the period in existence today did not pass at the time. It was distributed as souvenirs after the war.

Other states that comprised The Confederacy also issued their own scrip. However, my great-grandfather passed their scrip on as fast as he received it. He retained only a few out-of-state pieces of small denomination.

One is a 10¢ North Carolina paper piece. It too is hand signed, numbered 3193 in ink, and contains the notation "Receivable in payment of all Public Dues." My great-grandfather accepted it in Virginia.
Virginia County Scrip

Most Virginians were farmers. They looked to their own county - or to the nearest town where they sold their tobacco. The counties and towns issued their own scrip to carry on trade and buy munitions for local defense.

The City of Lynchburg has a 15¢ piece with serial number and signature dated May 1st, 1862. There are several $2 dollar bills from the Corporation of Alexandria, D. C. dated 1846. I have numerous examples of county money.

Lynchburg Scrip

The City Of Lynchburg will pay the bearer of this scrip 15¢ in current funds (whatever that may be). This scrip was printed by the City of Lynchburg and spent into circulation as pay for its employees. It was good for payment for all tariffs and dues. Municipal or private scrip is entirely different from Bank Notes.

Most of the county samples are well worn from constant usage and are discolored by age. This prevents them from being copied well enough to be included here.

Corporate Scrip

There are also numerous examples of Virginia city scrip. It is interesting that Virginians were using City of Alexandria money which was 20 years old at the time of the War.
Bank Notes

There are also a few bank notes present. A $1 note issued by the Monticello Bank of Charlottesville dated May 1, 1861, a $1 Commonwealth Bank of Richmond dated May 1, 1861. These would compare with our Federal Reserve Notes of today. They were soon superseded by government issue.

The presence of only two notes indicates what my great-grandfather thought of "bank notes". Like others, he tended to pass on the worthless and keep the valuable.

Confederate Scrip

The issue of Confederate Scrip is a replay of the Virginia issue. It was issued in all denominations and printed on both sides. There is even a paper 50¢.

The most interesting, in my opinion, is a blunder in issuing one of the $100 pieces. It appears to be like the other issues but isn’t. The trunk is full of them. The reason is that these
strange scrip issues were collected and presented for payment because they paid 2¢ a day.

Since these bills paid 2¢ a day it was a great deal of bother to figure how much $100 was worth on any given day. Then, too, they were worth more the longer one held them. As a consequence, these interest drawing bills were kept and other money was passed along. With everyone hoarding these bills a scrip shortage developed. This issue was a mistake and was
not repeated. A standard $100 bill soon made its appearance so a circulating currency would be available with which to trade. The $50, $20 and $10 examples on the opposite page are typical, as are the $1.00 and 50¢ examples below.
Confederate Bonds

There was a need to take surplus currency out of circulation to keep inflation low. This was done by offering Confederate war bonds to holders of surplus cash.
On the opposite page is one of the 6% Confederate war bonds owned by Granville J. Kelly, my great grandfather. It is in the denomination of $50,000 dated February 1864.

Much is made over the fact that gold traded at more than $100 an oz. in the South in 1864. Little is made of the fact that it traded at $287 an oz. in New York that same year.

The sale of war bonds did a remarkable job of keeping inflation low in the South during all but the final stages of the war.

**Placing The Chains**

Many of the individual soldiers of the Union practiced the greatest kindness and humanitarian care in their dealings with the civilians of the South. I have numerous stories which substantiate this fact. To them the South owes a debt.

The fact remains that the armies of the Union were unrestricted in their everyday practice of looting, arson, rape, and murder against the civilian population of the South.\(^{15}\)


Every time a house, barn, mill, town, or city was burned to the ground it created a demand for money for reconstruc-

---

\(^{15}\) The southern armies shot looters, President Lincoln, Gen. Grant, and General Sherman knew of the depredations of their armies and did nothing to restrain them.
tion. One is forced to conclude that the vandalism of the Union Army was planned and deliberate.

As additional evidence, when the South was conquered, her state scrip was outlawed. The only money permitted had to be borrowed from usury banks. These were conveniently established in the South in 1865 by men from the Northern money centers. What follows next is the most damning evidence of all.

**The Rape Of The South**

To force the South into debt southern whites were deprived of the vote. Blacks were then given the vote and allowed to rule over the whites as judges, police, congressmen, senators, and state legislators, etc.\(^{16}\) This rule was backed by thousands of Union bayonets. Protesters could be punished by gang beatings or death. Public protests stopped.

The blacks were carefully instructed how to pass laws and which laws to pass. These laws created impossible debts - all of which had to be paid with usury money borrowed from the usury banking system.

Scrip money, which could have removed the burden of the debt, was forbidden.

**Conclusion**

In spite of the prohibition against scrip, 65 years after The War, in the 1930s, the extreme suffering brought about by the same usury system caused states, and hundreds of their coun-

\(^{16}\) "Thou mayest not set a stranger (Heb: nokrili - foreign, adulterous) over thee ... De 17:15; "Thou shall make no covenant with them ... lest they make thee sin against me." 1 Ki 4:21-24; "Strangers (Heb: zu"wr - racial aliens) shall stand and feed your flocks, and the sons of the alien shall be your plowmen and your vinedressers." Isa 61:5.
ties, cities, and corporations to once again issue scrip nation-wide. Once again it worked.

If history repeats for the fourth time, the usury demand of $22 in IOUs coming due worldwide for each $1 in the M1 money supply will cause money to again disappear. Once more SCRIP will be needed to prevent starvation.

You readers are knowledgeable. Be prepared to share your knowledge to help your town, county, city or state jump into the money vacuum with "SCRIP".

This next time - it must be made permanent!
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BIRTH RATES

The media pontificates over the dangers of volatile stock markets, the debt bomb, Soviet nuclear threat, and weather changes. These are very real threats. However, there is one threat greater than all these threats combined. This threat, in the author's opinion, will soon determine every reader's lifestyle and investment posture. It will even bring into question his "right to live" in the days ahead.

The *US News & World Report* ran an article on comparative birth rates.

According to this article whites are increasing at the rate of .6 per 100. This is a bit more than 1/2 of 1% per year. Blacks are increasing at the rate of 1 1/2%, orientals 2%, those of Mexican descent 4%, and Mexican immigrants 4 1/2%.
To get an idea of what these figures would do to the racial composition of the United States in 100 years they were taken to a computer. The assumptions made were:

1) The total non-white and mixed-breed population of America now numbers about half the total, or about 130,000,000.17

Considering the torrent of immigration the last few years this figure should not be off by much.

2) The non-white birth rate was rounded to 2%.
3) Non-white immigration was estimated at 2%.

Vastly different figures are available depending on whom you are talking to. Some say it is 2%, some 3% and some 4%/yr and even more.

Adding a 2% non-white birth rate to a 2% immigration rate results in total non-white increase of 4%/yr. Adding 3% would make the total 5%.

The computer printout on the next page lists white increase at .6% a year and the non-white natural increase plus immigration at 4% and at 5%.

**Results**

If present white and non-white birth rates plus immigration continue unchecked for one hundred years the total white and non-white populations in America will appear as follows:

---

17 Increasingly, the word "white" is being used in place of "native" which the media now uses to refer to American Indians. "White", in the above context, includes Anglo-Saxon, German, Celtic, and Scandinavian peoples. The early-American use of the Hebrew word "adamic" meaning to blush red (according to Strong’s Concordance) removes the ambiguity and is coming back into common usage. Europeans use the word "Westerner" for the same reason.
143 - Birth Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1986</th>
<th>Year 2065</th>
<th>After 100/yea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white @ .6%</td>
<td>130,800,000</td>
<td>236,500,000</td>
<td>3.9%/total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-white @ 4%</td>
<td>135,000,000</td>
<td>6,566,000,000</td>
<td>94.9%/total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-white @ 5%</td>
<td>137,000,000</td>
<td>17,095,000,000</td>
<td>98.6%/total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population Increase For Whites & Non-whites In 100 Years

It is obvious to a thinking person that the United States cannot support a population of 6.5 billions. Famine, war, or genocide have interrupted such trends in the past.

"Flashpoint"

Using the above statistics, by the year 1995 the white population will have been reduced to 41.8%. By 2005 it will be reduced still further to 34%, and in 30 years to 27%.

At some point a "flashpoint" will be reached. The whites will either become intolerable to the non-whites, or the non-whites will become unbearable to the whites.

We remember what happened in Haiti. The blacks were a majority. One morning they revolted and killed every white man on the island. In 1910, non-whites comprised the vast majority of Mexico. They rose and killed almost every white Mexican in the country and took their land. Bodies of whites lay in the streets. The unbearable stench floated across the border to the United States.
You can find blond haired, blue eyed descendants of these Mexican refugees living in Texas to this day. They have Spanish names and fearful stories to tell.

Given the same population ratios that brought disaster before, why can’t the same things happen in America’s large cities? The present crime wave is making people acutely aware of the possibility.

When will a "flashpoint" be reached for the rest of the country? Again, turn to the printout and pick what you think might be the time. One man’s guess may be as good as another.

It is a fact that America is being inundated by a flood of alien humanity that shows no signs of abating. This single fact will determine where we will live, where we go, and our personal and business decisions almost to the exclusion of everything else in the days ahead.
UNFILTERED NEWS

ILLEGALS: "15 illegal aliens ... were detained ... by a group of US citizens ... east of Nogales ... Harold Ezell, Western Regional Commissioner for the US Immigration and Naturalization Service, concerned the group's actions ... He ... declined to press charges because no aliens had been hurt ... the FBI is conducting a separate investigation of the group's activities." The Arizona Daily Star, July 6, 1986

-------------------

EUROPEAN GRAIN: "1984 was the first year that Western Europe produced more grain than the US - by about 5 million tons. ... the rest of the world is suffering ... Australia is greatly reduced ... Canada increased her acreage by 10% but production decreased by 25% because of cold weather and a shorter growing season.

"The USSR planned for 243 million tons, but may have harvested no more than about 160 ... They are expected to buy 50 million tons which is all they can afford ...

"There are currently 36 different countries reporting active famines ... 11 are at the same levels of famine as Ethiopia, and 25 others with differing degrees of famine ... China ceased exporting long ago and is now a major importer ... India is at an equilibrium at best and an importer at worst... Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia) ... has produced only one-third of its minimum requirements ... South Africa has had only 25% of its normal rainfall ... and is now an importer. ... This affects the food supplies of countries like Angola and Mozambique..." Paine-Webber, 1285 Avenue of The Americas, NY, 10019

RKH: PIA has long believed that world food shortages will trigger the next confrontations."
16th: "O February 12, 1986 at the Federal 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, attorney Larry Becraft argued (in the case of U. S. v Stahl) that because the 16th Amendment was not ratified, the government has no authority to incarcerate anyone for not paying income taxes ...

"... the U. S Attorney ... stated that whether the 16th had been ratified or not was immaterial to the government’s position, that the government was relying on the 'excise tax'...

"... the defense lawyer remarked that that is exactly what numerous patriots have asserted in their defense, but the government puts them in prison!

"... the government is expected to argue that 'too much time' has passed since 1913, etc ... Becraft is expected to make a sharp attack on the government’s long 'concealment' of the fraud which occurred in 1913.

"... Discrepancies between what a state legislature ratifies and what was submitted to them for ratification by the United States Congress renders the state’s 'ratification' action null and void.

"... the certified documents obtained prove that not even one state properly ratified the 16th Amendment."

(Reprinted from Jurisdiction Journal, copied from "Townie Crier", 3273 Hickory Hill, Memphis, TN 38115, 901-795-1502
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BLOOD RIVER

"The 'Great Trek' or Afrikaner exodus from under British rule in the Cape started in 1835 and culminated in the founding of the Boer Republic.

"C. A. Venter, an Afrikaner historian says: 'The major reason for the Great Trek was 'Ordinance 50'. This infamous (SA "one man one vote" circa 1835) ordinance stated that there would 'thenceforth (circa 1835) not be any further discrimination between white and black (full citizenship)’ one man one vote et al’ in the Cape . . . and the ordinance could only be repealed or amended by the British Government in England (making it an Englishman’s law).

"This act, Venter states, 'left the Afrikaners feeling that they had lost control over their lives and destiny to a foreign power, and moreover that a government of their own kinfolk
arrayed itself against them on the side of those who were not
of their race."

Practically speaking this "Ordinance 50" was designed to
place the South Africans under the heel of the blacks and
make them subject to their tender mercies as was done in the
Southern United States 30 years later.

Unable to survive under such conditions, the Afrikaners
abandoned their businesses and farms, loaded their wagons,
and started their now famous trek into the virtually unknown
lands to the north.

As pioneers moving into new country, when camping for
the night or when in danger, they arranged their wagons in a
circle. This circle of defense was called the "lager".

"The historic Battle of Blood River forever made the
"lager" synonymous with survival, solidarity and victory for
the Afrikaner. This battle was fought on the 16th of Dec.
1838. It followed after seven days of prayer and pleas for
intercession to the Almighty in which the Afrikaners be-
seemed the Lord to give them the victory in the pending
attack by Dingaan and his 30,000 Zulu impis (warriors) and
to preserve them as a nation.

"On the morning of Dec. 16, 1838, under the leadership of
Andries Pretorius and Sarel Cilliers a covenant was made with
the Lord. It reads as follows:

"My brothers and fellow citizens, here we stand in
the presence of the Holy God, creator of heaven and
earth, to make a vow unto Him, that if His protection
shall be with us and (He) give our enemy into our hand
so that we might be victorious over him, that this day
and date every year shall be spent as a birthday and a
day of thanksgiving, just as a Sabbath is spent, and that
we shall erect a temple to His honor wherever it will be
pleasing to Him, and that we shall also instruct our children that they must also share in it, as well as for our generations yet to come. Because the Honor of His name shall thereby be glorified, and the glory and honor of the victory shall be given him. (Original in Dutch)...

"By the end of the day the 460 odd Afrikaner men with their women and children not only successfully fought off the repeated onsloughts with the loss of Zulu lives estimated at 12,000 and not a single casualty on the Afrikaner side, but they also irrevocably bound future generations for survival on Him.

"If the outcome of the battle is to be considered a miracle, then equally miraculous is the fact that the Afrikaners did not lose a single one of their animals, notwithstanding the thousands of spears hurled inside the 'lager'. Neither did the animals (900 oxen, 500 horses) stampede at the blood chilling battle cries that accompanied 30,000 warriors' attack after attack. Neither did the odor of blood which permeated the air give cause to stampede.

"Old Zulus who took part in the battle as young warriors were later to tell that what decided the battle against them was not the 'Boers' shooting from between the wheels of the wagons, but 'Boers shooting from the white cloud hovering above the 'lager' all day . . . Afrikaners know their survival is completely dependent on divine intervention.'"

This report is the result of Dirk van der Merwe’s trip to South Africa. It deals with the present leaders of South Africa, P. W. Botha, the champion of the left wing internationalist liberals, and on the other side, Eugene TerreBlanche, one of the champions of the Afrikaners. Merwe writes;
"... the Afrikaners are defecting en masse from the National Party. The conservative right wing parties are riding a crest of popularity which grows by the minute. It is about to become a tidal wave which will sweep the government from power and usher in the worst nightmare of every liberal and internationalist: a true-blue Afrikaner nationalist government ..."

These are strong words that challenge everything the internationalist media is saying. But of this I am convinced. The Afrikaner believes that the God who was with them at "Blood River" is with them now. They are protected by the pact made by their ancestors.

It is obvious that the internationalists would gain nothing if they were to sweep over Europe and America and leave South Africa unoccupied. Why? The world's industry would slowly grind to a standstill since half its mineral wealth comes from there. They MUST occupy South Africa if they wish to safely occupy the rest.

It is also obvious to those who believe the promises of the Lord God of Israel that anyone who fights those under his protection will find "Boers’ shooting from the white cloud hovering above the ‘lager’..."

---

**UNFILTERED NEWS**

IMPORTS: According to the latest reports from the U. S. Commerce Department. In May, we imported $3.3 billion worth of ag products, and exported only $1.9 billion, a net deficit of $348.7 million in only one month. In less than five years we have gone from an agricultural trade surplus of $28 billion to a negative trade balance ... the Reagan Administra-
tion is backing a World Bank loan of over $500 million to 'improve Brazil's agriculture industry.'" Agriculture Watchdog, Box 967, Hereford, TX 79045. July 15, 1986. $24/yr.

ED: The above, combined with the export of American industry, is in keeping with the planned reduction of the US to a 3rd world nation. @L-DIV20 = -------------

SODOMITES: "The Atlanta Police Bureau will begin advertising in gay newspapers in an effort to recruit homosexual officers." News & Daily Advance, Lynchburg VA 8/2/86.

-------------

AIDS DISCRIMINATION: The federal govt. has for the first time accused an employer of illegally discriminating against a person with AIDS ..." News & Daily Advance, from NY Times News Ser. 8/9/86.

RKH: If the number infected by the AIDS plague continues to double every six months - statistically, by the year 1991 everyone in the US will be infected. There are only three ways to handle a plague ... quarantine, removal of the carriers, or let the plague run its course. The government officials of the US have chosen the last named and are protecting the carriers.

-------------

SOUTH AFRICA: "If today the USSR could walk into all Europe and the whole US it would avail them nothing. The USSR could not run the necessary economies unless in control of the raw materials of South Africa. If the people of South Africa wished to resist, the USSR could never gain control of those essential raw materials. South Africa could (if it has the nerve) destroy the entire Western system and Russia. It is only a question of nerve. ..." Special Office Brief copied from
"Kinship", Dr. Otis B. Read, Jr., August 1986, 1911 E. Joppa Road, Baltimore, MD 21234.

------------

IMPORTS: According to the latest reports from the U. S. Commerce Department. In May, we imported $3.3 billion worth of ag products, and exported only $1.9 billion, a net deficit of $348.7 million in only one month. In less than five years we have gone from an agricultural trade surplus of $28 billion to a negative trade balance ... the Reagan Administration is backing a World Bank loan of over $500 million to 'improve Brazil's agriculture industry.'" Agriculture Watchdog, Box 967, Hereford, TX 79045. July 15, 1986. $24/yr.

ED: The above, combined with the export of American industry, is in keeping with the planned reduction of the US to a 3rd world nation.

------------
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AIDS

The White Man's Black Plague
A short time ago the disease AIDS was unknown. We were told that it originated in Haiti.

The French soon traced it to Africa. The US News & World Report, July 7, 1986 headlined an article, "Fighting A World Epidemic, 6% Of Africans Estimated To Have AIDS Virus."

Recently a TV documentary was done on the AIDS impact on Haiti. It now seems this black nation, an early AIDS suspect, does not have merely a "few cases" as was once thought, but is literally riddled with AIDS.

Other black nations in that area are suspected of being in the same condition. The disease seems to affect both sexes
equally. It appears that world-wide there are tens of millions of blacks who are infected.

The Wall Street Journal of 7/22/86 reported a federal health official's remark that "AIDS is being contracted by blacks and Hispanics in disproportionately high numbers."

There is speculation that the disease that we in the West call AIDS a disease of blacks. Most times it is dormant. The present excitement is the identification of a disease that has been there all along. It becomes especially noticeable when there are large concentrations of blacks such as are in Africa and the Caribbean. It is further speculated that outbreaks of the disease occur in cycles of unknown duration.

**Carrier**

Blacks contract AIDS and die from it, but because of the large number of blacks infected with the virus compared to the comparatively small numbers who die from the disease, it is believed that they have a natural resistance to it.

The white has no natural resistance. Once infected, the disease rapidly progresses and death soon follows. This results in statistics in America and Western Europe showing that almost all the deaths due to AIDS occur among whites, while blacks are found to carry the virus but death as a percentage of the infected is more infrequent.

The white homosexual is blamed. He spreads the disease to other Westerners. The early belief that it was purely a homosexual disease has been found erroneous. Homosexuals, however, are the primary carriers. Whites engaging in interracial sex are suspected of running a close second.
Smallpox

Smallpox was a disease largely dormant among whites. When transmitted to Indians it became virulent. Indians died by the thousands. Now the shoe is on the other foot - infected whites are dying like flies. At least, this is what is happening to the infected white homosexuals.

The Large Cities

As expected, most AIDS victims come from large population centers such as Los Angeles, New York and Atlanta. These areas contain large black populations.

It is speculated that like the black populations of Africa and the Caribbean, the AIDS disease may be present in these American areas in its usual dormant state. We do know that army reports show that blacks and Hispanics have 4 to 5 times as many having the virus as whites.

Nurses tell me that that while they have seen a number of whites die with AIDS they have never seen a black die with the disease. That is not to say that they don’t - it just seems to be much more rare.

Possible Bombshell

An active investigation by the US health authorities could quickly and easily determine whether it is true that the AIDS virus is present in a dormant state in America’s black communities as in the other black communities of the world. However, such a confirmation would present the administration with a political bombshell.
Confirmation would necessitate a quarantine. A quarantine will most certainly bring a backlash by black voters. The politicians can do without that.

**The Government Choice**

An alternative to an active AIDS investigation is the discouragement of such an investigation.

The government has made its choice. They have filed a suit against a North Carolina company for discriminating against a worker infected with AIDS.

This suit aligns the government on the side of the the powerful black voting bloc and protects the white carrier. Without opposition the AIDS disease can now run its course through the defenseless and uninformed white population.

**Other Carriers**

A species of African monkey has been found loaded with the virus and is believed by some to be instrumental in the spread of AIDS through its meat or blood.

The Pirbright Animal Virus Research Institute in Surry, said "... Haitian pigs are thought to be a reservoir for a low-virulent swine fever..."

Almost daily, pertinent news items surface: "COCK-ROACHES CARRY AIDS!" Weekly World News, Sept 30, 1986. "... experts at the Pasteur Institute in Paris state ... We got bugs from Zaire and the Central African Republic, we found that some types of insects were contaminated - cockroaches, bedbugs, mosquitoes, tse-tse flies and ticks."

If the disease can be transmitted by vermin why can't vermin spread the disease to cattle and fowl, as well as
humans? Or infected cattle to humans, or to both vermin and humans?

While the administration comes down hard on those wishing to quarantine AIDS carriers, New York City health officials announce that last year AIDS was the leading killer of men between the ages of 30 and 39 and the second-leading cause of death among women aged 30 to 34 years.

We can expect such announcements of white deaths to continue and grow in magnitude with time.

**Food & Food Suppliers**

Half the beef and much of the pork consumed in America comes from abroad. Thousands of tons of food are being imported from Haiti, Jamaica, Brazil, and other third world nations. Much of this food is handled by people who live in areas infected with AIDS.

Is this imported food infected by its handlers? We have not been told. It is entirely possible if the life of the AIDS virus in its dried state is longer than the 10 to 14 days that now seems to be the accepted time span allotted to it.

**Business Impacted**

People are asking about blood banks, human parts banks, about AIDS in schools, and in hospitals. They are not only asking about the danger of homosexuals, but also the danger of association with blacks and Hispanics. The business and political implications are enormous.

If identified, infected imported food will be stopped. This will present drastic problems to many supplying nations with balance of payments problems.
Demand for government action to contain and eradicate the disease and disease carriers must mount in time. High risk sectors of the population will be increasingly separated.

The "city", with its black and Hispanic population, may in time be looked upon as a place to avoid.
Chapter 146

THE ADL WATCHDOG

The Illusion Of Election

Newspapers, radio, and TV are controlled by the banks. They control the MEDIA by voting stock held in trust.

The MEDIA controls which politicians are elected. Approved candidates receive favorable coverage. Those not selected are simply blacked out or are given unfavorable publicity. This results in their defeat.

A government thus selected is completely "uneducable". They will support "school busing", "pornography", "abortion on demand", "unlimited immigration", and all sorts of programs approved by the bankers and disapproved by the people. MEDIA exposure elects.
The Watchdog

The banks govern. The media advertises and supports bank policy. Congress rubber stamps. Opposing views are attacked by the media. The watchdog is - the ADL.

All facets of today's social structure are watched by the ADL. Government, corporations, media, colleges, churches, minority organizations, and private clubs. No organization is exempt. Their agents pry, investigate, condemn, and regulate.

The Code

A SWAT team killed a protesting farmer named Kirk in Nebraska. It was reported that Kirk was "anti-Semitic". The words "extremist" and "violent" were also used.

"Anti-Semitic" is the code used by the ADL to tag Kirk and all protesting farmers. ADL watchers believe that this code instructs the media that all references to the person or organization so labeled must carry the additional labels.

Farm Rally

A Farm Rally was scheduled for the Kirk locale. This meeting was turning into a giant farm protest of the type disapproved by banks foreclosing the farmers.

In panic the "code" blared forth - "anti-Semitic". The media then ran front page stories stating that a Jewish farmer's life had been threatened and that he was forced to flee to the Governor's mansion in Lincoln for refuge.

Using the code "anti-Semitic" and this story as the kickoff, the media then went on to repeat "extremist" and "violent" plus terms such as "controversial", "anti-democratic", "anti-Jewish", "farm extremists", and "terrorists".
These names were almost never used in referring to someone directly associated with the Nebraska rally, but to people far away in distant states. This is the old technique of "guilt by association". The ADL was constantly quoted as the source relating one alarming story after another.

The Holiday Inn national management ordered the local manager to cancel the farmers' meeting hall. The media crowed that the farm meeting was "canceled" and did not report the new location of the meeting. After wrecking the farm rally the media calmly announced;

"Authorities denied today a report that a Jewish farmer's life was threatened after protesting a farm crisis ..."

Note the close cooperation between the media, government officials all the way up to the Governor's office, and the management of a national corporation.

**Anti-Semitic**

The label "anti-Semitic" does not mean "anti-Jewish". It is merely a "code". Many Jews are labeled "anti-Semitic" by the Establishment. The determining factor is whether or not an individual adheres to Establishment policy.

One farm leader was asked by a radio talk show host in Atlanta if he disapproved of the Federal Reserve. He answered "yes". The talk show host then said "that means you are 'anti-Semitic' since many of the banks making up the Federal Reserve are Jewish owned."

This would sound strange if you didn't know about the "code". The farm leader could have praised the Federal Re-
serve and still have been labeled "anti-Semitic". It does not mean "anti-Jewish".

Christian Conference

A Christian Law Seminar was held in Ohio. With the prompting of the ADL the local newspaper did an article entitled "Anti-Semitic Seminar".

The reporter pulled out all the stops and used the entire arsenal of words reserved for farmers plus the most recent additions which are "white supremacist", "tax-protest", neo-Nazi", "right-wing", "identity", Ku Klux Klan, "children of Satan", "Adolf Hitler", "Mein Kampf", "neo-Nazi", "the Order", "armored car robberies", "counterfeiting", and "Posse Comitatus".

As usual most of the copy using these words described events in other states. Only by the wildest stretch of imagination could they be related to the meeting. Again, "guilt by association".

The Bible calls for the death penalty for murderers and rapists. Christians repeat the demand. The last paragraph of the story was based on this to read; "The group’s presence ... has alarmed the Anti-Defamation League ... (the speakers at the meeting) are advocates of killing in the name of a racist philosophy they call Christianity."

How about that?

This Ohio case is the first time in some years the ADL has openly attacked a Christian meeting. The buzz words used are the ones reserved for farm protesters. All indications are that the ADL mistook the Christian Conference for a farmers’ protest meeting. This was a little mistake. One day they will make a big one.
Many of the speakers at this meeting are nationally known Christian ministers. Almost all have their own alternate media newsletters to refute this ADL story.

Abortion

James J. Condit, Jr., an anti-abortion leader in Cincinnati, noted in a private talk to supporters that among those for abortion were Jewish groups. This is an undeniable fact.

A "sleeper" reported the statement. The media headline was "anti-Semitism!" The rest of the names and phrases were - "bigotry", "censured from all sides", "labeling of people without any regard for the truth", "religious hatred", "ridiculous", "demagoguery", and "absurd."

From now on, media reports dealing with the Cincinnati anti-abortion movement will use these adjectives.

I called Mr. Condit. He said the media mis-quoted him.

Conclusion

The ADL charges anyone who opposes Establishment policy with "anti-Semitism". This includes Blacks, Jews, Indians, Democrats, Republicans, ex-Presidents, foreign Chancellors, Germans, South Africans, American Southerners, countless foreign nations, Arabs, newspapers, farmers, individuals, small businessmen, the DAR, Christian churches, Catholics, the Pope, and all others who opposes establishment policy. They are individually, severally, occasionally, collectively, all "anti-Semitic" according to the ADL.

Learn to read the code "anti-Semitism" and to distinguish between "straw men" set up by the ADL to be shot down and
embattled farmers and "pro-life" organizations that are labeled "anti-Semitic" to isolate them from community help.

The charge "anti-Semitic" may be the flag that some day will signal that a George Washington has arrived!

---

**UNFILTERED NEWS**

"The Bank Of North Dakota is the only state-government owned bank in the US. Nationally, there are 175.5 millionaires per 100,000 residents. A separate study shows that North Dakota tops the nation with 565.5 millionaires per 100,000 residents. Detroit had 80, and W. Virginia 30.6 per 100,000." *The Treasury Monetarist*, Peter Cook, Box 86, Wickliffe, OH $18/yr.

ED: Ask your state representative WHY your state doesn't have its own "state owned bank" just like N. Dakota. Watch him squirm.

-----------------

**Headlines - Collapse of Summit Over Star Wars!** Nonsense! Nothing is going to endanger the spending of 150 billion defense dollars into the economy each year. If a "Soviet Union" had not already been created by Wall Street to force America into these stupendous expenditures - another one would be created.

-----------------

"The impact of punitive economic sanctions on South Africa will result in the following job losses by blacks:

Agriculture - 446,000 jobs lost that support 2.2 million workers & their families. Coal - 35,000 jobs lost that support 175,000. Textiles - 43,000 jobs lost that support 215,000. Iron & steel - 110,000 jobs lost that support 550,000 workers and their families." South African Facts, No. 5, Embassy of South Africa, Washington, DC.
RKH: Most liberals are paid to be liberals.

"Foreign broadcasts and newspapers unanimously say that the US lost a round to the USSR over South Africa. While the US withdrew economic support, it did not build political support." ALERT, Box 20286, Albuquerque, NM 87154.

RKH: The US and the USSR don't disagree over South Africa. Both are in complete agreement on turning SA over to the communists. South Africa must overthrow her left-wing Botha government to survive. If she doesn't, her people will be led the Rhodesia path into the chaos of black communist rule.

LETTERS

TAXES: Dear Mr. Hoskins: You said that millions of people are not paying their taxes. What reasons do these people give for not paying axes? I maintain that it is not fair to those who do. K.J. - Washington

RKH: There seems to be three main reasons. The first is the scripture:

   Of whom do the kings of the earth take custom or tribute? of their own children, or of strangers? Peter saith unto him, Of strangers." (Gr: allotrios foreign, not akin.) Math 17:25-26

Many don't pay income taxes because they maintain that they are not "strangers" in their own land. This is one of the main arguments used against an income tax before 1913. "Use" taxes (toll-roads, bridges, etc.), yes. Income taxes, no.

Second, the government doesn't need your taxes to run the government. They can print money, pay for expenses, and tax
it back out of circulation. This was done in Colonial days. It was done this way for centuries in Europe.

Third: According to many, the income tax amendment was never legally ratified. The author of the book *The Law That Never Was*, M.J. Beckman, traveled to each state to gather copies of the documents used to ratify the 16th amendment. After viewing the evidence one would be hard put to agree that the income tax amendment to the Constitution is legal. A great many people don’t If you want a copy of the above named book you can write Box 550, S. Holland, IL 60473. $20/copy

AGENT-PROVOCATEUR: Dear Mr. Hoskins; What do you think of today’s "agent-provocateur?" D.L. - Iowa

RKH: The "agent-provocateur" is part of today’s American way of life. He is sent where the Establishment wishes to destroy opposition.

A clean-cut chap appears out of nowhere and says that he is a Christian patriot. He has plenty of money but doesn’t seem to work hard. He steers the conversation to make it appear that there is no other choice to America’s problems but violence.

If the listener indicates in any manner that he agrees with the argument - it is called "conspiracy", The person who falls for this can be sent to prison for 40 years. America’s prisons are loaded with those who did.

If a farmer who is being foreclosed, or anyone else, has the slightest idea that the one he speaking to - whether in a church, at a farm meeting, or anywhere else - is advocating what an establishment lawyer in court could construe as "violence", he should go on record to a hidden microphone that he is NOT for violence.
Further, he should clearly state that he will take no part in violence, will not stand for violence, and will not allow the subject to be discussed in his presence. This is what I do.

An "agent-provocateur" can erase your denial from his tape. A jury will be asked to believe the "agent". A witness will come forward to testify that you are a homicidal maniac plotting to murder the president. It is your word against the testimony of host of others.

Honest denials will not stop the "agent-provocateur" but they will slow him down. Readers have sent me clippings of incidents that point to people being "set up" by the establishment's "agent-provocateur".
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GERMAN FEAST OF ORDERS

One rainy evening thirty years ago I was honored by the visit of a damp employee of the State of Virginia. He was getting old and he huffed and puffed as he walked up the three flights to our small apartment in Richmond. Unknown to his superiors he was a genius. He had graduated with honors from the University and was a walking encyclopedia of everything and everyone past and present.

We sat drinking coffee before the warm radiator and he told me a fascinating story. One that I had never heard before and one that I have not been able to find reference to since. It’s the type of story one relegates to the land of wishful thinking except that I knew the narrator. He was most exact in choosing his words. And, too, it’s the type of story the Establishment loves to black out of Saxon histories.
I'm telling the story as I remember it. I have forgotten the exact names of the "orders" he mentioned, and doubtless many of the lesser details, but the story in the main is as it was told to me on that rainy night.

-----------------------------------------------

FEAST OF ORDERS

Before World War I, a great banquet was held once a year in Germany. It was called the "Feast Of Orders". The Kaiser himself presided. Before him dined the elite of Germany.

This was not the ordinary banquet that the wealthy hold to flaunt diamonds and furs. This was the single most prestigious occasion of the entire year. This affair involved the whole nation. Everyone had a vested interest.

A rare last minute change in the guest list could cause newspaper headlines accompanied by lengthy editorials and quotes from approving and disapproving authorities from all over the world.

The Invited

The meal was paid for by the nation. It also paid for the manufacture of the humble decorations to be presented, each with its bit of ribbon. The Kaiser of all Germany contributed the great hall where the banquet was held. It was he who actually presented the highest "Order". But neither the Kaiser nor his government influenced the choosing of the names on the list. This was one gathering where political power and money could not buy a place. A "pretender" would have been laughed to scorn.
The names of those chosen to be present had been known for months. Some - for years. Many were already household names - some known internationally.

The inclusion of a man's name meant fame for him, his state, city, and community, and economic security for life. Every German schoolchild dreamed of one day being invited to take a seat among this illustrious gathering. It was possible for anyone to gain a seat. But it had to be earned - there was no way to buy it.

The Guilds

Guilds proliferated in medieval Europe. There were wool guilds, weaving guilds, metal workers guilds, and many other guilds. Numerous professional associations were the natural outgrowth.

The guilds and professional associations set minimum apprenticeship standards that one must pass to enter their ranks. An apprenticeship was thorough. The apprentice exchanged pay for tuition. He knew his job when his training was completed. The training could last five, ten, fifteen years, or even longer depending on the job to be mastered.

When finished, an apprentice was certified by his master. He was then tested by the association. Passing this test, he was accepted into his chosen guild. As long as he remained in good standing his presence in the guild was the association's guarantee to the world that their man was competent.

The Reward For Excellence

Within any profession there is a natural striving to excel. The wool guild had weavers and dyers more skilled and
competent than the rest. Many wanted to become still more skilled and increase their economic and social advantage. In the steel guild there were machinists who were striving to do the same.

It is a universally accepted fact that almost any professional, whether potter, weaver, or lawyer, may, and often does, deceive those unfamiliar with the terminology and specialized demands of his trade.

While the professional easily fools the rest of the world as to his own worth, he rarely fools one of his own kind. Professionals know the tricks of their own trade.

Members of Professional Associations were highly trained men. They knew their jobs and what their jobs demanded. They knew good work and work that wasn’t. They also knew the caliber of their associates’ work.

At their meetings they selected the most accomplished members of the local association to represent their group. It was the duty of those chosen to ensure that standards were maintained and that sloppy workers and workmanship were banned. They represented the local association’s "state-of-the-art" to the outside world.

These carefully selected individuals were recognized by the City Mayors by the presentation of an Order - the "Black Eagle 2nd Class". The recipient was required to wear its ribbon in his lapel at all times. Its unauthorized use was severely punished. It served a purpose.

A patient needing the services of a doctor could request one by the degree of expertise needed. His "Order" indicated the degree of expertise. He was paid accordingly. There were few "blow-hards" in the system. The ribbon spoke for him. One could always tell the speaker’s degree of skill by a glance at his lapel.
The District

2nd class Black Eagle Order holders in turn selected their best man. He was elevated to the "Order Of The Black Eagle 1st Class". Other 1st Class holders in the District became their peers and "equals". Their selection in turn was elevated to "Order Of The Red Eagle 2nd Class".

The State

The 2nd class holders met in a state wide meeting and chose their most excellent member. He became a holder of the Order of the "Red Eagle 1st Class" and represented the entire state.

The trade and guild representatives of all the German states gathered and chose their most competent machinist, administrator, cabinetmaker, soldier, diplomat, etc., in the entire nation. This was the highest honor that could be bestowed in Germany - the Order of the Master.

The Master

The "Master". The most accomplished single representative of his craft in the entire nation. A specially struck medal "The Order Of The Master", with its ribbon proclaimed the fact to the world.

This Master, the choice of the most critical examiners his nation had to offer, was in demand at every turn. His word was constantly required to judge, to advise, to endorse quality, and to demonstrate technique. A world desperate for masters to guide them through the maze that goes with an advanced technical civilization monopolized his every minute.
The Display Of Talent

Special museums were maintained to show examples of the work of certain of the trades. In more recent years pieces from the Master’s Cabinet Makers Museum are said to have brought fantastic prices when sold at auction.

There were always long lines of school children waiting their turn to go through these museums ... many dreaming of the day when their work might be considered worthy to be placed in that same museum.

Results

Under the "Orders" system the public utilities were the most efficient in Europe. Trains ran well and on time. Monitored by their association, the Prussian Civil Servant was absolutely incorruptible. Public records were exact. Embezzlement unknown. The Legal Association’s constant vigil assured that the lawyer did his duty and that a judge’s decision was in fact lawful and just. The wrath of one’s peers was a thing to be feared.

The world flocked to the German Medical Schools. "Educated in Germany" was a foreign doctor’s ticket of excellence. Standards set and maintained by the "Orders" were the highest in the world.

The German Chemical Industry became the schoolroom for the world’s chemists. One trained under their supervision was deemed competent at the very least.

The German Army was admittedly the model for the world. Even during the terrible WW I the German army was held up in the English and American military training manuals as the example they must emulate to succeed.
The number of inventions patented during the period of the Orders was lopsidedly German. High standards could not help but result in new inventions and techniques.

**The Banquet**

The Kaiser’s great banquet was public recognition of those who had been pushed to the top by excellence, step by step, order by order, by their knowledgeable and demanding peers. They stood at the very top. They were the Masters ... the elite of Germany.

All those at the table were equals. Rubbing shoulders were the best schoolteacher, the best streetsweeper, the best chemist, the best bricklayer, the best manager, the best soldier, the best diplomat, and on through the list.

This yearly ritual lasted until the communist revolution swept through Germany at the end of WW I and put an end to it. The red credo of "all men are equal" could never stand comparison with the living proof that all men are not equal.

**Conclusion**

The "aristocracy of merit" still exists unrecognized today. There live among us - masters. For our nation to excel these men must again be recognized - examples to guide our children.

Given a choice, I for one would prefer to be governed by Masters - aristocrats of merit - guaranteed by those who know and who would suffer by their misconduct.

True merit can only be recognized by peers. It is the highest form of republicanism. It is achieved. It cannot be bought. It’s not for sale!
UNFILTERED NEWS

SANCTIONS: "The Star Telegram of Fort Worth, Texas conducted a poll on October 7, 1985 amongst its readers on the decision by the US Senate and House to impose economic sanctions against S. Africa. 16% of those polled supported the Congressional action while 84% said they were opposed to sanctions against S. Africa." Letter From SA, 3051 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20008

---------------------

MARTIN LUTHER: "I am much afraid that schools will prove to be great gates of hell unless they diligently labor in explaining the Holy Scriptures, engraving them in the hearts of youth."

"I advise no one to place his child where the Scriptures do not reign paramount."

"Every institution in which men are not increasingly occupied with the Word of God must become corrupt." Martin Luther. Copied from Pathfinder, PO Box 291, Spokane, WA 99210.

---------------------

MURDER: Dwellers in large US cities have more chance of being murdered than the American Soldier had of being killed in WW II.

---------------------

TUTU: Tutu's overactive mouth calling for "necklaces" for blacks, "poison for whites", and "to hell with the West" is causing him to be something of a liability to the marxists' cause. The same thing happened to Martin Luther King and Jack Kennedy. 25¢ bullets converted these liabilities into martyrs. The same can happen to Tutu. The media can blame
the whites for it. I have been told that the odds are 5/3 that Tutu will join the illustrious company of martyrs. Where else can the establishment get as much for 25¢?

AMBASSADOR: Edward J. Perkins, the black whom Reagan appointed Ambassador to South Africa, said that he would seek enforcement of economic sanctions against South Africa and seek contact with black leaders, including the jailed Marxist, Nelson Mandela, who are in rebellion against the established government.

RKH: The leaders of SA are fools or traitors if they allow this rabble rouser entry into their country.

GRAIN: For the second straight year the Soviet Union has refused to buy its agreed upon quota of grain from the American farmers. For the second straight year this is helping the American farmers to massively bankrupt and lose their lands to the international banks.

"The borrower is servant to the lender." The lenders to the Soviets in most cases hold mortgages on the bankrupting American farms. The Soviet refusal to buy grain helps the banks gain the farmers' land. This is no coincidence.

AIDS: "While in San Diego during September, I spoke with a woman who had observed two homosexual flight attendants spitting into the ice container with the remark that 'if we've got it, they'll get it, too'. Such a means of transmission is unlikely, but if it were to occur, who would know when, where or how they got their infection? Casual transmission with an incubation period that may extend over 8 years is far more apt to be missed than noticed." From the "Lancet", reported by ISIS Newsletter, 3110 North 40th St.,
Lincoln, NE 68504. RKH: Quarantine is the traditional way to handle plague.

AIDS: horizontal transmission
AIDS: "We now report a case of HIV infection that appears to have occurred through horizontal transmission between two siblings... One possible route of virus transmission was a bite on the older brother's forearm by the younger child about 6 months before he died... This observation suggests that even minor bites by HIV infected children may carry the risk of virus transmission... University Children's Hospital, 4000 Dusseldorf, W. Germany. Carried by ISIS Newsletter, 3110 N. 40th St., Lincoln, NE 68504.

DISCRIMINATION: "The 'inability to discriminate' is among the first definitions of lunacy." S. A. Observer, P. O. Box 2401, Pretoria, South Africa.

DEBT: "Our Federal Reserve Banks (and the Soviet Union) are using a no-self-indebting financing system to finance themselves. In the over 72 years of Federal Reserve operation, neither has incurred debt. Without working, manufacturing, mining, farming or investing, the FR has acquired over $180 billion dollars worth of assets - mostly U. S. Government securities - while our national government in the same period has accumulated over $2 trillion dollars of public debt." Peter Cook, *Treasury Monetarist*, July 1985, Box 86, Wickliffe, OH 44092

ANGLO-SAXON: Representatives of Anglo Saxon nations met in California October 18th. Larry Patterson reported:
"... Their reports concerning their own countries parallel the United States - there's book burning in Canada ... the attempt to turn Australian lands over to the aboriginal people in Australia ... and the already well understood attempt to take over the the Republic of S. Africa. ... The problems we face here in the U.S. are duplicate copies - with variations to reflect local culture - of the plan to destabilize the world ... . There is no place to hide. The reports on the gov'ts of these countries - were universally negative. Mulrooney in Canada, has turned out to be a weak-kneed jellyfish ... Margaret Thatcher has become incapable of independent action - and the Australians suffer under one Trilateral leader after the other." Monthly Lesson In Criminal Politics, PO Box 37432, Cincinnati, OH 45222

RKH: It has cost us tens of millions of our own dead, killed in one arranged war after another, to learn what he Establishment has known all along. WE are the foe. The Saxon nation. Worldwide we look alike, think alike, ave the same God and the same values. They would use us to slaughter ourselves - if we let them do it again.

LETTERS

MILLIONAIRES: Dear Mr. Hoskins: While the US has 175 millionaires per 100,000, little Hong Kong with 5.5 million population has 36 millionaires per 100,000. S. H. Illinois

RKH: China's millionaires live in Hong Kong. It will be interesting to see how many still live there after England returns the colony to Communist China.

SANCTIONS: Dear Mr. Hoskins: Polls show that the vast majority of Americans oppose sanctions against South Af-
rica. Why do the stock holders of American corporations do it?"

RKH: American corporate stockholders may be against sanctions, however, most of the stock of American corporations is in trust to avoid inheritance taxes. The banks vote this stock and elect corporation directors. The banks tell the corporate directors what to do. International banks, not American stockholders, are the one boycotting South Africa.

APARTHEID: Dear Mr. Hoskins: Most people are confused over the word 'apartheid'. While the American government doesn't allow apartheid they allow the American Indians self-rule and separate development in their own lands set aside for them. This is the same thing. The blacks in Australia have the same privilege, as do the Maoris in New Zealand. This is also true of Indians in Canada.

Each of the radically different black tribes in South Africa has its own lands in which to live and govern themselves. The only thing keeping these black nations in South Africa from exterminating each other is the White who acts as a police force to keep them separate - by enforcing apartheid' - 'separate development.

Media critics seem to approve of 'separate development' - as long as it is not extended to whites. It may be better to use the word 'separate development'. For the moment, everyone seems to favor 'separate development.'" G.W. - Oregon
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THE 4-YEAR BOTTOM
&
SEVEN YEAR TOP

PIA has often discussed the "Four Year Election Cycle". It was the first to draw charts so that its readers could visualize them. There is also a seldom discussed thing called "The 7 Year Top." But first - the Four Year Election Cycle Bottom.

Four Year Market Cycle
 Two years before election time the President spends the money appropriated earlier by Congress. This results in good business along with a booming stock market which crests two years later near election time. The president’s party looks
good and American voters tend to vote for the incumbent party.xxx<chart;4-Year Market Cycle

This "on again/off again" spending has been going on for a long long time. It has resulted in well defined stock market bottoms every four years - 1962, '66, '70, '74, '78 and '82.

4-Year Chart

On the facing page is a chart of the New York Stock Exchange. The vertical bars represent the 4-year bottoms. About midway between the bars is election time when the stock-market is expected to top out.

Exceptions

What about last year - 1986? The stock market didn’t swoop down into the expected 4-year sell-off. Instead of going down, the stock market went up in the early part of the year and continued to trade sideways at its present highs.

Stock market pundits have been waiting the entire year of 1986 for the usual 4-year stock market downside correction that has not come as yet.

New Era

It could be that the extra stimulus added to the economy is responsible for this maverick stockmarket behavior. The reasons are there if one looks for them. For one - the banks have dropped the exchange value of the dollar. This has accomplished several things:

The dollar now buys cheaper American goods for foreign markets which keeps American industry busy past its usual slowdown time.
In prior Four-Year Election Cycle bull markets the stock market stopped when it ran out of government spending. Higher interest rates made sure the stock market stopped its climb - almost on a dime.

Perhaps the reason is that the market advance was not accompanied by the usual rise in interest rates which in the past brings the market to its peak along about election time. Interest rates have actually declined.

These factors may account for the lack of the usual Four Year Election Stock Market Decline starting in 1986.18

The 7-Year Leapfrog Top

Observe the chart to the right. If one measures seven years from a stock market top he leapfrogs one top and discovers another stock market top just beyond. Why? No one knows.

Not only will there be a usual stock market top, but the measurement will often point to the direct top of the stock market.

Measuring 7 years from the 741 top in 1961 (A1) indicates the 995 top in 1968.

Each stock market top +7 years will often point to the stock market top following. Of course, there are exceptions, on occasion it misses. But it has been a very good general indicator - well worth taking the time to watch.

Details

As a rule when one has a long drawn out top such as the '76 top at 1026, take the last part of the top as the starting

18 (NOTE: The bottom was reached a few months later in the "Crash of '87".)
measuring point. If the market top has a closely following lower top such as the '68-'69 top at 995, measure from that point.

Summary

We know the monetary authorities can almost do as they wish with the stock market. They can pump it up by lowering interest rates, and they can run it down by raising interest rates. It appears that their continued lowering of interest rates indicates their desire for a continued stock market advance.

In the field of economics, anything can be made to happen - for a time - and nothing happens by accident.

LETTERS

TARIFFS: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Is it wise for the US to use high tariffs or not?" G. S. - Minnesota

ED: To help one's country survive one must do whatever is necessary to preserve its industry. He international bankers who own or control Korean electronic manufacturing companies are the same ones who own or control the electronics companies in your state that they shut down two years ago.abor is cheaper overseas, that's one reason they moved the business overseas. If unemployed US labor starves, that's tough. The plant owners get theirs.

You bet we should enact high tariffs!

--------------

CREDIT: "My Dear Mr. Hoskins: When I borrow $100,000 at the bank and deposit that money in my account - does that up the credit of that bank 7 times to a total of $700,000? R. A. - Massachusetts
ED: Don’t get confused by the countless bank regulations that can be changed in an instant. In the present usury system it is theoretically not necessary for a bank to have ANY money at all in order to lend you money.

In the old days banks did it this way: You went to a bank and asked for $1,000. Your house is collateral. You signed a note promising to pay back the $1000 plus $100 interest - IN THAT BANK’S MONEY ONLY. A different colored money from a bank up the street would not do. The banker would go into the back room and print a $1000 bill and give it to you. Sometimes the ink would still be wet.

It was impossible to come up with $1100 on due date because only $1000 was in circulation. This broke the contract. You paid the penalty by losing your house. This scam was worked by most banks and gave them all a bad name. Bankers were looked on as something worse than faro dealers in gambling houses - except you had more chance in a gambling house.

When the Federal Reserve System was established it tried to give banks a better image by requiring them to all use the same kind of money. You could pay debts to one bank with currency from another. All present money is the same color and it all looks alike.

Still, the bank only lent $10 and required $11 in payment. More IOUs are coming due than there is money in existence with which to pay.

When the banks get together and raise interest rates, refuse loans, or finance imports making it impossible or uneconomical for you to borrow - you bankrupt. The bank gets your house or business like they always have. That’s why the Bible forbids usury and the Arabs use "joint venture".
Afrikaner ... leader Mr. Eugene Terre' Blanche last month made it clear that he would not bow to increasing Government pressure to disband its growing "Brandwag" home defense units. ...

"He stressed, however, that Brandwag units would only 'go into action' if the security forces were not available ...

"Brandwag units were on stand-by throughout the recent unrest and will continue to do so,' he said." SA Observer, Oct. 1986, S. E. D. Brown, PO Box 2401, Pretoria, SA.

ED: I have been informed that fear of confrontation with Afrikaner home defense units is the only thing preventing the present left wing South African government leaders from turning the country over to the communists. Everything now being done to SA will be done to America in time.

"The Race Relations Act: Dusky, Reddish, and other aliens are legally placed beyond the bounds of criticism. ... When someone over here oversteps the bounds and says, writes, or publishes something these privileged racial and ethnic groups find annoying or inconvenient, he is accused of 'inciting hatred' and clapped into jail for twelve months ..

"Right now, John Tyndall, head of the British National Party, ... is serving a twelve-month jail term ...

"We will win ... the key lies in separatism. The ultimate victory for us will come about through ... the United States becoming a collection of smaller countries defined by geography and ethnic dominance. ... My brand ... is Southern Nationalism and I see very encouraging signs there too ... The separatist idea is one whose time is coming."
Letter from England, copied from *Southern National Newsletter*, PO. Box 18214, Memphis, TN 38118.

ED: Perhaps. In my opinion the US doesn’t need new nations, it needs a government that will do away with party politics, administer justice, protect rights, and defend the nation. Our Law teaches that each of us is a priest and is responsible to enforce the Law. America can become a safe law abiding land when Law abiding men govern once more. Criminals will be punished, good men rewarded, and the streets will be safe.

"Whereas: Usury (commonly known as interest) is strictly prohibited in Scripture except under limited business conditions, and the entire money supply of the US is based on ... a system of total usury ...

"THEREFORE: The American Coalition of Unregistered Churches will encourage and promote the preaching of the Word of God against usury in every pulpit and the encouragement of all Christians and Churches to get out of debt." *The Kingdom Messenger*, November 1986, Mike Watson, PO. Box 710304, San Jose, CA 95171.

ED: Usury is causing chaos in Western business. A return to the old system of Joint Venture is only a question of time. If the Arabs can do it - the West can too.

**LEUKEMIA:** Dr. Livingston-Wheeler believes that almost 100% of chickens in America have leukemia (chicken leukemia) ... Fifty years ago, one out of 13 people contracted cancer. Today it is one out of three ...  "*Acres USA*, 10008 E. 60th Terrace, Kansas City, Missouri 64133. Dec/1986.
CRIMINAL: Harold MacMillan, former Prime Minister of Britain, was squirming before he had the effrontery to die three days ago.

It is alleged that while he was Britain's Resident Minister in Italy in 1945 he gave the order to the British army commander in Austria to deliver captured Cossacks, many of whom were not Soviet citizens, to the tender mercies of the Soviet army. No trace has been heard of them since and it is supposed that they were "liquidated" along with their wives and children.

The Nuremberg War Crimes trials set the principle that those who carry out inhumane and illegal orders or concur and assist in carrying them out are as guilty as those who originate them. The British, who pride themselves on their "justice", were undoubtedly planning to clap Mr. MacMillan into jail until he could be tried.

There is also the case of the cold-blooded murder of 15,000 Polish officer prisoners-of-war by the Soviets in the Katyn Forest, and the case of the guilty party who ordered the saturation bombing of undefended Dresden, the "open city", killing more than 100,000 Saxon women and children.

Then there's the case of the quarter million Germans who surrendered at Stalingrad. 8,000 survived.

What about the former leader of the Israeli nation? He had a price put on his head by the British for the cold blooded murder of hundreds of British soldiers.

And, to set an example, America will want to attend to the many Washington politicians who knew of the impending attack on Pearl Harbor weeks and months in advance. They did nothing to warn the thousands of American soldiers and sailors who were killed in the Japanese attack. Their widows and children still care. So do we.
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STAFF STUDY
To Destroy Farmers

A government paper has come into my possession entitled "A Staff Study, Prepared For The Use Of The Joint Economic Committee, Congress Of The United States, dated May 10, 1986." It is 44 pages long and in the nature of government reports uses ten words where one will do.

It has been excerpted to fit this newsletter. Editorial comment is sprinkled throughout. The key word "interest" has been put in bold print.

The existence of this report proves that our elected Congress knows what is going on in this land and allows it to happen. Why? Like it or not, we are under a Law that our legislators can't override.
One part of this Law states, "The borrower is servant to the lender". Our Congress borrows from the international banks and is servant to them. Your representative in Congress is THEIR, not YOUR, servant. Other than being allowed to fix your parking ticket, its master gives them no say in the government of our country.

Another part of the Law forbids USURY. If this Law is broken, a chain reaction is started. This paper reveals the chain reaction, one event after another that is winding the nation down into ultimate chaos. A basic Law of creation has been broken. The nation will change or the normal and natural consequences outlined here will follow as surely as night follows day.

---------------

A STAFF STUDY

(ED: This is tough reading. Stick with it - your government is telling you your fate.)

"Latin American debtor nations had a total external debt of... $318 billion, with yearly interest payment totaling $38.5 billion. Their trade surplus... was only $8.5 billion, or $30 billion less than they needed to pay interest. ...

"Debtor nations generate a large portion of the dollars they needed to pay interest by increasing their exports and cutting their imports;

"... to comply with this strategy, Latin American debtors... reduced their imports from almost $100 billion in 1981 to approximately $60 billion today.... Argentina, Brazil, and
Mexico, ... account for 2/3s... (they) increased the volume of their exports by 47%, 56%, and 62%...

"...third world debt problem posed a serious ... threat to the stability of the international financial system... policies... implemented have permitted US banks to... increase their profitability. But... those policies have... injured the economic well-being of other sectors of the US... agriculture and manufacturing in particular....

"Injury To The US Farm Economy

"Little attention... has been paid to the relationship between the international debt crisis and the financial difficulties of US farmers.

"Declining Farm Exports

"First... decline in farm exports to Latin America. In 1981... the US Department of Agriculture reported:

"Developing countries continue to be the major growth area for US farm exports... over 1/2 of US wheat and soybean oil and 4/5s of US rice exports went to developing countries in... 1981.

"... US farm exports hit an all-time high in 1981... Between 1980 & 1981, the Latin American market absorbed almost 1/2 the total growth of US farm exports.

"When the debt crisis emerged in Aug. 1982 ... L. American markets contracted precipitously. ... to obtain dollars to pay interest on their external debt, debtor nations began reducing their purchases of all US exports... this had dire consequences down on the farm.
"... agricultural exports to L. America tumbled 1/3 below their 1981 level. ...US exports to L. America exceeded exports to the Soviet Union by 240%, or $4 billion. ...by 1985, the L. American debt crisis was nearly 5 times as damaging to US farmers as reduced sales to the Soviet Union. ...

**Falling Commodity Prices**

"... to pay interest, debtor nations must increase their exports as well as reduce their imports ...they must ...produce more and compete more fiercely with US producers for a share of world export markets....

"This additional production ...places downward pressure on virtually all major commodity prices. Falling commodity prices ...pushes many (farmers) into bankruptcy. ...falling commodity prices also make it more difficult for L. American debtors to continue servicing their debt.... as ...debt ...difficulties mount, they are pressed to produce and export still more which ...generates additional price declines and increases the financial strains on US farmers....

"This vicious circle is not limited to agricultural commodities. Petroleum, tin, and copper have also experienced major price declines caused by worldwide overproduction. ...falling oil prices have received ...public attention, ...prices have tumbled for nearly every commodity exported by debtor nations.

"Between October 1980 and Oct. 1982, prices for all non-petroleum commodity exports declined 40%. ...downward slides seem to be continuing. ...Commodity prices ...showed no signs of reversing their relentless decline...
Global Overproduction

"Many Americans are under the impression that the current farm crisis is due primarily to domestic overproduction. ...export statistics tell a different story.

"... while US wheat production was increasing by 6 million metric tons (6 MMT) between 1981 and 1985, global wheat production was increasing 75 MMT, or nearly 12 times as much...

"Rising world production ...spark the dramatic decline in US farm exports. ...US agricultural exports peaked in 1980 at 163.9 MMT and then fell by 40 MMT, or 25% ...export volume is now below the 1978 level.

Increased L. American Grain Exports

"... While US production and exports have been declining, debtor nations ...Argentina & Brazil in particular, have greatly expanded production and, as statistics concerning the increasing incidence of malnutrition in both countries indicate, they have increased their exports even more rapidly than production. ...their success in boosting exports has come at the expense of US farm exports.

(ED: These countries, desperate to pay interest, are taking their own citizens' food to sell to obtain the money.)

"Manufacturing businesses and their employees are also victims of the international debt crisis ...more than one million US jobs have been lost because the debt crisis has forced debtor nations to reduce their consumption of US products and increase their exports of competing products to the US...
(ED: Recent statistics project manufacturing job loss to be much higher than this.)
Preserving Solvency Or Promoting Profitability?

"...Without new bank loans, debtor nations would have difficulty making interest payments. ...if debtors failed... bank profits would fall.

"...Between June 30 1982, and Dec 31, 1985, the 9 money center banks ...increased their total L. American exposure by only $1.8 billion....

"Even though these 9 banks provided a meager amount of the new money ...to alleviate the debt crisis, their stockholders have clearly been the major - indeed, possibly the only - beneficiaries of Administration policies.

"From the earliest days ...banks increased their spreads - (Additional interest charges) ...These higher profit margins ...quickly translated into higher profits at the money center banks. During 1985, ...after-tax profits rose by 12% at Citicorp, 39% at Chase Manhattan, 16% at Manufacturers Hanover, 31% at Morgan Guaranty, 15% at Chemical, 21% at Bankers Trust, & 96% at 1st Chicago. Continental Illinois converted a $1 billion loss in 1984 into a $134 million profit in 1985. Bank of America was the only member of the top 9 to register a loss. ...Bank profits have grown steadily since the onset of the debt crisis....

"Not surprisingly, bank stock prices and dividends increased along with profits ...In addition to ...higher dividends, shareholders also profited from a substantial increase in stock prices...

(ED: Some individual stockholders think that bank stock ownership is the road to riches. In Europe, bank owners instructed national governments to nationalize all bank stock to get rid of small stockholders. Later, they were ordered to
sell it back again to the same international bankers who owned it in the first place - without the small stockholders.)

**Growth Or Interest Payments**

"... except for the Dominican Republic, all the major Latin American debtor nations are generating large trade surpluses. In Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela, exports were at least twice as large as imports. ... In dollar terms, the total trade surplus of these 10 Latin American debtors is $35.6 billion. ... a large part of that trade surplus was generated by reducing their purchases of US products. ...

"However, because of their debt service expenses (interest), debtor nations cannot afford to increase their imports. ... With the exception of Ecuador and Venezuela, interest payments exceed the trade surplus in every Latin American nation ...

"... In other words, after all expenses are taken into account, debtor nations were still not generating enough export earning to operate on a pay-as-you-go basis ...

**Impact On US Farm Economy**

"... there is a significant chance that it will lead to further declines in international commodity prices and US farm exports.

"... Argentina is getting its $350 million World Bank loan on condition that it... expand the amount of land devoted to wheat and soybean production...

"The World Bank recognizes ...boosting food exports reduces world market prices...

"The World Bank analysis leaves 2 important questions unanswered. Who will purchase Argentina’s additional agri-
cultural exports? And... which country’s exports will decline so that Argentina’s exports may increase?

"... several potential customers for Argentina’s additional agricultural exports... One is the Soviet Union... the Soviet Union will not need to increase its US grain purchases...

"Another obvious candidate is Japan... If the Japanese... increase their purchases of Argentine farm products, US farmers could once again be the biggest losers. ...

"... the recent decline of the dollar against the yen will not give the US farmers a competitive advantage of L. American farmers... both Argentina and Brazil devalued their currencies and then pegged them to the dollar. Consequently, both... will always remain below the dollar in value... Argentina and Brazil will appropriate... the benefits that US farmers hoped to reap from a falling dollar.

(ED: Unemployment and industrial loss should result throughout the West to facilitate interest payments to New York banks.)

"A final set of candidates for purchasing the additional Argentine farm exports are Brazil & Mexico... In effect, all three debtor nations will have more dollars to pay the banks because they would all be purchasing less from the United States."
Conclusion By Editor

The upsetting thing about this report leaked to the public is the revelation that the government officials know as much about the USURY BOMB as we do - and refuse to do anything about it.

If our government will not protect us from danger, they have lost their reason for being. I for one do not feel any enthusiasm for the coming depression followed by war that is the inevitable result of what we have just read here.
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WAR TUNNELS

**Ancient Tunnels**

Brave men feared to face a Roman line of battle. Valor stood little chance against Roman skill, arms, and training.

To avoid such a meeting the defenders at the Siege of Jerusalem dug tunnels beyond the walls. After the Roman battle line had marched over them, the defenders quickly dug to the surface and attacked the Romans from the rear.

**European Tunnels**

In the 30 Years War, Germany was devastated. Many survivors lived underground. I was told about them by WW II veterans who had visited old tunnels that connected distant German towns. Some were wide enough to drive wagons and livestock through.
American Tunnels

In Virginia during the Indian Wars many plantation owners built emergency escape tunnels.

Later, colonists, taking an active part in the Revolution, often used the old Indian Wars escape tunnels or dug their own.

During the Texas War for Independence certain Texas farmers escaped invading Mexicans by hiding in underground shelters.

Civilian Shelters

In most places Federal armies were unrestrained by their military commanders. Many Southerners living in occupied areas abandoned homes and possessions rather than chance contacts with lawless soldery. Of those who remained, many concealed themselves underground at the approach of the enemy. Quite often their shelters were simply a camouflaged icehouse or springhouse with a hidden entrance. At the alarm, the inhabitants would slip out of their homes and disappear underground until the enemy left.

Petersburg Tunnels

When I was a young man courting my present wife, I took her to Petersburg to see the Confederate tunnels.

Following a friend’s directions we walked to the far corner of a wide field and discovered a small opening made by the rear wheel of a heavily laden truck crashing through a tunnel roof.

Slipping down into the dark recess we found ourselves at a tunnel junction. This junction was the reason the tunnel roof
was weak at that point. Two tunnels were open and two were closed from the cave-in caused by the truck.

The tunnels that were open kept us busy that afternoon. Mostly, they were 5 1/2 feet high, cool and dry. In other places, wet. Sometimes we waded waist-deep in water following tunnels that gradually disappeared under water. The blue sky was visible through periodic air vents above our heads.

During the war Confederate military intelligence pinpointed threatened points. The tunnels allowed General Lee to move his army to threatened points unseen by Federal observation balloons and observation posts.

Until the last days of the war every Federal attack was quickly broken by General Lee moving men, unseen, rapidly, and quietly, through his Petersburg tunnels.

Vietnamese Tunnels

The Viet Cong, possessing slender resources, were unable to meet the technology of the West on the field of battle.

From the beginning the VC dug underground caches for food, for defense against raiding parties, and for shelter from air attacks. In time these caches were connected by tunnels to neighboring tunnels in their village. From there escape tunnels were dug leading to the open countryside, often a quarter to half a mile or more away.

Standard Construction Techniques

"Protection" was the initial force motivating the building of the first tunnels. Soon, the concept of tunnels to support fighting forces became the goal.

A triangle was paced out 50 yards or more to a side. At each point of the triangle a concealed trapdoor led down. Each trapdoor entrance was in view of the other two entrances. A rifleman at one tunnel entrance could defend the other two entrances. Each combat triangle was manned by two VC. One acted as observer, and the other as the fighter.

The construction of the trapdoor was unique. It was made of two layers of planks about 3/4 inch thick laid crossways, about 1 yard square. Watertight plastic or rubber sheeting was placed between. Every crack was filled with water proof material.

Trapdoors were concealed so that an enemy might actually stand on one without knowing of its existence. A great number of the tunnels were used only when combat demanded. Consequently, most times they stood deserted. Grass and foliage grew naturally. The entrances were almost impossible to detect.

Five men were required in tunnel construction. One dug, one moved dirt to the shaft. One pulled the dirt to the surface, and two disposed of the dirt elsewhere.

An initial shaft was dug 3 to 9 yards deep. Ten yards away another shaft was sunk. At the bottom of these shafts diggers tunneled toward each other by sound. When completed the vertical excavation shafts were filled in. Other shafts were dug until the tunnel complex was completed.

Triangles were often dug two or three levels deep. Level #1 might run 30 feet or so and make a dog-leg turn. The
dog-leg would act as a blast and bullet deflector, or hiding place for a defender. Behind this dog-leg would be a water proof, blast proof, and gas proof trapdoor leading down to Level #2. Level #2 would zig-zag and in time rise again to connect to Level #1 near another triangle tunnel entrance.

Other tunnels were 3 levels deep containing rooms with sleeping quarters, large storage bins, communication centers, arsenals, command posts, machine shops, and hospital facilities.

The VC relate stories of large 105mm howitzers being kept disassembled deep in 3rd Level rooms. They were brought to the surface at night, reassembled, fired, disassembled once more and taken below ground at daybreak. They were almost never located by Americans.

Complexes

Planners, acting as engineers, laid off the overall defensive position and assigned areas in which individuals were to dig. Each triangle was planned to cover other triangles. In time the network of tunnel triangle complexes grew large. Some occupied many square miles.

Most combat triangles within a complex came within a foot or two underground from other triangles but did not tie in unless there was an emergency. American "Tunnel Rats", fighting the VC underground, might locate a triangle in the middle of a large complex and think it was a single isolated triangle because they could not find a way into the other tunnels.

There are countless instances of strong American battle groups sweeping over areas containing thousands of enemy
soldiers deep in tunnel complexes and having to report that few if any enemy troops had been seen.

**Tunnel Combat**

If the Viet Cong desired to engage an enemy, they would wait until the targeted group got near the geographic center of a tunnel complex and then they would man their tunnel fighting posts. It was very easy to get into a complex. Once in it was difficult to get out alive.

The Americans developed an elite group called the "Tunnel Rats" whose job was to enter the tunnels and fight the VC underground. They were the most successful. Underground combat by others was often disappointing.

The VC would often purposely allow Americans to see one of their fighters disappear into a tunnel. This might cause green soldiers to crowd around the newly discovered entrance. This grouping presented an opportunity for a VC observer at another tunnel entrance to explode a claymore mine electronically, sometimes wounding or killing the entire group.

A VC observer would watch a developing American attack on a newly discovered tunnel. Explosives, gas, and water inserted into the tunnel were contained to a single tunnel level by the remarkable trapdoors. If attackers descended into the tunnels they would usually first drop in a grenade and descend after the explosion.

The grenade explosion was the signal for a VC fighter to ascend through a trapdoor from Level #2 to Level #1 and post himself behind a tunnel zig-zag to wait for the attacker.

According to the VC, the Americans would usually approach with flashlights in hand. The defender would point his
weapon around the bend of the dog-leg, fire, and disappear
down into Level #2.

If the Americans retired from the tunnel with their
wounded comrade the VC would quickly re-enter the vacated
tunnel and place a booby trap near the ground entrance.

If the attackers remained in the tunnel, the VC dropped
down into Level #2 below the trapdoor and waited. When he
heard someone above moving across the trap door he would
fire through the trapdoor at the intruder and rapidly retire to
the other end of the tunnel triangle and ascend to Level #1
and again wait.

When an attacker was heard below, he raised the trapdoor,
dropped in a grenade, closed the trapdoor and placed sand-
bags upon it.

VC Tunnel Warfare - Summary

In Vietnam, the use of explosives, gas, and water used by
the French and Americans against the tunnel defenders was
almost always contained to a single level by tunnel trapdoors.

VC defense against tunnel invaders consisted of ambush
above ground, and booby traps and a series of tunnel am-
bushes underground. The technology of the West was neutra-
lized and warfare reduced to a primitive "one on one" contest
with an unseen defender waiting in ambush. As is usual in
such cases, the defender holds an advantage.

Conclusion

Today, the Soviet and Chinese civilian populations have
been provided with massive underground shelters by their
governments. There are tunnel shelter entrances in every
block. Chinese tunnels, paved with brick and concrete, con-
tain clothing stores, food, sanitary facilities, and escape routes that emerge miles outside the cities.

America's present leftist government has shown that it has no intention of providing the same protection for the American people. Americans are defenseless in event of a communist nuclear attack. In short, if Americans want shelter, they will have to build them themselves.

If the long awaited drought actually comes we may expect a national food shortage. We may also expect the denizens of the large cities to pour out into the suburbs and countryside seeking the food that remains.

Judging by past actions, we may also expect the present government in Washington to aid the denizens of the cities rather than native Americans.

It may be wise for native Americans living in the country and suburbs to consider constructing and stocking bomb shelters on their property with a distant exit.

If "the bomb" comes, if the drought and food shortages come, if lawless urban denizens flood your neighborhood, Americans can once more go to ground for shelter and emerge after danger has passed.

---


21 "Fighting Chance", 10 Feet to Survival*, Arthur Robinson & Gary North. OISM, PO Box 1279, Cave Junction, Oregon 97523.
WAR WITH KINSMEN

Usury has a life of its own - independent of the wishes and desires of men. Once usury is brought into existence and practiced, it takes control from its creators and makes them act in ways they would never dream of acting otherwise.

Based on usury's "requirements" which it needs to exist, and its ability to enforce its wishes, "War Cycles / Peace Cycles" (War Cycles / Peace Cycles, Virginia Publishing Co., PO Box 997, Lynchburg, VA 24505. hb, $28/copy. projected that SA would be the next war victim.

The war-drum will not quiet - it cannot quiet. Following its well traveled road to its inevitable end, usury will again require the violation of one of the basic Laws of the universe.

Before the periodic blood bath starts and the "green curtain" falls to allow an "iron curtain" to be built behind it, usury’s victim - South Africa - has something to tell the world.

They must use this last short respite to tell the world that they are EXEMPT - exempt from being forced to fight a war with their own kind - and they can prove their exemption to their kinsmen with "points of Law".

_Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear any grudge against the children of thy people. Lev 19:18_

_"I require you to abstain from shedding the blood of men." Antiquities 1:1:2 25J, Antiq 1:3:8._

_"Blessed is the man who does not direct his heart with malice against any man." Enoch 44:3_
"They forced the Jews that were among them to bear arms against their own countrymen, which is unlawful for us to do." The Life of Flavious Josephus v.6

"Endure for the sake of the Lord ... because the Lord will ... be your avenger ... that there be no avenging here among men." Enoch 50:4-5

The word "man" in most old Hebrew manuscripts is translated from the Hebrew word "ADAM". Strong's Concordance translates "ADAM" as "to blush red". According to our Law, those who blush red are not allowed to raise hands against their own kind. The rule for violators is:

"He who vents anger on any man ... the Lord's great anger will cut him down ..." Enoch 44:2,3

"In case one of their own blood, ... should attempt to confound or dissolve their constitution of government (God's Laws), they should take vengeance on them, both all in general, and each person in particular ... that if they were not able to take such vengeance, they should still demonstrate that what was done was contrary to their wills." Antiq 4:8:45

Those who practice the system of usury have hidden the real need - which is the need to borrow money into existence to keep the system of usury going. They have whispered to us of noble causes for which we must fight and die. They have forced us into slaughtering ourselves in the Hundred Years War, the 30 Years War, the American Revolution, the War Between the States, the Boer War, WW I, WW II, and all the rest - millions and millions of corpses of our finest boys. Armies of widows and orphans. The usury practitioners might, overnight, find themselves at war with their intended victims - worldwide!
"When any persons would compel us to break our laws, then it is then we choose to go to war ..." Against Apion 2:38

If South Africa demands her right, under Law, to be free from strife with her own kind, God's people in other lands are obligated to grant this exemption. Those who do not recognize the Law are God's enemies.

According to Law we are not allowed to raise our hand against our own.

LETTERS

BLAME: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: The media blames the country's ill on the government. C. M. - Virginia

RKH: The alternative to blaming the government is to blame the banks who tell the government what they can and can't do. This deflects people's anger. If the public gets mad enough they may vote the Republicans out and the Democrats in. When was the last time you heard the bank's media say anything bad about the bank usury system? Government - OK. Banks, no. It's an old rule that NO ONE is allowed to criticize the ruler.

FREE TRADE: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: You mentioned several times that free trade will force Western labor down to the level of 3rd world nations. Explain." W. C. - Missouri

RKH: In Sri Lanka a highly trained electronics worker in a state of the arts plant makes 12¢ an hour or $1 a day. To be competitive a highly skilled American worker must be paid the same.
AIDS: A former US sergeant AIDS plague carrier in Bavaria, W. Germany, has been arrested on suspicion of knowingly spreading the disease. A 2nd man is under investigation. The Bavarian Christian Social Union is pressing the next government to adopt compulsory registration of plague carriers.

DISCRIMINATION: "The only white member on the E. Cleveland City Council ... was forced to resign his post ... because of repeated death threats from ‘anti-white people’ ... (he) had referred to Municipal Judge Una H. R. Kenon, who is black, by her first name." The Cincinnati Inquirer

STAMP OF APPROVAL: "Sec. of State George Shultz just met with ANC leader Oliver Tambo, giving that communist terrorist group recognition and support from the US government!" Observation by Johnny Johnson, Daily News Digest.

JAPANESE INCOME: "The average Japanese income is now $17,000 per year, as opposed to $16,000 in the US. Britain is now the pauper of W. Europe with the lowest GNP." Gary Allen Report.

FALSE THEORY: "According to the ‘free trade’ orthodoxy, American who lose their jobs as a result of cheap labor imports find new ones in an ‘expanding economy’. However ... a 1985 study by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics ... (of those) who were out of work by plant closings ... between 1979 and 1984, a majority were still unemployed." Spotlight
Chapter 151

SCAMS

A pigeon glided past the window. A hawk dropped and hit the pigeon knocking him out of my line of vision. A few feathers were left floating. It couldn’t have been more than 25 feet from where I was sitting in my office.

I felt like that pigeon. For the "umpteenth" time a man I had been talking to on the phone said he knew where there was $100 million in Arab money looking for a borrower. All I had to do was to locate one. My finders fee would be 1/2 a point. That’s $500,000. A tidy sum for merely making a phone call.

If I couldn’t find a big borrower - how about a small borrower? one that wanted only $10 million or so? There would be $150,000 in it for me.
The people involved spoke with authority. The banks handling the deals were in South America or the Caribbean. They couldn’t be checked out. It is hard to check on banks out of the country. Other than that, everything seemed legit.

In spite of all the talk, of all the "finders" looking for borrowers, the juicy deals, the desperate borrowers, I never knew of a single loan that went through. Was there actually Arab oil money to be had? Why hadn’t anyone collected the big "finders fees"?

Much later I was told that those with the money wanted to make loans without paying any fees at all.

The talk about the big finders fees and the big amounts of money waiting to be borrowed stirred the pot. Multimillion dollar borrowers showed themselves the first week. The lenders went directly to the borrowers and left out the finders. Those finders are embarrassed at being taken in and don’t like to talk about it. It was a scam.

**Farm Loans**

Two years ago I received 3 or 4 phone calls from Pennsylvania about a man making farm loans of up to $1 million to all comers. He had Arab money (it always seems to be big blocs of "Arab" money or "Oil" money). The money was available because the Arabs hated American usury banks and were trying to undercut them. Stories got into the newspapers. I was sent clippings. Farmers flocked to get loans.

The borrower had a choice. He could pay back 10% of his income from farm operations each year, or pay 5% (instead of the prevailing 20%) on the loan with the usual conditions. The choice was the borrower’s.
The farmer was told he had to put up $10,000 "earnest money". The lenders didn’t want to go through the trouble of setting up the loan if the farmer wasn’t really interested.

The loans never came through. I understand people went to jail but the "earnest money" was never recovered. I have since heard of several variations of the "Arab money" theme.

**The Colorado Offer**

Last year I received a call from a prominent lawyer telling me of a group in the Dakotas who had access to tens of billions of dollars. I was impressed. These kind of numbers always impress me.

It seems that a group of European industrialists wanted to help the farmers and help break the back of the usury banks at the same time. They had the money but no machinery with which to make the loans to the farmers.

They had decided that selected individuals across America would have to be entrusted with making the actual loans.

A phone number was given me to call and ask for particulars. My instructions were to keep the phone number secret so as not to let the banking community know about this bombshell soon to hit them.

A charming female voice answered my call. The voice said that she was the executive secretary. No, the president was not in. Yes, there was to be a meeting in Denver this weekend. Only a handful of people were invited. Could I make it? Yes, there would be hundreds of millions of dollars available to be invested.

Whose money? That was confidential. Arab money? Sorry. Terms? I could set the terms. Five percent, ten percent, two percent! Whatever I wanted. Half of whatever I took in I
could keep as payment for my efforts. After all, without my help the loans could not be made. The backers of this effort had enough money and were not interested in making any more. They were just interested in helping the farmers.

Security? The farmer’s land was the collateral. What bank were they using? Several. She then named several Swiss banks. Under what name was their account? That was confidential.

Oh, one other thing. If I decided to take down a few hundred million I would have to put up a certain amount of "earnest money". The loan operation had to be self-sufficient. This money was needed for paperwork and startup costs. How much? Not much. How much? Just a few thousand for each $100 million I took down to lend out. Exactly how much? The amount had not been decided on at that moment. I would learn details at the meeting in Denver. Thank you. You’re welcome.

I didn’t go to Denver. I called the attorney back and told him that the whole thing sounded like a scam with someone making a hit on those attending, or an establishment sting to entrap those in attendance.

A phone call last month found the Dakota phone disconnected. Another to the attorney involved who attended the meeting disclosed that those holding the meeting and most of those who attended were in prison. A sting? A hit? Both?

Perpetual Motion

Two weeks ago I received an offer in the mail to sell me stock in what purports to be a perpetual motion machine. There is always a lot of talk in conservative circles about the existence of such a machine.
A week ago a young man phoned. He was a Christian. One of the open sincere types. No, he had not seen the machine. He had met the inventor - a wonderful chap. He had also seen other machines the inventor had patented that were simply amazing. The inventor was a Christian himself. He didn’t need the money, he felt led to give other Christians a chance to participate in the tremendous profits that were going to be made with this machine in the days ahead. It would be nice if I wrote about it in my newsletter.

The machine? The machine was small, only 1 ft. by 10 inches. It produced 1,350 horsepower. It was run, I believe he said, by either taking hydrogen particles out of the air, or by the transposition of light rays. I’ve forgotten. This is at least the 15th such machine that I’ve heard about in the last 30 years. Each one runs on something different.

I asked the young man that if the machine was so small why didn’t the inventor bring it with him? He hadn’t thought of that. I asked him if he knew anyone who had seen the machine do 1350 horsepower worth of work? No, he didn’t. I asked him if he had investigated the inventor’s bank references? No, he hadn’t thought of that either. The inventor seemed like such a nice man.

I thanked the young man for bringing this remarkable invention to my attention. I took the opportunity to remind him that there were two kinds of Christians who worship two different gods.

One god receives his subjects with open arms "under grace". This god lets his followers do anything they want to do since the "Law is done away with". If he feels that this is his god, he should feel free to go "by faith" and invest in this machine. Another self proclaimed "christian" of the same type could sell it to him. They deserve each other.
The God of the second kind of Christian also saves by "grace", loves his subjects, and expects them to love Him. The love he demands is specific. "If you LOVE me obey my commandments." One of His statutes states that one must have two witnesses. "In the mouth of two witnesses shall a matter be established." Two QUALIFIED witnesses. Neither this invention nor its inventor passed that test. In this world, take all the help you can get.

**Innocent Disasters**

A man I know and really like heard a story. He was convinced that what he had heard was "foolproof". It was a story about how the use of a certain legal action could keep farmers from being foreclosed. A number of people agreed that the argument was true.

He felt that he had to impart this knowledge to those whom he believed were being robbed of their farms and land by the banks. Since he had to give up his regular employment to do this he charged $750 for his services. The people paying this $750 were farmers in severe financial straits who could ill afford to lose any part of their money.

This man went from state to state and held seminars. He told farmers how to fill in legal papers to file with the courts.

Later, a case based on his argument was actually brought to court. The "foolproof" argument he had been promoting was thrown out. He was arrested and thrown in jail charged with all sorts of things.

This individual may have done the things he was charged with. I believe he was innocent of consciously doing wrong. He was quite sincere in his desire to help farmers. He supported something theoretically correct but not proven.
The courts almost never take the part of a defendant against the banks regardless of the theoretical correctness of the arguments.

The error made by the man in question was in promoting an untried theory. The error made by the farmers was the same. Their desperation made them susceptible.

**Conclusion**

The present high number of foreclosures combined with a booming stock market provides conditions for both scams and stings to flourish. The level of greed or desperation of debtors will determine the risk a victim will take.

In practically every case the victim could have avoided losing money, his freedom, or both, by investigation. Questions that must be asked include:

1. Is the plan proven? Has it been successfully done before? or is it only in the planning stages?
2. Does the plan require you to put up "earnest money"?
3. Who sponsors the plan or invention? Does his bank and personal references check out?
4. Who has successfully used the plan or invention? You need the names of at least 2 satisfied users whom you can contact. You must also check the users to see that they have not been planted to mislead you.

The above rules may not keep a person out of trouble but they should help. When you hear of an investment that doesn’t sound right - use the check list. If it doesn’t pass, contact your law enforcement agency. You may keep a widow from losing everything she has.
LETTERS

MILITIA REARMING: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: If it means anything, the sale of assault rifles is up 500% in the farming communities of Minnesota, Iowa, N. Dakota and S. Dakota." L. B. - Iowa

RKH: If farmers in that area attempt to stop bank foreclosures/confiscations by force - the N.Y. establishment will unleash a bloodbath that will reduce America's breadbasket to a smoking desert. Pass the word.

-------------


RKH: Originally there was only one law - Bible Law word for word. Today's law is a perversion. In the 9th century Alfred copied his "law of the land" almost verbatim from the scripture. When we landed at Jamestown our law was taken almost verbatim from the Bible. The 6th Commandment says "no killing". It also says that if a man is killed in an accident the offender is not to be put to death. Sodomites (Lev 20:13), rapists (Deu 22:25), miscegenationists (Num 25:6-13) and premeditated murderers (Nem 35:21) were to be put to death.

In recent years lawless politicians and judges, seeking special privilege for friends and themselves have rebelled against God's Law and made state slavery or "imprisonment" the punishment instead of death. In Lynchburg we have had three-time murderers and three time rapists, after short prison stays, prowling the streets again. God's commandments are violated. The rulers and judges of the land who allow this are lawless enemies of God. They have made the land unsafe.
UNFILTERED NEWS

MISSILES: "Two "smart" missiles will be introduced into the international arms market. ... Barracuda, is a surface-to-sea missile... the second is an antitank missile (Avibras) equipped with a cable control system... The only product similar to the newly-baptized Barracuda ... is the French missile Exocet... used in the Malvinas/Falklands war..." Folha de S. Paulo, Brazil

RKH: This little news squib informs the world that the 3rd world nation of Brazil has arrived into the arena of world powers with both feet. Because of the Western microchip - our planes, tanks, and ships are doomed as weapons of war. The day of the half starved scarecrow carrying a cheap 3rd world produced anti-tank or anti-aircraft missile on his back is here. Brazil has millions of such people - AND - Brazil is not a friendly nation.

BRAZIL'S GOLD: "Brazilian reserves of gold are estimated at 50,000 tons, which, in today's prices, would equal... $500 billion, almost 5 times the country's foreign debt." Jornal do Brazil, 7/13/1986

US SURRENDERS?: "The US has secretly surrendered to the USSR" according to a number of newsletter writers. This statement is misleading. If our Bible is correct, the borrower is servant to the lender. Both the US and the USSR borrow from the same international banks and as a consequence BOTH are servants to them. Any attempt by the USSR to throw off the chains of the international banks will bring down the wrath of the US. Any such attempt by the US will bring down the wrath of the communist world. Any attempt at freedom by any individual nation anywhere in the world
will bring down the combined wrath of the US and the USSR. Both the US and the USSR have surrendered to the ones from whom they borrow. The borrower is servant to the lender. The Law is the Law. Everyone is subject to it.

DOUBLE AGENTS: "Der Spiegel," the W. German news magazine, reports W. German intelligence sources indicate that 2 Palestinians convicted of bombing a W. Berlin nightclub last March may have been double agents working for the government of Israel..." National Educator, P. O. Box 333, 1110 S. Pomona Ave., Fullerton CA 92632 Jan. 1987

RKH: We bomb Algeria for bombing a W. Berlin nightclub instead of bombing Israel. One of the many Arab casualties is Khadafy's child. The Arab world hates us. The Israelis now have the US doing her fighting. Great! If Algeria was responsible - they messed up. If Israel was responsible - it was an act of genius! and the Algerians were victims. In Washington's case - it was more stupidity! or treason! or both!

AMNESTY: The greatest danger of the new amnesty law is the ticking time bomb of chain migration. Under the law ... aliens will ... apply for citizenship ... once these ...get US citizenship, they can send for their families ... outside of the immigration quotas. Millions and millions of aliens will legally pour into the US in 1993 - unless we change the law." Immigration Watch, Jan/Feb 1987. Amer. For Immigration Control, 717 2nd St, NE, Suite 307, Washington, DC 20002.

BRITAIN: "Whites have been hounded out of ...school by blacks. ... white teachers were afraid to give them protection ... it is reported that library books have been racially censored....
"SCOTLAND: The Labor Party, pledged to Scots' autonomy, won 44% of the vote. The Scottish National Party, pledged to Scots' independence, came in 2nd with 18%. The Conservatives no longer control a single district."

"SCANDINAVIA: Norway's ...birthrate has declined ... radically... Denmark has 9 political parties ...only one dares face up to the influx of aliens.... 400 young Danes recently attacked a hotel for refugees in Copenhagen. ...Two young Danes...on a TV show...vent their wrath...the program's host was charged with violating the country's antiracism law. Sweden's immigration authorities complain that immigration into their country has reached its limit. Most immigrants are from Iran.

"W. GERMANY: There are 1.4 million Turks within... W. Germany... Turkey has joined the European Economic Community and Turks have obtained the right to freely move within the Common Market countries. This means that 3.5 million unemployed Turks will be able to move into Europe... Gen. Otto Remer...has written a book...on a very dangerous theme...the 6 million. Remer says it just wasn't true... That simple statement is now a crime in W. Germany. Remer has been hauled into court...

"ITALY: 'Panorama', a Milanese newspaper, reported Oct 6, 1986...that Europe...would soon become a mere island in a vast Afro-Asian-Hispanic sea...

"FRANCE: Michel Debre', French politicio, called the low...birthrate 'an act of suicide'...Late last year, 101 illegals were put on a plane for Mali...

"SWITZERLAND: Official, Valentine Dehen, has warned that the hordes of foreigners...means...a lower quality of life... Mariette Paschoud, a history teacher in Lausanne,
was removed when she said the existence of gas chambers in WW II Germany was unlikely.

"AUSTRALIA: A land-return program... to force White Australians to pay rent to the aborigines for all white-owned land... to cancel all deeds to white ownership ...and give every square foot to the blacks..."  *Frotitle*, Jan '87, P. O. Box 11, Fayetteville, NC 28302
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WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY

The following is excerpted from a hastily written letter sent to newsletter writers and newspapers across the country and received by Hoskins Report last week. It was signed by Glenn Miller, leader of the now "underground" White Patriot Party of North Carolina. I called acquaintances of Miller in NC. They said they believe the declaration genuine. The Washington newspapers have printed parts of the letter. The following are some of the parts of the declaration not carried by them.

Declaration Of War

"... I have pleaded with the federal dogs to leave me alone and to allow me to work peacefully and legally within the system..."
"... The federal dogs ... destroyed the White Patriot Party on July 25th 1986 when they used desperate convicts seeking federal favors and lying ambitious federal agents to obtain guilty verdicts against me, Stephen Miller, and the WPP. Their star witness... testified that he had met me on 3 occasions, and that I had given him $50,000 and instructed him to obtain stolen and illegal weapons and explosives and to train members, (he) lied throughout the trial.

"I had never before in my entire life seen (this witness) prior to the trial, and I underwent a lie-detector test after my trial to prove it. I was innocent but found guilty ...

Restraint

"Since July 25, 1986 I have been under ZOG (Zionist Occupation Government) orders not to have any contact whatsoever with any WPP members... This ... effectively stopped the White Patriot Party, an organization which took 6 years of my life to build. ZOG has proven by his deeds against me and the WPP that he will not allow effective White resistance ....

"Two years ago, I held a press conference in downtown Raleigh, NC which was published throughout the country. I stated that if ZOG framed, entrapped, and/or imprisoned our leaders on trumped up charges, that the WPP would declare war against ZOG, because war would then be our only hope for salvation... All 5,000 White Patriots are now honor bound and duty bound to pick up the sword and do battle against the forces of evil.

"I, Glenn Miller, now this 6th day of April 1987 do hereby declare total war. I ask for no quarter. I will give none...
"Strike for the 16 millions of innocent White babies murdered ... Strike for the millions of our people who have been raped, assaulted, and murdered ... Strike for all the millions of our race slaughtered in wars. Strike ... for all the outrages committed against our People.

"I realize fully that I will be caught quickly. My face is too well known ... Do not be discouraged when I am gone. ... My fate will either be assassination or the death penalty. I order my 3 young sons ... to swear upon my grave to take my place in battle when they come of age. And I order you as members of the WPP ... to declare War against our enemies ... Millions of our people lying in their graves cry out for you to act...

"I hereby invoke the following orders issued by our founding fathers;

"... whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute new government. When a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government, and provide new guards for their future security.'....

"I, Glenn Miller, leader of the White Patriot Party, do hereby declare the separation of the Southern States of the Confederacy... to be totally and absolutely separated from the ... federal government of the US, because said government is now, and has been for decades, in a conspiracy to ... destroy our race and Christianity... I realize there must be ... organizations that must work legally within the system, but without the underground now begun by the WPP they will suffer the same fate as I and the WPP... I realize too, that many... will attempt to distance themselves from us... they offer no hope or solutions to our People..."
"We offer peace to all White law enforcement officers, but we promise death to those who attack us...

"I ask (my friends to) bury me in the Miller graveyard near Dillon, SC in my WPP uniform. ...and the following songs played in order: Tomorrow Belongs To Me, The Old Rugged Cross, Ride of the Valkyrie, and Dixie... I ask God to forgive me for my sins and for being so slow to battle.

"Farewell... Let the battle axes swing smoothly and the bullets fly true..."

(signed) Glenn Miller, Leader, WPP."

The White Patriot Party

The above "Declaration" sounds about as extreme as one can get. However, for the last year or so I have watched the establishment back this protest party and its leader into a corner.

When at long last the establishment got the WPP into court on the accusation of a rival radical leftist group, one charge followed another like nails being hammered into a coffin. They started with the charge of making threats, to attempting to buy stolen government munitions, and ended with the charge of sedition and the attempted overthrow of the government of the United States of America.

Miller says the establishment worked hand in glove with radical minority groups in bringing the charges and that they used perjured witnesses. It is a fact that Miller is ready to die for his beliefs and probably will die. A man who thinks he is going to die doesn’t often lie.
Observation

I don't know Glenn Miller. I talked to him twice on the phone trying to get a story for PLA (forerunner of HR). He had been jerked around so much by the establishment that he was very guarded in what he said. He was so guarded that it was hard to get a story.

My concern is the thing that those in power are doing to their political opposition.

The WPP was a viable protest political party. The United States allows such parties. If you didn't like the Republican or Democratic parties you could vote for the Communist party or the WPP. As long as it existed dissidents had a place to go.

Establishment courts separated the WPP from its leadership and destroyed the party. They destroyed an active right wing opposition political party. This thing didn't take place in the USSR, it took place in America. Think on that. Even the Communist Party with its history of mass murder is allowed existence in this country.

A new age has descended. Sedition trials not seen since the early 1800s and early 1941 are taking place. Grand juries are impaneled and constantly grind out charge after charge against more and more people. Wild accusations such as "Conspiracy to overthrow" or "conspiracy to commit" are bandied about as everyday chatter. They are not directed against the communists who have sworn to overthrow America but directed against the patriot right wing sworn to defend America.

No effort is made to contain the international communist conspiracy in America, much less abroad. None against Jewish terrorist groups which were charged by the FBI as com-
mitting more acts of violence than any other. None against the Puerto Rican bomb throwing nationalists.

The banning and suppression is directed against competing political parties of patriotic nationalist leaders whom dissident Americans have traditionally rallied behind. You can now vote for the Democratic/Republican party or the Communist party or its fronts. The WPP has been removed as one of your choices.

North Carolina's Glenn Miller is only the latest to be forced into an act of defiance. If secret agents were planted in his organization, as is usual today, it is doubtful if either he or his group can maintain their protest for a week.

Conclusion

The business of America is business. Free political expression allows business to prosper. Today's repressive political and social activities do not produce a climate that encourages business or any sort of long term economic progress.

George Washington tended his plantation and speculated in land until British repression gradually ruined his plantation and those of his neighbors. The British ruined with excessive taxes and they forbade political dissension. What did the British do that the present establishment is not doing?

Glenn Miller believes that he has been denied his legal right of political protest under the Constitution. Many across the nation agree with him. He believes that he is being railroaded on trumped up charges.

Believing that he has exhausted all legal remedies he has fallen back on the words of the founding fathers; "When a long train of abuses ... evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism it is their right ... to throw off such
government, and provide new guards for their future security...

Miller now believes his only choice is to pursue the above dream and die for it, or spend the rest of his life in prison. Some choice!

Time and events will disclose whether or not his choice was in vain. If by some miracle he manages to survive he will have won. We know that the establishment negotiates with and gives aid to blood soaked tyrants from one end of this globe to the other whom they cannot kill or intimidate, why not with a domestic political opponent?

To defuse the growing numbers of Glenn Millers across America the ruling establishment must return law and order to the country. It must allow free political expression and opposition political parties. It must reform itself and punish its minions when they run riot over the rights of others.

If they don’t, it is almost certain that a future George Washington will lead an avalanche of protest that will sweep away today’s injustices and replace the nation’s present rulers with ones who will respect and obey the God and Constitution of the People of the United States.

=================

Editor’s Note

The above was written before the editor discovered the depths of establishment deception. Glenn Miller was a government informant. He informed against other members of the WPP sending them to prison while he was given a new identity and sent to live in another part of the country.
The editor now believes that Glenn Miller put together the WPP of NC on government orders to trap and discourage local patriots and derail the formation of political protest.

---

**UNFILTERED NEWS**

"The Belgian government now requires all foreign students to take an AIDS test. This is a controversial decision since most foreign students are Africans." *Gary Allen Report*

---

**Prostitution business** in Nevada is off 40% due to the AIDS plague. *SFA News*

---

**It is illegal for restaurants** in California to hire a worker w/infectious hepatitis; it is also illegal for that same restaurant to fire a worker w/AIDS. *Ron Paul Investment Letter*

---

**FBI to buy super computer** able to listen simultaneously to thousands of telephone conversations, scanning for key words or names; Nat'1 Security Agency (NSA) uses such equipment routinely, as does USSR at its DC embassy & its NY UN mission. *Daily News Digest* ED: News clippings indicate that these machines are already being used. Because of trained manpower shortage they are believed to be active only on targeted areas at present. For example, they can monitor all calls coming from the South into Virginia, or handle calls into and out of Richmond or Denver. In the future Americans will have to speak in "code" to keep conversations confidential from thought police.

---

**LETTERS**

SLAVS & WAR CYCLES: "Dear Mr. H.: Your War Cycles / Peace Cycles & Our Nordic Race are better history
than I received in college. I am a Slav of Polish descent. I have brown hair and blue eyes. The Nordics must have come through and left their print a thousand or so years ago.” M. J. - California

ED: Many Nordics lived in Poland. Some still do. However, the early sons of Japeth and Ham were also "sons of man" (Heb: sons of "adam" - to blush red) and fair. The pure Hamites are now gone except for remnants in the Atlas Mountains and small groups in the Iranian deserts. The warrior sons of Japeth (Slavs) from Poland saved the West by sending their armies to save Vienna from the Turks. Some Slavs can be as blond and blue eyed as some Westerners. God blessed the Slavs in their own right. The West owes its survival to their distant kinsmen - the Slav.

---
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THE SMITH INDICATOR

The Smith Indicator

Years ago I worked in the main office of the old Francis I. duPont firm at 1 Wall Street. A real "eye opener" for me was the "Smith Indicator". This man, who I'll call Smith, was a wealthy customer of one of the duPont stockbrokers. The man was always wrong about the stock market - he never did anything right.

He was treated with great respect when he walked into the board room. Everyone sought his opinion. He was a walking dictionary. He read everything about the stock market and talked to everyone.

He believed everything written in the newspapers. When the media said the economic news was good he believed it, and he bought. When bad news was reported, he believed that too, and sold. Whatever he did the stock market did the
opposite. He was never right. Being wrong only stimulated him to greater efforts.

Stock brokers discussed Smith’s opinions by the hour, whether he really believed his own opinions or whether he was putting them on. They had stopped smiling over Smith years before. Now they took him seriously.

Some investors believe in research, some in charts. Smith beat them all. He had a proven track record going back for years that no one could match. Only fools argue with that kind of success. People seldom joke when they put hard cash on the line.

Uncertainty dissolved when Smith actually bought. The word flashed around the office. In an instant there was a frenzy of activity. Orders had been stacked on desks for weeks waiting the signal - was Smith going to buy or was he going to sell? Which?? Smith bought! This meant it was time to SELL!

Hurried fingers circled the SELL on the order forms. Brokers jostled and quietly cursed as they queued up at the usually vacant order window. Alarmed cage personnel dropped fingernail files and crossword puzzles and tried to create order out of instant chaos created by the avalanche of orders.

There was no possible way to get all the buy orders to the floor of the New York Stock Exchange on one day. The cage personnel worked long hours overtime typing buy orders onto tape, and made it ready to enter the first thing the next morning.

In 1959 I can remember days when the volume touched under a million shares. Compare that with 200 million shares today. A hundred thousand shares buying or selling in that kind of market made things happen. Other brokerage firms
called asking the reason for the sudden duPont activity. What did they know that others didn’t? The word passed around the Street.

Smith was a walking gold mine. The man’s private fortune was worth millions. He was also worth millions to Wall Street’s stockbrokers. The "Smith Indicator" was one of the few indicators on Wall Street that proved profitable year in and year out. When he died from a heart attack, Wall Street went into mourning. I heard that he was given one of the biggest turnouts the Street ever gave for a valued associate.

The Way Things Are

Good news is bad news
Bad news is good news
The best news is no news.
Stock market adage -

At any one instant there is good news and bad news. When the stock market rises, only the good news is printed. When the market starts down, only the bad news is printed.

The very BEST news is printed at the stock market top. The WORST, at stock market bottoms. This is why "Good news is bad news - and bad news is good news."

The ideal stock to buy has neither good news nor bad news. That’s why "The best news is no news."
CLASS 52C

The Korean War broke out on a Sunday. I was a lifeguard at Virginia Beach. The next day, along with thousands of other American boys I rushed to the recruiting office to volunteer. I chose Air Force pilots training. Many of us ended up as Aviation Cadets in Class 52C.

Some months ago I attended a reunion. Fifty attended out of the 250 that started out together. Fifty are dead in the war. It has been 35 years since we flew together. No one has changed. They looked to me as they did the last time I saw them. A little grayer perhaps.

Getting "history" straight was our pastime. My roommate, Jimmy Carden from Roanoke, Virginia, didn’t die when he had a flameout and had to land in the Gulf of Mexico as had been reported. He simply blew up on takeoff. No one knows why. One of our classmates saw it happen. It’s a little thing - but still -. Did Hank’s throttle stick? or did he freeze? His wing touched the ground and he spun off into the trees. Not a mark on him, but he was dead. He was from some place called Crossville, Indiana. I never could find the place on a map.

Isbicki, our Polish classmate, was shot down and taken prisoner in N. Korea. He was taken before a firing squad 7 times because he would not confess to war crimes. He lost 50 pounds in little over 5 months. His stories confirmed those of our returned Vietnam prisoners. The Oriental neither thinks as Westerners do nor treats prisoners the way Christian people do.

After 35 years these men have progressed in their chosen fields. Most are struggling like the rest of us. Some have risen to the top. Others have achieved what they wished to achieve
and have retired. All are intensely patriotic. If ever called on to defend their country - to a man they would volunteer to take to the air - bifocals, pacemakers, bypass surgery and all.

These men were the cream of America in 1951. They still are.

**Drive Through Georgia**

Driving home to Virginia through the back roads of Georgia confirms the fact that there are almost no traditional family farms left. In two hundred miles I saw fewer than 10 farms of the sort on which I lived as a boy. The countryside seemed to consist mostly of scrub woods, grazing pastures, and a few large chemical farms. On the back roads one can drive for 10 miles without seeing a living soul. This rural base supports rich, sophisticated Atlanta with its scores of skyscraper banks.

If the countryside of Georgia is an indication - and I believe it is - the day of reckoning will come. There is no more blood left in the Georgia countryside to suck.

---

**LETTERS**

**DOCTORS PANIC:** "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I am a nurse in a large hospital. Three months ago the doctors "pooh-poohed" AIDS. These same doctors now wear caps, masks, rubber gloves, the works. One doctor will not enter the room with us when we treat AIDS carriers. He stands outside the door and gives us orders." S. G. - North Carolina

---

**WAR WITH USSR:** "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Is war with Russia imminent or will it probably hold off until 1988 or beyond?" H. S. - Virginia
RKH: Massive spending for military hardware for the imaginary cold war conflict with the USSR works so well it is doubtful if a hot war could improve on it. In fact, a hot war might ruin a good thing. I believe that the US would prefer to fight someone expendable rather than ruin the present US/USSR marriage of convenience. S. Africa or some of the Arab nations appear to have been selected. Perhaps both. If people appreciated all the hard work, the years of diplomatic maneuvering, media indoctrination and advance planning needed to bring off one of these wars they would have much more respect for those in authority.

S. AFRICA: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I am completely bewildered with the news reports concerning South Africa. You know your own American people. Exactly what can we expect from them here in South Africa." M. A. - Johannesburg, S. Africa

RKH: The people you are talking about aren't MY people! My people fought them at Sharpsburg. They wouldn't bury our dead until the stench forced them to. After the war they heaped taxes and tariffs on us and reduced us to economic slaves for the next 100 years. They took our land. We were a conquered province with black troops as police. Blacks were placed over us to rule us. These are the same kind of American leaders you are dealing with today. Look past their smiles. They don't represent Americans North or South, they represent only those who put them there. That's what rules America under the guise of a republic. They will force you to fight them if they can because they need a war for business purposes. You can't surrender - they won't accept it. Their demands will be impossible. War for you is inevitable. You had better fight smarter than we did. Look at the bright side.
Dying in the conflict is infinitely better than submitting to the aftermath. Ask us, ask the Scots, ask the French Algerians, ask the Germans, the Rhodesians, ask your own kinsmen who fought them at the turn of the century. Have a good day!

---------------

INTEREST FRREE: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: My union has a lot of money in various funds. Is there some sort of joint venture non-interest bank where we can put our money to be faithful to God’s Law?" D. J. - Oregon

RKH: Nothing has come of the many plans to open such banks. I have heard of banks actually opened that were nothing more than interest banks in disguise. God is faithful. No-interest banks will open in time. Present banks may convert to no-interest joint venture. I would like to see state and municipal joint venture no-interest banks.

---------------
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PIGS ATE YANKEES

During the War Between the States the Yankees attacked my grandfather’s regiment at Cross Keys. It was wild. Yankee shouts, rebel yells, shells exploding, cannon firing, deadly musket rattle on the left and right, the horizon filled with writhing blue bodies trying to get to you with bayonets.

My grandfather fired, loaded, fired, loaded, fired, and they were gone. The smoke quietly blew away. The wounded moaned. The dead lay everywhere.

A hat raised on a ramrod was instantly torn by minie balls. They were over there. You didn’t stick your head up to look around.

The Yankee generals were proud. They wouldn’t send a truce flag to tend to their wounded and dead.
After a time the pigs came. They ate the bodies. They ate the badly wounded, too. At first, a shout or the sudden noise of a shot would make them scatter. But only at first. They returned and ate until gorged. Nothing would make them stop.

Later, someone offered my great-grandfather some pork. My grandfather was revolted. He replied. "I'll kill Yankees if I have to, but I'm not going to eat 'em!"

In our family we know better than to eat pig. When you eat pig you eat a scavenger. When you eat a scavenger you eat what that scavenger has eaten.

The Pig

Swine are to the animal world what the turkey buzzard is to the bird world. They do the job they were created to do. No rotten carcass, stinking offal, or rancid garbage remains where pigs root.

Most people have better sense than to eat scavengers. Dogs, cats, rats, skunks, turkey buzzards, wolves, bears, foxes, hawks, swine and shark are best left alone. Their insides are often infested with parasites. Their flesh contains a substance different from other animals, a strong chemical substance to cope with the carrion they eat. It makes their meat taste different. Most scavengers such as pig and shark can be eaten only after the meat has been treated by "curing" or soaking to "draw the taste". But curing or soaking doesn't change what is in the flesh of a scavenger.

AIDS CARRIERS

In Africa the monkey has been discovered to carry the virus. The monkey is a scavenger. African blacks eat monkey scavengers and drink their blood. AIDS is sweeping through
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF PROHIBITED FOODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>WHY PROHIBITED</th>
<th>REFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>traditional disease carrier</td>
<td>Lev. 3:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat</td>
<td>clogs arteries &amp; veins</td>
<td>Lev. 3:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kidney &amp; liver</td>
<td>filter &amp; bile producer</td>
<td>Lev. 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig</td>
<td>scavenger, parasitic</td>
<td>Lev. 11:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit</td>
<td>disease carrier</td>
<td>Lev. 11:5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duck, goose</td>
<td>scavengers, Prohibition</td>
<td>Lev. 11:13-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swan, sea-birds &amp;</td>
<td>includes their eggs.</td>
<td>Deut. 14:12-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web-footed birds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish &amp; shell fish</td>
<td>scavengers</td>
<td>Lev. 11:10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruit of 1st 3 years</td>
<td>lacking nourishment</td>
<td>Lev. 16:23-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the black population. It is believed that all scavengers living where the virus is located will in time become infected if they are not already infected.

Almost two years ago it was reported that pigs in the Caribbean carry the AIDS virus. This is not surprising - the pig is a scavenger. Blacks in the Caribbean eat pigs. Their rate of infection is growing by leaps and bounds.

Not only is drinking the blood of infected monkeys believed one cause of the spread of AIDS among black Africans, but the media reports that whites in America contracted AIDS by merely having infected human blood splashed on them. They didn’t have to drink it.
Imported Meat

Almost half the beef consumed in the US is imported. The point of origin of imported beef does not have to be reported if mixed with US raised beef.

If beef, imported from the highly infected Caribbean region is mixed with domestic beef and the fact does not have to be reported to the consumer, logic says that the information that Caribbean pork is also being mixed with domestic pork does not have to be reported to the consumer either.

How well is imported pork tested? Is imported swine meat really free from infection? Why is it so important? Pigs that carry a disease can also die from the disease they carry. Who ever saw a pig dead from AIDS?

No one that I am aware of. Why not? The logical answer is chilling. It could be because infected pigs reach the American supermarkets FIRST! 22

Dead Animals

AIDS virus in human blood transmits AIDS to people. AIDS virus in animal blood is believed to do the same.

Pork carcasses prepared for public consumption contain residual blood. Sausage bought at the supermarket and placed in water will turn the water pink. The pink is blood. This blood carries whatever infections the slaughtered animal carried. An unreported quantity of this pork is believed to be imported from the Caribbean region.

Nurses touching contaminated human blood contracted AIDS. Millions of loving hands across America are covered with pork blood each morning as they shape sausage patties

22 If banning infected imported pork would cause the default of the exporting nation, there is doubt that a ban would be allowed.
for breakfast. Will they contract AIDS infection from contaminated pig blood?

Will merely washing pork blood from the hands remove possibility of infection? We will know in 5 to 7 years. That is the incubation period for the AIDS infection.

We know that nurses caught AIDS in spite of washing their hands. We are told that the virus entered minute cracks in their chapped hands. A nurse’s chapped hands are no different from a housewife’s chapped hands. It would seem that infected blood from a pig may be just as infectious as infected blood from a human, and just as capable of transmitting the disease.

Other Scavengers

No one would dream of eating a turkey buzzard. A surprising number of people will eat a crow in spite of seeing them fly away from car-killed animals on the sides of roads.

The smooth skin catfish is a scavenger. The best bait to catch him is rotten meat. If it is rotten and smelly enough the catfish will eat it.

Too many cities and towns pour their wastes directly into America’s waterways. A portion of the sewage is AIDS infected. Fresh water has its scavengers. Salt water has its own, too. It has to or it would be overwhelmed with dead things. We know about the shark. But what about the crab and lobster? Farmers living next to the Rappahannock who have a dead cow on their hands are presented with the choice of digging a monstrous hole in which to bury the dead cow or just quietly slipping it into the river.

Carcasses floating in the river are covered with crabs. Alongside the river both blacks and whites catch these same
crabs and take them home to feed their families. Other crabs are canned, cooked and shipped worldwide. If the carcass were diseased, does the cooking kill it? What about those who handle the scavengers before it is cooked? Does the virus enter the chapped hands of one who prepares seafood?

In spite of contrary claims, water immersion does not cleanse carrion of its diseases. Water is not a very good cleansing agent at all. In fact, water has been found to be the culprit in the spread of typhoid and other such diseases in the past.

The crab, lobster, oyster, and clam are all scavengers. As the level of infection in America’s polluted waterways increases, the risk of scavengers living in these waterways being infected also rises.

The Lawful Christian community has long had its list of approved and forbidden foods. This list is simply a common sense list of "healthy" vs "unhealthy" foods.

Our Law, to which we have pledged obedience, requires us to stay healthy. It orders us to refrain from eating scavengers which may be diseased. "Health" in exchange for obedience!

This does not mean that the Lawful never get sick. Almost everyone gets sick at times. It simply means that unlike the "lawless" community that is constantly riddled with sickness, disease, and maladies of one sort or another, those who watch what they eat suffer to a much less degree.

A man gains nothing if he makes a billion and loses his health.
ANC assassinations: White gunmen shot and killed 2 members of the outlawed African National Congress guerrilla group and a female companion in Swaziland, S. African news agencies reported ... the killer’s car forced a taxi ... (carrying the victims) off the road ... the 2 men were shot in the taxi and the woman ... killed as she attempted to flee..." News & Daily Advance, Lynchburg, VA July 12, 1987.

RKH: Only guerrilla warfare is successful against guerrillas. The Communist supported ANC, practitioners of assassination, bombing women and children and "necklacing" no longer have monopoly of this hateful form of fighting. The Media, to avoid news suppression charges, reluctantly reported this white reaction. To keep a bloodied, assaulted, and harassed American public from getting ideas - the story was buried on page 8.

--------------------

25% of hospital physicians believe it would not be unethical to refuse to treat AIDS patients ..." Wash. Times, 6/5, copied from Daily News Digest

--------------------

"Let me get this straight. We ban Kurt Waldheim from this country because: (a) He's an alleged Nazi; (b) We can lick the hell out of Austria any day of the week, if they give us any backtalk. However, we welcome - with open arms - Mikhail Gorbachev, who represents the most evil regime in history, killing at least 25 million (and still counting) from the dark days of Stalin to the present carnage in Afghanistan." Raymond Raio, Yonkers, copied from NY Post, Monday, May 4, 1987.
"Grand Juries are simply arenas in which are presented hearsay evidence, rumors, unchallenged testimony of biased and self serving witnesses, and where federal ambitions run rampant in the hands of stained federal attorneys ... The sooner that Grand Juries are abolished, the safer citizens will be....

"Try living on the land which you worked for ... unless you pay your taxes every year. Who really owns the land with taxes as high as they are now? Whose government is it? Are we not the new gypsies of America? Think." The Mountain

RKH: To those who rule us - we are "strangers". The following is the law on taxes;

"Of whom do the kings of the earth take custom or tribute? of their own children, or of strangers? Peter saith unto him, Of strangers." (Gr: allotrios - foreign, not akin.) Math 17:25-26

---------------------

"Senator Edward M. Kennedy ... On Feb 25, 1987, ... reported his 'moral' stance on S. Africa, calling for stricter sanctions banning S. African imports. ... On his trip to S. Africa, he had to cancel his speaking engagement in Soweto because of black demonstrations against him; the blacks opposed disinvestment and felt Kennedy was against their interests ... Kennedy, on his return claimed he never met a single Black person in S. Africa who opposed disinvestment ... Kennedy’s qualifications as a moral voice are dubious and hypocritical." Chalcedon, PO Box 158, Vallecito, CA 95251

---------------------

"A lawyer is a criminal by definition. "Lawyers are licensed by the state... because criminals and lawbreakers need a license to break the law. What law is it that lawyers want to break that requires a license?"
"Ye shall not add unto... neither... diminish ought from it, that ye may keep the commandments of the LORD your God." Deut 4:2

"Whatsoever I command you, observe to do it: thou shalt not add thereto, nor diminish from it." Deut 12:32

"The common law came from Moses and it is not to be legislated upon or changed. The lawyer goes to the state to get permission to alter, reform, or abolish the common law. ...

"The state is the competent authority that gives its permission to change or practice law in violation of Deut 4:2 and Deut 12:32....

"In Mat 5:18 Christ said not a crossed ‘T’ or dotted ‘I’ would be changed in the Law. The preachers tell us 4 things:

"1. The Law is done away with, nailed to the cross.
"2. You are under grace.
"3. Don’t use bad words.
"4. Pay your income tax.

"Now we can see why Christ never had a good word about a preacher or lawyer. They lie, twist and pervert the Law of God for their own benefit and charge us money to do it.... "

George Gordon’s Newsletter, p. 4, Jan. 1987, P. O. Box 297, Isabella, MO 65676.

__________________________

LETTERS

ALIEN INVASION: "Dear Dick: America’s southwest is being flooded with aliens. The aliens leadership has long
stated that they plan to partition America. God's people in the SW should be warned of impending trouble." C. J. - New Mexico

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: I am a soldier. Why does America's army appear to be mostly minority?" H. J. - Virginia

ED: Today's American army is becoming an army of "strangers" because it is planned that way.

IRANGATE: "What is the meaning of 'Irangate'?" W. D. - Idaho

RKH: Aid to Contras fighting communists is admirable. North's covert collaboration w/Israelis to help one Moslem nation slaughter another is reprehensible. Murder is Law violation. Westerners dealing with strangers in their own lands have violated the Law by being there. They were not kidnapped on the "high seas" or in Western lands. The "captives" have burned their bridges behind them.

Incidentally, in Greece, a Westerner's conflict with a Greek is presumed to be the Westerner's fault unless proved otherwise. The logic is that an outsider should not be there in the first place. Admirable logic. Get used to it. It's the future.

PEOPLE OF IRAN: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Please comment on the people of Iran." S. S. - Ohio

RKH: The 3 sons of Noah divided the world (Book Of Jubilees). Japheth was given the cold, Ham the hot, and Shem the land between. Part of Iran was occupied by descendants of Ham, part by Shem. Next, part of the 12 tribes (Shem) settled there. They were numerous at one time. Last, Hamitic
peoples poured in with the Arab, Turk, and Mongol invasions. (Mongol is an asiatic name for Arab.)

Originally, Iranians were racially identical to Westerners. There is a strong and growing strain of the Hamitic. At one time they were almost entirely Nestorian Christian. As the people changed they dropped Christianity for Islam. "My sheep hear my voice" is a basic determination of bloodline. The "adam" trait visual to the eye is another.
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LIKE PRODUCES LIKE

The Bible & The US News & World Report

The Bible says that like produces like. On April 13, 1987 the USN&WR concurred. Now it can be believed.

The USN&WR article dealt with a study of identical twins. The study shows that identical twins sired by law abiding parents tend to be law abiding even when placed with lawless adoptive parents. On the other hand, identical twins who are children of lawless parents tend to be lawless even when placed with law abiding adoptive parents.

The article carries statements such as "heredity has a greater influence on one's personality and behavior than either one's upbringing or the most crushing social pressure." And "... a host of findings in behavioral and animal research
- conclude that genes profoundly influence human behavior and personality."

Experts are quoted as saying: "The evidence is so compelling that it is hard to understand how people could not believe in the strong influence of genetics on behavior.... The human mind, rather than being a tabula rasa to be filled in from birth by family and society, is 'hard wired' before birth with a predisposed personality ... Sociobiologists believe that such traits as aggression, criminal tendencies and intellectual ability may be biologically inevitable."

Five Thousand Years

The God of our early Christian fathers was called "God The Word". He was strict. He demanded that his Laws be followed to the letter. Violators were severely punished.

Those guilty of violating His Law against premeditated murder were ordered to be put to death. Execution to take place immediately. For thousands of years, generation after generation, Christians have obediently put murderers to death. Families with a tendency toward premeditated murder have been weeded out. They are now rare. In fact, it is extremely difficult to find someone in the Christian community who will take pay to kill, or even use force to make someone bend to their will.

Practically speaking, when a middle class white can be hired to cold bloodedly stick a knife in someone it is an event worthy of a news article.

In this present age of lawlessness our people, for the most part, remain lawful. Except for the occasional maverick, the genetic lines of those who would violate God’s laws have been cut off over the generations. Like produces like.
Amerian Indians

The modern day American Indian is a descendant of braves who survived thousands of years of perpetual warfare. Their never ending wars allowed only skilled and efficient warriors to remain alive to produce children. Inefficient warriors died young without offspring. As a result many Indian villages maintained a ratio of five or six women to each brave.

Horse stealing provided payment for wives. Efficient thieves bought many wives and had numerous offspring. Inefficient ones - none.

The pinnacle of Indian society for thousands of years was occupied by their very best thieves and murderers. The inefficient were just as efficiently cut off.

An inspection of prisons in the western United States near Indian population centers bears witness to this selective breeding. The prison population in these areas is almost exclusively Indian. A white face is a rarity. It could not be otherwise.

Thieves and murderers have been bred for hundreds of generations - and thieves and murderers are the result. Like produces like. The Indian is no longer made chief and given wives as reward for murder and theft as were his ancestors. The law slaps him into prison. Today’s Indian, a product of a hundred generations of selective breeding, is punished for doing what he was bred to do.

To reverse these unsocial traits may require as many generations of selective breeding as it took to put these traits in him in the first place. Those committing capital crimes would have to be eliminated. Preventing offenders from reproducing their own kind over the next several thousand years will result in a more socially acceptable type. This
would be traumatic to the Indians, to say the least. Their
crison population, however, is proof that their present con-
duct is traumatic to those on whom they prey.

Blacks

Africa's black leaders are today living proof of the success
of selective breeding. Seemingly, only the most vicious and
bloodthirsty rise to become presidents of black nations in a
one time "free" election.

The black in the United States has not fared so well. What
is an obvious survival trait in Africa is considered a criminal
trait under Western Law. The jails in New York, Philadelphia,
and Boston furnish abundant proof. They are almost entirely
black. Blacks do best the thing they have been bred to do.
This gains them leadership of nations in Africa and lands them
in prison in the West. Like breeds like.

The Problem Of Kings

The problem of the king is to maintain control over his
own citizens. Disaffected citizens revolt. History shows that
the king's police and army are reluctant to use force against
their own kind. They even join the rebels.

French troops couldn't be trusted to suppress French citi-
zens. Swiss troops were brought in. The Pope brought in
foreign troops. The British used German troops in America
when their own troops exhibited sympathy for the colonial
cause. The Lincoln armies recruited many tens of thousands
of Germans during the War Between the States for the same
reason.
The US Today

The Government of the United States does many things disapproved by most Americans. It finances, feeds, and arms world communism. It unmercifully taxes American citizens. It sponsors forced busing, unlimited immigration, and casts a benign eye on an unbelievable high crime rate while protecting the offenders.

History says that at some point Americans may come to feel that peaceful efforts at reform are of no avail. They may even feel it necessary to adopt the more aggressive stance of their forefathers if they are to return the nation to obedience to the Law. This has long been a topic of conversation.

The King's Counter Move

The King who rules America has learned from the past. He has taken every precaution to protect himself against a revolt of his subjects. Knowing that the army is the ultimate enforcer of his will, he has carefully selected its personnel.

While the majority of America is composed of the same people - 75% of the Army is made up of minorities. The largest part of whom are blacks, Indians, and Hispanics - a mixture of the first two with white added. These groups hate the majority group in America with an intensity that is difficult to understand unless one also understands what has gone before.

Most of the personnel making up today's American army has been bred for 5 thousand years to violate the laws of the majority population they are supposedly dedicated to defend. If like produces like, this army as now constituted would not hesitate to violently suppress the majority population if it defied the will of its king.
Escape Clause

There is a time limit, however, on the use of this army. If this carefully selected, trained, and indoctrinated force is to be used as the ultimate whip to keep the nation obedient to unpopular edicts, it must be used sometime during the next two years.

The reason is, if reports are to be believed, the AIDS virus attacks minorities at a rate many times greater than it attacks the majority group. It is entirely possible that today's army may soon dissolve in terror as it flees decimation by plague. A non-existent army is of no use to the king if not available to enforce today's unpopular laws.

Conclusion

There is a more rational and tolerant attitude in the land toward the study of genetics and inherited behavior than there has been in the past. This is seen by the USN&WR article on inherited characteristics. It may also be time to examine more closely the suggestions of the Indians and Blacks that they be allowed self determination.

If the minority populations are allowed to peacefully go their way and rule themselves under their own law it will end the irritation of forced association of lawful and lawless populations. It will also sidetrack the approaching "difficult times" so loudly predicted by black and Indian leaders. It will also sidetrack the solution offered by a cynical politician which was "let 'em fight it out".

Self determination would have an enormous economic impact on the nation. Every sector would be affected, from law enforcement, tax, political, and every aspect of the economic scene to the entire social services systems. There will
be many questions that will have to be answered. None are insurmountable.

Self determination for blacks, Indians, and Hispanics at the same time self determination and self development for whites who are demanding a lawful society may permit America’s streets to once more become safe.

Since like produces like, it appears that separation of the lawless from the lawful is the only practical way this goal will be achieved.

Self determination is an idea whose time may have come.

*UNFILTERED NEWS*

**Nebraska Farmers** are touchy over Media efforts to portray them as terrorists while they are the ones being assaulted in most cases. They are holding a rally with their own speakers in January in an effort to open communications. In the meantime, America has a commodity glut while the world starves. Something is wrong!

"**French physicians** ... say the the US government is misrepresenting the AIDS incubation period as 5 years. They say that their findings show a mean of 15 years! With this as the average, we may not see the full realization of this plague for over 30 years!" The West Report, Rt 1, Box 221A, Sharon SC 29742

"**Jewish Post & Opinion of May 13** reveals that all the leading Republican candidates for president appeared before the National Jewish Coalition... The meeting was closed to the press... Bob Dole ... declared he would support ... a 'role in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization for Israel' ...
George Bush ... America’s commitment to Israel would not be altered ... Jack Kemp ... told the Jews he was the only candidate who had voted against every single bill which would allow the US Government to sell arms to the Arab Nations." Witness, 2313 Rancho Lane, Alamogodo, NM 88310. Aug 1987.

"'Elmer Obermeyer ... actually serves the host with hands that drip the blood of Christ’s innocents.' was on Monday’s Hot Line tape. ... Tuesday’s tape accused Obermeyer of doing the work that will 'allow the electricity to flow to the suction machine which rips the babies apart...’ Mrs. O’Brien, anti-abortionist, defended the tape saying, 'So far as I know it’s still legal to report the facts. ... Mr. Obermeyer is a Roman Catholic - fact. He serves communion at St. Bartholomew’s - fact. His company has helped to build a building that will kill innocent children.' Obermeyer said Father Porter spoke with him about the matter last week. 'I told him I support the Catholic beliefs and wasn’t pro-abortion but I support freedom of choice.'" Cincinnati Post, August 5, 1987

Grand Juries are simply arenas in which are presented hearsay evidence, rumors, unchallenged testimony of biased and self serving witnesses, and where federal ambitions run rampant in the stained hands of federal attorneys ..." The Mountain, Box 331, Cohoctah, MI 48816

LETTERS

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: In October the Treasury Dept. will send our T- bill interest checks to our banks. Why?" M. J. - Nevada
ED: The expense. Then, too, the illusion must be maintained that the Treasury needs private banks. Politicians and bankers dread the day people realize that taxes and private interest banks are not needed and that interest from public debt is nothing but a sweetheart deal.

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: Two things:

1) "A nice man lives down the street. He doesn't work and attends all the local conservative meetings. A newspaper article just identified him as an employee of an international police agency. You are right. Watch nosy nice people who don't work.

2) "Alonzo Shadman in his book 'Who Is Your Doctor & Why', states that in the course of 20,000 surgical operations, 'I never gave a blood transfusion and never had a patient die from lack of it. I have given many transfusions of normal salt solution. It is better and safer.' He goes on 'The poisons that produce ... hepatitis, ... venereal diseases, malaria, ... are in the blood even before the symptoms appear.' He says that blood used for transfusions contains all the diseases of the donor. Perhaps with the AIDS plague this may be something to look into." I. B. - New Jersey.

"Dear Richard: The chicken is the dirtiest animal on the farm. Our precious feed technicians are now feeding poultry manure to cattle. If you serve poultry manure fed beef, please include me out!" S. H. - Illinois

"Dear Dick: Speaking of pigs. On our farm a blacksnake gobbled up a big fat rat. A hog came along and ate the snake. Nuff said". H. C. - Kentucky
"Dear Mr. Hoskins: What is your opinion of the antics of the electronic preachers?" A. M. - Georgia

ED: Those who preach God’s Law aren’t given the spotlight by the establishment. There is no way for them to build a $100 million dollar ministry. There is little that happens in America that is not planned.

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: Daily News Digest believes that the country has already been surrendered to the Soviets. The leaders of militia organizations recently rounded up by the government believe so too.

They had gathered arms and recruits to wage guerrilla war if the Soviets marched in. The US must have been ordered to eliminate pockets of possible anti-communist resistance. American militiamen felt they could not fire on their own countrymen and so allowed themselves to be herded into prison. There is now no white anti-communist militia under arms in the country. There are Black, Hispanic, and Jewish militias in America that are protected by the authorities. You say in one of your articles that the government did this to break up growing political opposition. This is not party politics. It is treason! M. A. - Washington, DC

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: In Kentucky our Governor is making a great effort to attract Japanese here to live. Our cities are filling up with them. The banks have teller’s names in English and Japanese. My instinct tells me this is wrong. What is the law in this matter?" H. C. - Kentucky

ED: "If thou hast stricken thy hand with a stranger (Heb: zuwr - racial alien), thou art snared with the words of thy mouth." Pr. 6:1
"He that is surety (Heb: arab - barter, intermix, to traffic) for a stranger (Heb: zuwr) shall smart for it." Pr 11:15

"Thou shall make no covenant with them... they shall not dwell in thy land, lest they make thee sin against me. I Ki 4:21-24

The judgments for violating this law are many and are contained in Lev 26:14-35. Kentucky politicians who traffic with strangers fight God and his people. God is not mocked.

Letter from South Africa

The media war against South Africa appears to be over. The reelection of the leftist National Party constitutes surrender.

The powers that rule SA selected an extreme liberal to shadow box against their incumbent National Party. This wildly liberal opposition advocated turning the country over to the tender mercies of rampaging blacks.

The media hammered at the SA voters telling them that if they didn’t vote for their ruling National Party the opposition crazies would be elected and would do to SA the same thing they did to Rhodesia.

The media frightened the voters so badly that they went to the polls to vote once more the same old liberal left wing National Party back into power. The newly formed opposition Conservative Party was defeated 2/1.

Now that they are re-elected and in firm control of government, with the media, the army, the blacks, and the communist/capitalist world coalition solidly behind them, the National Party announced through their Washington Embassy newsletter\textsuperscript{23} of August 1, 1987, the following:
"The pro-National Party press saw the May election results as ... (a) mandate to move more quickly ... the Government has announced its support of ... the release of Mr. Nelson Mandela, the legalization of the African National Congress, and the abolition of remaining discriminatory laws...

"In the second policy development ... within one month ... Natal and the black state of kwaZulu are expected to institute ... a joint body to ... decide together on matters affecting the two territories and their people.

"Thirdly, the Government has welcomed ... (a) proposal for multiracial government .... and political participation for blacks ... In the months ahead ... even more rapid movement can be expected."

Meanwhile: "Dr. Andries Treurnicht on May 20 said 'the Afrikaner ... refuses to be treated as a minority group in our own fatherland ... If the swing to the Right continues ... we will undoubtedly have a very interesting election result in 1989.'" S.A. Observer

Dr. Treurnicht should be informed that it is doubtful that either he or his Conservative Party of Afrikaners will be around for the 1989 election.

Further protests on the part of the white Afrikaner will constitute rebellion in the eyes of the National Party and will win them graves in South Africa or cells next to Glenn Miller in the United States. Help can now come only from God.

The man who deals with strangers betrays both the Law and his nation and should be avoided.

23 3051 Mass Ave NW, Washington, DC 20008

24 Glenn Miller turned out to be a government informant who, after destroying the Patrons Of NC, was given federal witness protection.
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PHINEHAS PRIESTHOOD

America's Law

Early America lived by Law. At Jamestown in 1607, Captain John Smith opened the Bible and dispensed justice.

On the frontier, from the foothills of the Blue Ridge, down into Tennessee, over into Kentucky, and up into the Ohio, Virginians lived by the Law. There were few courts and almost no jails. People studied the Law. The Law was judge. The obedient enforced the law. Justice reigned.

Where outlaws appeared the "+" superimposed on "P" carved into a tree or chalked on a wall, reminded the outlaw that the "Law" was not done away with and that violations would be punished. Every man was expected to be a Christian and every Christian man was expected to be a Phinehas
priest. Law violators paid the penalty laid down by the Bible in the "judgments".

Criminals were rare. So rare that their existence was carefully noted.

The Revolution

When the Revolution broke out ministers of The Church of England as well as the royal judges scampered back to England.

Land disputes in Piedmont Virginia were settled by a judge who was selected by his neighbors - Charles Lynch.

"Judge" Lynch held court under a tree that stands 20 miles south of Lynchburg. That tree became known as the Lynch Tree. Those who had justice dispensed to them were said to have been "lynched". Judge Lynch never sentenced anyone to be hanged. Capital crimes were punished according to universal Christian Law before reaching Judge Lynch.

Back country settlers boasted that they had instituted "Lynch Law". It meant that they were self sufficient and Lawful. Today’s media proclaims Lynch Law to be merely Lawful, not "legal". To them only "legal" counts. Today’s "legal" is often un-Lawful. The "legal" establishment constantly warns those wishing to be lawful, "Don’t take the Law into your own hands".

---

25 Phinehas - "zealous for his God, and (who) made an atonement for the children of Israel." Num. 25:6-13 This same Phinehas, "executed judgment and so the plague was stayed". Ps 106:30

26 Charles Lynch’s brother, John, founded Lynchburg.
War Between The States

After the South's defeat the radicals put black strangers in power to govern whites. Murder, rape, robbery were rampant. Punishment unknown. Some of the greatest criminals were "law-men" themselves along with the soldiers assigned to enforce black rule. Criminals openly walked the streets. "Legal" law could be bought by anyone not a southern white. Blacks led by radicals put Southern whites under tribute and took their land and homes.

Rape, torment, crime, and fear taught Southerners that those who had captured the United States government offered nothing but more misery.

They turned to God the Word.

_In the beginning was the WORD, and the word was with God, and the WORD was God...and the WORD was made flesh, and dwelt among us..." John 1:1-14_

God the WORD to the Christian is the Laws, Statutes and Judgments personified in Jesus.

The Law requires the Priest take charge of administering the Law. These Priests were named:

"Ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation." 1 Pet. 2:9. "Ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests." Ex 19:6

Obeying scripture, the sign of Phinehas again appeared in the land. Rapists and murderers were quietly taken from the streets, tried, convicted and executed.

The establishment was infuriated. Lawless themselves, they protested mightily as their lawless agents disappeared one by one.
The big city media made every executed rapist and murderer appear a saint and their punishment appear as murder. It did no good. With the criminals gone, law and order returned. The entire nation took part.

**Phinehas**

Bible students know that within the Christian priesthood lies the Phinehas Priesthood. Numbers 25:6-13 tells the story:

"One of the children of Israel came and brought ...a Midianitish woman ... and when Phinehas ... saw it, he rose up from among the congregation and took a javelin in his hand ... and thrust both of them through. And the Lord spake ... saying, Phinehas, the son of Aaron the priest, hath turned my wrath away from the children of Israel, ... that I consumed not the children of Israel. ... Behold I give unto him my covenant of peace: ... and his seed after him, even the covenant of an everlasting priesthood: because he was zealous for his God, and made an atonement for the children of Israel."

The one who was slain was a powerful and influential Israelite named Zimri. His comment before his execution is the typical comment of the lawless:

"Zimri ... said ... thou deprivest us of the sweetness of life, which consists in acting according to our own wills." *Josephus Antiq 4:7:11*

**Disciples Of Phinheas**

Two years ago a story appeared in the paper where Joseph Franklin, a man in a western state, had been charged and sentenced for shooting at least a half dozen interracial couples.
As a matter of interest I phoned the commonwealth’s attorney who prosecuted the case. His answer to my questions confirmed my suspicion when he laughingly commented that the prisoner had made a "religious defense". He was puzzled how the "crime" had anything to do with religion. The prisoner appeared to be a clean cut, polite chap who didn’t belong to any organization. The prosecutor couldn’t understand it. He himself was married to a stranger and saw nothing wrong with it. He had never read the Bible about the Priesthood of Phinehas.

Carolina Porn Shop

A reader sent a news article about an event that occurred last year in North Carolina. Unknown gunmen entered a porno-shop and shot 5 people. No money was taken. The reporter could find no logical reason for the "killings". He theorized that it might be a struggle for territory between contending mobs. Almost as an after-thought he noted at the end of the article that the porno-parlor was a known rendezvous for homosexuals.

"If a man lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman ... they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them." Lev. 20:13

27 The question of "who" is responsible for the law is answered by: "In case anyone of their own blood ... should attempt to confound or dissolve their constitution (laws), they should take vengeance on them, both all in general, and each person in particular ... if they were not able to take such vengeance, they should still demonstrate that what was done was contrary to their wills." Josephus "Antiquities" 4:8:45
Subway Vigilante

Much has been written about the "subway vigilante". Those who fear the lawless seek protection from those who enforce the law even when it is called "vigilante". Common sense tells them that everyone near a vigilante is safe. Only the establishment condemns him. They know who he is ... thus, the endless effort to punish him.

California Incident

In California a man was convicted of cutting off a young girl’s arms and then raping her. The establishment released him after a short prison term. The public was outraged. Great mobs gathered wherever the released prisoner appeared. The law that deters criminals from committing deliberate mutilation on helpless victims states:

"Thou shall give ... hand for hand." Ex. 21:22-24

It was required that the offender be treated as he had treated his victim. But there was more. The second crime committed was rape:

"If a man find a ... damsel ... and the man force her (rape),... then the man ... that lay with her shall die." Deut. 22:25

The man was freed. The ancient law was violated and was being flaunted. Citizens rose in protest everywhere the offender went. Hundreds met. The establishment became alarmed at this demonstration of the Phinehas spirit. The offender was hidden and placed under guard. The news intimated that any one of a thousand may "have taken the law into his own hands" and dispatched the guilty on the spot if found. The media may have been right. Everywhere there are
those willing to sacrifice themselves if need be to secure the reward promised the faithful.

Florida

For many years "traitors to the laws and their own nation" Maccabees 5:15 allowed criminals to prey on the people. The criminals were protected. Crime is now no longer controllable. It is beyond the ability of the state to protect the people.

To restore order, the legislature in desperation passed a law allowing law abiding citizens to obtain permits to carry concealed weapons. A quarter million applicants are expected. Soon an army of law enforcers will be armed and on guard to enforce the Law with the tacit approval of the state.

Lawless liberals and their media wail protests over this threat to the rights of their agents. Nevertheless, in Florida, the tide is turning. The lawless will violate the Law at his peril. An entire state is awakened.

Conclusion

Christian America was founded as a lawful Christian land. God The Word was accepted as final. The faithful were expected to reverence God The Word and enforce His commandments.

In time there came another god to America proclaiming another law. There are now two gods in the land - two gods with two separate distinct law systems. Each considers itself supreme and the other unlawful.

There has never been and can never be agreement between the two. Those who obey God The Word receive protection, aid, help, and comfort from others who obey.
The lawless opposition, with their lawlessness protected by their courts, promotes robbery, murder, and loathsome diseases that threaten all.

Events are forcing man to make a choice. Like it or not, agree or disagree, God The Word is once more being held up as the final and sole solution. The priests once more walk the land. Those who offend God The Word are beginning to meet them face to face.

Even now, vast areas of the nation have re-instated the death penalty. Entire states with millions of people are being encouraged to arm to enforce the laws of God The Word. The tide is flowing.

There will emerge a new land when the tide reaches its flood. It will cause the same economic and social repercussions as the resurgence of Islam has had in the lands of Esau. Soon - woe be to the lawless when confronted with one of the priesthood who believes:

"Cursed be he that doeth the work of the Lord deceitfully, and cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from blood." Jer. 48:10

---

**LETTERS**

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: Why is the Japanese Stock market so high?" B. R. - Florida

ED: Japan’s banking system was taken over by the international bankers at the end of WWII. Japan’s great industries were turned into stock companies. The banks force Japanese privately owned businesses to borrow money into existence to survive. This money is spilling into their stock market forcing it to fantastic heights. It is also reaching our stock
market. In time the plug will be pulled. Japan's private companies will not be able to pay their debts and will fall into the hands of the international bankers as happened to US companies in 1929. The European, Soviet, and US fish have been landed. Now it is Japan's turn.

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: Why was the "Apocrypha" removed from the Bible?" B. L. - Colorado

ED: The first "inspired" King James version contained 14 more books than it does today. These 14 "inspired" books were removed in 1825. Each of these censored books enthroned "God The Word". After being removed they were named "Apocrypha" as a put-down. Most are considered more "inspired" than many of the books left in today's condensed Bible which is also said to be equally "inspired" with the earlier uncensored edition. No one will accept blame for being "inspired" to having censored our latest "inspired" condensed Bible. Without "Apocrypha" restraints the new KJ Bible can be interpreted to nullify God The Word, thereby creating a new god. That is why the 14 inspired books were censored out in the first place.

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: What do you think about the popularity of recent Japanese books exposing the international bankers?" K. T. - Pennsylvania

ED: The Japanese lost WW II. The international bankers took over the Japanese banks. Spoils of war. They now control Eastern and Western banking and industrial systems. It doesn't matter what the Japanese think about anything. The borrower is servant to the lender. The Law is the Law.
"Dear Dick: We must have some unifying force. If it is The Law, we have failed to understand it as such to this date. People cannot be brought under law against their will." N. I. New York

ED: Where Christians control, the Law is supreme. To do away with one of the 10 Commandments is unthinkable. The LAW is the ONLY rallying point. Each and every one of the 10 commandments. Plus nothing - minus nothing. The obedient are brothers. The disobedient are enemies. The latter include those "Christian" preachers who give 49 reasons God's Law is no longer in force. The lawful vs. the lawless. The lawless are sending the country to hell on a toboggan. Discussion time is over. It's one side or the other.

-------------

VOLGA GERMANS: "Dear Dick: Enclosed is a book "Wir Wollen Deutsche Bleiben", the story of the Volga Germans, published by Halcyon House, P. O. Box 9547, Kansas City, MO 64133. $20. The Volga Germans are descended from those invited to come and live in Russia centuries ago. During and after WW II the Soviets roughly used them. See p. 328 - 329." C - Missouri

ED: In the Russian Volga Holocaust over 7 million Germans died. Following are excerpts from these two pages:

"1941-1942. Banishment order executed during winter months (sending Russian Volga Germans to Siberia) ... The people were given 4 hours in which to prepare for the evacuation. Anyone resisting... would be shot... Each person... was allowed one suitcase... Some... took all clothes... Others took as much food as they could... those with the extra clothing... had the best chance of surviving the cold in the north where little or no preparation had been made for their arrival .... we
shall probably never know how many died on their trip to the forced labor camps ... of Siberia .... They froze to death en route to Siberia in temperatures that were often minus forty degrees...

"General Dwight D. Eisenhower was given the task of returning to Russia those who had fled... 'Crusade In Europe'... fails to mention... the military command performance that saw Germans from Russia beaten with clubs and rifle butts, and jabbed with bayonets while being loaded into boxcars for their trip back to the Soviet Union, imprisonment and execution. In Europe the Germans begged to be shot. Some committed Suicide.

"Germans who had quit Russia to fight for Germany also had been detained on Ellis Island, at Fort Dix and Camp Ruston in the US. When they refused to walk aboard the ships, and rifle butts failed to move them, they were fed knockout drops in coffee and carried aboard by American soldiers...

"And what of the banished who survived? ... Volga Germans from as far as the Central Asian Republic of Tadzhikistan ... they seem to survive in a gale of silence."

ED: I am an American Southerner of Anglo Saxon descent whose kinsmen experienced the same sort of attention from the same people as the Volga German Saxons. This I can say with absolute certainty. We are not going to go away. They fight us - they fight Him! HE is our refuge and strength. HIS day will come - and they know it!

---

**UNFILTERED NEWS**

MARCUS GARVEY: "Mayor Koch yesterday announced support for rescinding the mail-fraud conviction of Marcus
Garvey (1887-1940), the Jamaican leader of the Back to Africa Movement of the 1920s." NY News, 5 Aug. 87.

ED: A bit late. If the establishment had not stopped Garvey most of America’s blacks may have gone back to Africa with him. 20 million in N. & S. America belonged to his organization and 50,000 were camped at Newport News waiting to be taken on board when he was arrested and his ships confiscated. (See Teutonic Unity by E. S. Cox)

---------------

ANTI-SAXON: "Anti-Apartheid or Pro-Soviet? ... the ...
Act which Congress ... (passed) last October prohibits US imports of any 'article' from ...South Africa. ... The Statistics are jolting. ...chrome ore from the Soviets surged to a whopping 6,440 gross tons per month ... compared with ... 479 gross tons... antimony from Russia has risen 98 times ... Soviet ferrosilicon ... 1.8 million gross pounds compared with 692,970 ... imports of ferrosilicon manganese from Yugoslavia ... 3,270,157 gross pounds against ... 2,168,352, platinum bars ... up 5 times; rhodium up 3.5 times and zinc up 4.5 times.

... "One must ask why the US should believe that racial injustice in South Africa warrants action drastic enough to harm this country, but should embrace trade with the Soviet Union, which puts millions of its own people in gulags and commits untold atrocities abroad." Barron's, Aug. 3, 1987.

ED: The last time the Soviets got hard up the US embargoed Rhodesian Chrome making the Soviets the only world seller of the metal at several times the usual price. Barron's is to be congratulated on its perception of S. African conditions.

---------------
CREATING MONEY: "The Board of Governors have no facilities to increase or decrease the Nation’s M-1 money supply..."

"The bankers canonized rhetoric that the market forces determine their prime and primary interest rates is downright nonsense... the checkbook money the bankers lend is created by commercial bankers themselves out of nothing and at virtually no cost to them. If the bankers did re-lend... the public’s savings, as they commonly claim, there would be no growth in the M-1 money supply." It is the commercial banks... interest rates... that are the forces... driving individuals, business, industry and agriculture into defaults and bankruptcies and throwing millions out of work.

"It is time that the public becomes aware that deflation, recession and defaults are a built-in cyclical characteristic of the commercial bankers’ Bank Money system in order for them to eventually reap their real profits - the forfeited, intrinsic value assets of the borrowers. In other words - swap debt for equity." Peter Cook, Treasury Monetarist, Box 86, Wickliffe, Ohio 44092, $20/yr.

-------------

MONEY: Balance of payments is out of control cries the media. It is inferred that the fault lies with Americans who are spending money overseas that should be spent here.

American dollars can be borrowed into existence anywhere in the world. If those who own American banks also control the foreign banks - checks drawn on these foreign banks will be honored in the US. Instead of billions of dollars being sent from the US overseas, billions of Euro-dollars are being borrowed into existence overseas and then sent to America. These Euro-dollars have never seen America be-
fore, but they spend as well as those borrowed into existence in the USA. A private bank can hide a lot of banky panky.

An investigation might show that much of today’s stock market buying is being done by Americans with Eurodollars borrowed into existence from foreign banks owned by the same people who own our American banks. Certain non-regulated foreign banks require little collateral from a borrower. A bank could lend millions to whom it liked and then default. The borrowers could use the borrowed funds to buy American corporations on the stock exchanges and then re-sell them to holding companies & friends. No cost, no investigation, no paper trail, and a bought congress could dump it all on the American taxpayer.

DISPOSSESSING FARMERS: "Banks have repossessed 8 million acres of farmland, enough to replace Maryland and Delaware, says the Ag Department." NY News, 27 Aug. 87.
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THE OPPORTUNITY OF 1987

The Chinese have a word for catastrophe. It is the same as the one for opportunity. The two diametrically opposite words are represented by the same written symbol. You can't have the one without the other.

While looking at the catastrophe one must look for the opportunity. But first:

What Happened?

Interest and principal payments siphon money out of circulation.

The money supply MUST increase at least by the amount being siphoned off.

The following chart shows that for the last 8 months the rate of INCREASE of the M1 money supply has been DECREASING.
MONTHLY M1 INCREASE/DECREASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>monthly ml</th>
<th>Dow</th>
<th>1 mō</th>
<th>6 mō</th>
<th>12 mō</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sep</td>
<td>751.1</td>
<td>2597</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
<td>5.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aug</td>
<td>750.9</td>
<td>2525</td>
<td>-0.96%</td>
<td>3.08%</td>
<td>7.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jul</td>
<td>751.5</td>
<td>2665</td>
<td>7.88%</td>
<td>3.82%</td>
<td>8.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jun</td>
<td>746.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>-10.36%</td>
<td>2.41%</td>
<td>8.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>may</td>
<td>753.1</td>
<td>2396</td>
<td>4.48%</td>
<td>6.19%</td>
<td>11.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apr</td>
<td>750.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.53%</td>
<td>10.64%</td>
<td>12.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mar</td>
<td>739.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.42%</td>
<td>10.66%</td>
<td>12.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feb</td>
<td>737.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.49%</td>
<td>12.78%</td>
<td>13.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jan 87</td>
<td>737.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.83%</td>
<td>14.76%</td>
<td>15.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dec</td>
<td>730.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.49%</td>
<td>15.93%</td>
<td>15.55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deflation

If mortgage and principal payments take up 12% of the money supply and the rate of increase drops below 12% - there is a CRISIS.

Events now show that a crisis was in the making with the M1 money supply rate of growth decreasing for 8 months. The trigger was supplied by Chemical Bank’s "unexpected" move in raising its prime rate 50 basis points to 9.75%.

These bankers aren’t stupid. They read the same statistics from the Federal Reserve Bank that you and I do. FRB statistics have shown that a crisis was in the making.

With an impending crisis everyone expected LOWER interest rates to avert a crash. It is not election year and there is no reason for the banks to trigger a crash just now. Lower rates would send the stock market higher, prolong the boom, and re-elect the party in power. Higher rates would stop the boom and crash the stock market.

Chemical RAISED interest rates. It crashed the market.
The Result Of Higher Prime Rates

To obtain Federal Reserve Notes to pay a mortgage, people throw their assets on the market for whatever they will bring.

Stocks and bonds are dumped. Nothing is sacred. Gold, houses, horses, cars, boats - EVERYTHING is sold that can be converted into Federal Reserve Notes to pay the mortgage.

The usurers won't accept anything but Federal Reserve Notes in payment. It's part of the usury contract the borrower signs. If payments were allowed in gold or anything else most borrowers would not be forced to bankrupt, and the banks would not be able to take the borrowers' collateral. The usury system would lose much of its charm and profit.

The usurer must be able to foreclose if he is to become the master and all others his slaves.

Post-Crash Announcements

Following the 1929 crash there was a rash of statements by illuminaries to the effect that everything was basically OK and that we have nothing to fear but fear itself. The same is happening now. Talk does not increase the M1 money supply. Action does.

Increasing The Money Supply

In a Usury System a government has only three ways to increase the money supply. The first;

1) Tax Cut.

The tax cut is the quickest way to put money into circulation. Tax monies that would be paid into government coffers are instead retained by debtors to pay bills.
Instead of a tax cut, however, our government officials are talking about a TAX INCREASE. This is NOT an accident. They know what they are doing.

The second way for the government to increase the M1 money supply is:

2) Monument building.
Governments borrow money into existence to build highways, airports, bridges, flood control, institute programs like "war on poverty", and furnish other give-away programs. This puts money into circulation.

Instead of this the politicians are talking about "cuts" in the budget. Stopping spending. Stopping money from going into circulation so that people can pay their debts. They are talking about balancing the budget. Again, they know exactly what they are doing and what will happen when they shut off the money supply.

The third, and traditionally the best way to increase the M1 money supply is:

3) War.
Tanks, guns, planes and ships cost hundreds of millions. If shot up they must be replaced. If not, they become obsolete in 5 years and must be replaced.

War
The book, War Cycles / Peace Cycles, shows why the Arab states and S. Africa have been chosen as adversaries for the next war, a war long planned which is supposed to get us out of the next planned depression.
The Arabs and S. Africans won't be able to weasel out of the war by surrendering. That's unacceptable. If they try, the US will do something to them that will make them fight. The Arabs may be required to do something like get baptized, or kiss the cross and renounce Allah. The white S. Africans will have to agree to be ruled by blacks, dig ditches for them, and share their women with them.

Yes, the Arabs and S. Africans will fight when the time comes - like it or not. Our economy depends on it.28

Again. There are only three ways a government can force people to borrow money into existance to increase the money supply: 1) Tax cuts. 2) Monument building. 3) War.

1929 Comparisons

There IS order in chaos.

From 1921 to 1929 the stock market rose from near 64 to 386. In the 1929 crash it declined about 50% to near 200. The recovery rally came up to almost 300. This was again almost a standard 50% commodity retracement.

The 1987 crash low was close to 1618, or about a 50% decline from the 1987 top of 2748.65 to the 1974 bottom of 570.

If the expected recovery rally materializes, it should take the stock market averages up to near 2183.

What's Next

The scenario is written out in War Cycles/Peace Cycles. There is no reason to more than briefly touch on it here - what happened last time and what may likely happen again.

28 It is now 2008. I was right about the first part. The second is still on the back burner.
Get out your copy. Read it. Refresh your memory.

**Jubilee**

For the record. A number of Bible scholars have stated that October 1987 is the beginning of the Jubilee year. People are going to be forgiven their debts - whether they like it or not. The debt ridden farmers of Kansas with their thousands of mortgaged acres did nothing last year for fear of upsetting their masters. Let's see what they do when they are "liberated" from their debts - and their farms.

**Look Ahead**

You have read War Cycles / Peace Cycles. If the path ahead gets extremely bad there will be money difficulties. Be ready to tell your local government officials HOW to issue scrip-tallies.

**Food**

Look to the emergency food supply you set up in the 1950s. Make sure your automobile is in good running order. If a food shortage starts - be prepared to move if you are near urban areas. Friends and family will be your haven and protectors.

If the establishment can't enforce its version of the law, it is likely that you will be on your own. When I was a boy all streetcar conductors carried pistols. Grocery clerks, too. These times will return at some point in time.

YOU are the only one who can make your home your castle. Own and be able to use a firearm. "**He said unto them ... he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment and buy one.**" Luke 22:36-38
Remember

The Lord did not set his love upon you, nor choose you, because ye were more in number ... But because the Lord loved you, and because he would keep the oath which he sware unto your fathers. Deut 7:7,8

Remember who you are. Remember His promises. God has not forgotten you. Don’t you forget your God.

---------------------------------

UNFILTERED NEWS

FORCED INTEGRATION: "Judge Russell Clark .... ordered a doubling of the Kansas City, Missouri School district’s property tax and imposed a 1.5% surcharge on businesses ... to pay for ... school desegregation." Spotlight, Oct. 19, 1987

ED: The mailed fist shows. Tribute is imposed. Lawmakers have been supplanted. Judges appointed by the establishment rule. The establishment is in debt to the international bankers. According to law "The borrower is servant to the lender". America is governed by rulers called "judges" appointed by representatives of the international bankers. Thus, we are ruled by strangers and pay tribute without representation. Wars have been and will be fought for less. 29

INTEGRATION SOLUTION: James Farmer said, "... desegregation has been followed by ... ‘white flight’ from the cities ... The only solution ... is to create a situation where there is no place to run ..." News Leader, Sept. 9, 1987.

29 LAW: "Thou mayest not set a stranger (Heb: zāwr - racial alien) over thee, which is not thy brother." Deu 17:15
ED: Interesting experiment. Corner a Saxon and see what he will do. Best take his ax first.

---------------

MARRIAGE: "Establishment Media likes to hype the idea that traditional marriages are on the decline and that most children live in broken homes. But the fact is that in 1985 71% of the entire population lived in households headed by a married couple... 78% of all families with children of their own were still two-parent families ... 75% percent of all children under 18 lived with both parents. These figures come directly from the Census Bureau." Spotlight, Sep. 14, 1987.

---------------


---------------

LETTERS

BANK DEFAULTS: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: The banks are in danger of defaulting their debt in 3rd world nations. Doesn't this represent a danger to us?" G. H. - Arkansas

ED: Nobody defaults on the banks! Mexico belongs to the Mexicans. Their government belongs to the bankers - "The borrower is servant." Same in the USA. Don't get "what belongs to whom" confused. The Mexican government nationalized (confiscated) much private industry. It is now exchanging this confiscated private industry for the national debt owed the international bankers. The government is doing what it is paid to do. Property transfers can take place during inflations as well as deflations. The bank owners end up owning Mexican industry. It didn't cost them a dime.
In exchange for canceling debt, called "default" by the media, concessions must be made. Sometimes it is the Mexican kind. Sometimes it is control of a nation's banking system, collection of import taxes, or exchange for public lands - whatever. Nobody defaults on the banks like the Germans did before WW II!

Look at Germany now! Germans own NOTHING worth owning in Germany. They don't own their industry, banks, media, government, or army. Censorship is draconian. Occupying armies force compliance. The world can see. Pay up or you'll get the same!

----------

USSR ATTACK: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Wouldn't Russia attack us if we have an economic collapse or chaos resulting from AIDS?" A. - Canada

ED: The cold war is too profitable to exchange for a hot war. I cannot picture a war of missiles. It may well be that the SOVIETS (many of the Western Russ were exterminated in the 1920s) will be invited into the US by our own US government officials to restore order.

----------

APOCRYPHA: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Tell me something about the Apocrypha? I didn't know that it had ever been in the Bible." W. L. - Arkansas

ED: The Apocrypha was in the Bible from the very earliest days. It was probably the MOST quoted of all scriptures by our grandfathers. The LAW could not be put away as long as the Apocrypha constantly hammered its supremacy. A prime establishment problem was the Books Of The Maccabees. The conditions then parallel conditions today. It tells of the fight to live by law and restore the worship of God the WORD. The Apocrypha is the single most dangerous piece of literature to
anyone wishing to conquer our land and destroy our God. It had to be removed. It was. Its removal disturbed few mainstream preachers. Still doesn’t. Neither do rape, murder, or sodomy. Most don’t worship the same God our grandfathers did. They are easy to spot. They never mention God’s Laws, Statutes, or Judgments. They call those that do - "controversial".

____________

SUBWAY VIGILANTE: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: If enforcing the law when no one else will makes a Phinheas Priest - the Subway Vigilante, Bernhard Goetz, is one. Note the 'establishment' tried him "umpteen" times and at last put him in jail for a 6 months sentence. He did not use a religious defense so far as I know." J. F. - New York

____________

PHINHEAS PRIEST: "Dear Dick: When I was in Philadelphia two or three years ago I read about a man there who had walked up to an interracial couple and killed them. He used a religious defense. I suppose this was another Phinheas Priest. O. J. - Virginia

____________

JAPANS VIEW: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: While in Japan I met a former major in the Japanese army, who served in the Philippines during WW 2. I mentioned that Japan had lost the war. He bristled: 'No, we did not lose the war, we only changed weapons!' S.J. - Oklahoma

____________

DESEASES: "Dear Dick: Reports say that AIDS attacks blacks many times the rate of Northern Europeans. It attacks mixed breed races at a rate between blacks and N. Europeans. All races have hereditary diseases except the N. European. It would appear that AIDS attacks those races with hereditary diseases first. If this is true, to survive we will have to follow
God The WORD and 'come out from among them and be ye separate.' Is 52:11. N. Europeans in America who innocently integrate at job, school, or play, may die with AIDS like the homosexuals." H. W. - Idaho

-------------------

APOCRYPHA: "Dear Dick: I use an old KJ Bible I bought at an auction. It contains the 14 books of the Apocrypha. There is all the difference in the world between Bibles with and without these 14 books. Modern day anti-Christ "Christians" couldn’t get away with what they are doing if the modern censored KJ Bibles retained these books." W.H. - Illinois

-------------------

BLOCKBUSTED: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: Last month G.S. from Texas said that a $98,000 house declined in value to $28,000. A friend in the Austin neighborhood of Chicago paid $210,000 for a house. The neighborhood was blockbusted and he finally sold for $10,000. I’m sorry for the Texans, but this is really being 'blockbusted'." H. F. - Chicago

ED: The establishment has long used blockbusting to force our people to borrow from them for new houses. It has made them tens of billions of dollars. It’s big business. To protest the practice lands one in prison.

-------------------

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: God spoke the world into existence and all in it. Our ancestors worshipped 'God The WORD, i.e. the Commandments, Statutes, and Judgments, as personified in Jesus Christ. "Christian" ministers who say that God’s Law is put away are in fact denying the existence of Jesus Christ as defined by His commandments and are by definition - anti-Christ. Right?" E. G. - Washington
ED: Right. If God The WORD is put away - God becomes whatever the speaker says he is. This is "anti-Christ".

APOCRYPHA: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I am an Episcopal priest. Our 'Great Bible' contains the Apocrypha. It's there for those who want guidance. P. E. - North Carolina

APOCRYPHA: "Dear Dick: Went to all the book stores. None had the Apocrypha. Got one from a friend. Read it. Every other word DOES uphold and glorify God The WORD. Now I understand why it was censored from the KJ Bible." W. H. - Pennsylvania

ONE VIEW: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I do not understand my Bible as giving me the job of fighting Satan. Under provocative circumstances Jesus did not fight. In the meantime we are to show His loving and gentle nature." G. E. - California

ED: "He said unto them ...he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment and buy one....And they said Lord, behold, here are two swords, And he said unto them, It is enough." Luke 22:36-38

In the beginning Jesus gave us the Commandments, and the statutes and judgments to enforce them. He told us what to do to those who violated His Law. Our refusal to obey has created the world today.
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SCRIP

We are still here. British royal governors made trade agreements with the Indians. In exchange they allowed the Indians to kill Virginia’s settlers at their pleasure. We lived through it. They are gone. We aren’t.

We accepted the worthless paper money of the Continental Congress, and survived.

We accepted the worthless paper money of the New England Puritans, bought their slaves that they assured us was their God given right to sell to us, and then had them turn around and confiscate them without returning the purchase price. We lived through that.

We have lived through four great economic booms and three busts since this country was founded. We will live through the 4th. Not only will we live through it but we grow stronger and we will continue to prosper. Why? We grow
stronger because we have been this way before - and we know the rules.

D.C.

_The borrower is slave to the lender._" Our government borrows from the international bankers and is their servant.

It is doubtful if America as we know it will be in existence in another 10 years, but, Virginia and the rest of the nation will be here ... the states, the counties, the villages.

We were here long before the Frankenstin’s Monster was created in Washington DC. We will be here after it destroys itself, after the political hucksters, and their bank masters, have scattered before the whirlwind they have unleashed. We will continue, and we will continue to prosper.

Money

Civilized societies require money. _PIA_\(^{30}\) Issue #79 told about treasury bills - descendants of the ancient wooden tally. Properly used, they could be the tally’s replacement.

The book _War Cycles/Peace Cycles_ gave the history of the wooden tally that establishment histories are so careful to omit. We in Virginia used the wooden tally for almost as long as there has been a United States. We remember. It left no bad aftertaste.

Issue #130 told of the on-going effort by groups across America to persuade the states to issue their own money. Included was a boiler plate bill to present to state legislatures.

\(^{30}\) _Portfolio Investment Advisory_, Hoskins investment newsletter discontinued. has given the history of efforts made to get a good money system.
to help the effort to re-establish scrip as the currency of the land.

Issue #140 gave the history of Confederate scrip. The different issues of national, state, county, and municipality were represented. There is a great deal of theory in talking about money, but it is an historical fact that we fought a war against overwhelming odds for 4 long years and almost all of it with virtually nothing but paper scrip. It is also a fact that until the very last it served its purpose better than anything in circulation today.

The Coming Demand For Scrip

Today we have about $22 dollars in IOUs coming due worldwide for each $1 in the M1 money supply. When times get hard and money is scarce, as fast as a dollar makes its appearance a debtor will pay it against his bank debt. The credit and debit cancel. The dollar disappears from circulation into the bank. People are reluctant to borrow new money into existence during hard times. The money supply tends to shrink. Still later, money virtually ceases to circulate and no one but the government will borrow it into existence.

About 18 months to 2 years after the 1929 crash, money disappeared. There was no money. This phenomenon is built into the usury system. It has happened before once each cycle. Last time in 1896 and before that in 1843.

The banks and their government flunkies did little that was helpful for a long time. The banks were busy foreclosing. Governments spent their time driving people off their lands when they failed to pay taxes.
The people couldn’t wait. They were starving. Anything that works, anything that is fair, anything that is agreed upon, can be used for money.

There wasn’t time to establish an elaborate wooden tally system. There wasn’t time to establish a t-bill system. Americans just printed and issued scrip into existence. Scores of different issues, hundreds of different issues. Corporations issued scrip. States issued scrip. Individuals issued scrip. It was accepted, and it worked.

**This Time**

Please take time to grasp the full implication of what may one day be placed in your hands.

Scrip is issued by a king. The king may be King George, the Confederate States, or your state, county or city. Whoever issues scrip is for that moment - king.

Scrip that circulates supersedes whatever medium of exchange that does not circulate. In this case - Federal Reserve Notes. FRNs can only be brought back into circulation with the force of stronger king. Today that king is the Establishment in DC.

But, at this moment, if my information is correct, the king in his seat on the Potomac is riddled with AIDS. He has brought strangers into our midst and armed them to back his powerplay. At the peak of his power he has fallen sick.

These strangers are now armed almost without restraint. A food shortage could make them turn their backs on him and rebel. The king may be too sick to do anything about it. In that case we will be on our own.
If this happens, the king may never be able to reinstate the FRN to replace scrip. It may be that your State or County may become king by default. God save the king!

Now

History tends to repeat. A period similar to the one past may recur. It is also likely that the same solution will be used. So that you will know, and know what to advise, the following examples of scrip are shown.

Examples

The following is taken from the book Depression Scrip of the United States, by Ralph A. Mitchell & Neil Shafer.

"Because of bank failures ... inability to collect taxes, people simply had no money to spend. ... various forms of emergency currency or scrip were issued. The first ... appeared as early as 1931 ... by February of 1933 ... there were over 400 communities using some form of emergency currency ...

"Whenever a government fails to provide an adequate supply of currency or coin to maintain commercial trade, the people will step in and provide their own."

"1933 was the year that issuance of scrip reached its highest point ..."

"Aside from those of the US, issues (have) ... been identified ... from ... Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, Ecuador, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Rumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland ... China, Finland and the Netherlands."
The example below gives an idea of the quality and the large amount of scrip that was put into circulation at that time. Then, there were large numbers of companies capable of printing bank notes. I don't know what the situation would be today. I do know that the will to have them printed must come before the printing.

City of Detroit

---

City of Detroit,
Department of Purchases and Supplies,
15th Floor, Water Board Bldg.,
520 Franklin Street, Detroit, Michigan,
Attention: Mr. John G. Germain,
Commissioner,

Gentlemen:

We are pleased to submit herewith for your consideration our bid for the furnishing of Steel Engraved Scrip, as follows:

$30,000 Scrip of Steel Engraved Scrip, consisting of five denominations, engraved and printed on both sides, using 100% new White Rag, with local color water marks to consist of center design with a central water mark or something of that nature surrounding the median line, in other words, it will be an engraved water mark certificate to be numbered in one place on the back and to have a proof letter. 

$7.50 per thousand.

Some specifications as above, except using Crane's No. 29 Bond ........................................... $7.32 per thousand.

$9,000 Scrip Certificates, engraved and printed from steel plate, both sides, consisting of five denominations, using 100% new White Rag, with a center design watermark only, inscribed in one place on the back and to have a proof letter ............................................................. $7.95 per thousand.

$10,000 Scrip certificates, same specifications as the foregoing, except using Crane's No. 29 Bond ................................................ $10.37 per thousand.

Delivery will depend on whether the time it takes to manufacture the paper. If the paper is to be made with an all-over water mark, that is, a center design surrounded by a basket weave fort or some other design of that sort, it will take six weeks to get the paper made. We can, however, start receiving orders of 250,000 pieces of scrip on the day after receipt of the paper, and 250,000 pieces daily thereafter.

If a center design only is required, the paper can be made in about six weeks. We can, as above stated, make shipments in ten days after receipt of paper of 250,000 pieces daily.

The proofs quoted are all F.O.B. Detroit, Michigan, and if awarded the contract we will provide full insurance for safe delivery.

Yours very truly,

[Signature]

Republic Bank Note Company

[Name, Title]
VIRGINIA

COVINGTON

West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog #</th>
<th>Denomination</th>
<th>Date, description, size</th>
<th>Eff</th>
<th>Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAO-010</td>
<td>10 Dollars</td>
<td>March 10, 1933, as above.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Issued, cancelled.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAO-020</td>
<td>20 Dollars</td>
<td>March 10, 1933, as above.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Issued, cancelled.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Mr. George L. Miller, manager of the local paper mill and president of the Citizens National Bank at Covington, issued scrip in lieu of cash to meet payrolls. Miller personally guaranteed redemption of scrip in cash once banks were reopened. All local stores and businesses agreed to accept the scrip as legal tender. After the crisis was over the company redeemed every piece of scrip at face value. The signature on the scrip is the same as that appearing on national bank notes of the local bank issued during the period.
### Michigan

**Catalog #** | **Denomination** | **Date, description, size** | **Ext./Line**
--- | --- | --- | ---
MS534-1. | 1 DOLLAR | March 15, May 31, 1935 (stamped data). Block text with pale orange underprint on orange border. Back orange. 100 x 72mm. | 12. 15.

b. Issued, cancelled.  c. Unused, cancelled (no series or date). | 12. 15.

MS534-5. | 5 DOLLARS | March 20, July 12, 1935. As above. | 12. 15.
b. Issued, cancelled.  | 12. 15.

MS534-10. | 10 DOLLARS | March 20, July 12, 1935. As above. | 15. 20.
b. Issued, cancelled.  

**NOTE:** Issue #437 was dated October 12, 1934; #44 was dated September 12, 1935. Total amount issued was $1,235,127.

### Albany

**Negotiable Certificate** — Albany Clearing House Association

### Mississippi

**Clarksdale**

Clarksdale and Coahoma County Chamber of Commerce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>No.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Amount</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 Cents</td>
<td>25 Cents</td>
<td>TWENTY-FIVE CENTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLARKSDALE, MS: Current of the United States Chamber of Commerce and Coahoma County. Used in commerce and for business purposes. No series or date. Issued October 12, 1934. Total amount issued was $1,235,127.
ANAHEIM

Anaheim Plan Emergency Voucher

Catalog #: Generation Date, description, size
C101.1. 1 DOLLAR RD (1932). Block on orange GOES from red-orange denomination at center. Stamp, script, spaces on back for 25c stamp. 13 7/8 x 7 7/8mm.
A.E. Distressed, cancelled. 

NOTE: Robert Runyon and Joe C. Elliott devised a plan of authorizing scrip for use as payment for public works labor and other emergency relief projects. Begun on January 28, 1932, the plan called for issuance of $1 vouchers good in trade at 100 cooperating business houses.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA (Sacramento)

General Fund Warrant

Boston Treasury Money
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Tax Revenue Note of 1933

January 15, 1934 Issue
In addition to the above examples, there was both Confederate and Virginia treasury scrip in circulation - much different from bank notes which were looked down on by the average citizen.

Later, the depression of 1929 forced other widespread scrip issue. Lynchburg's Craddock-Terry Shoe company issued scrip that could be exchanged for shoes - just one of many such issues.

UNFILTERED NEWS

S. AFRICA'S SURRENDER: "My government has laid out a roadmap ... establishing ... abolition of the Pass Laws, the legalization of inter-racial marriages, the desegregation of trade unions, public accommodations, sports, and business districts, and the elimination of an all-white parliament. ... universal suffrage for all blacks ... changes in ... segregation of neighborhoods ... (and) remove statutory barriers to housing integration." Piet Koornhof - Ambassador from S. Africa, Letter From S.A. Oct 1, 1987.

LETTERS

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: Anyone can see that western jails are full of Indians and the eastern jails are full of blacks. It is also obvious that 'like breeds like' and that may account for it. Doesn't this do away with 'freedom of choice'?" M.G. - Wisconsin

ED: Choosing law vs lawlessness is for the Israelite adamite only. Everyone of our people knows right from wrong. The scripture says:
"He showeth his WORD ... his statutes and his judgments unto Israel. He has not dealt so with any nation: and as for his judgments, they have not known them." Ps 147:19-20

Knowing, we disobey. Therefore, our punishment shall be the greater.
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